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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, September E3, 1915:
SIR: The folk high schools of Denmark and other Scandinavian

countries are so unique and contain so much of interest to all who are
concerned in the preparation,of young men and wothein for higher
and better living and for more efficient citizenship that, although
two or three' former bulletins of this bureau have been devoted to-a
'description of these schi)ols and their work, I recommend that the
manuscript transmitted herewith be published as a bulletin of the
Bureau of Education for the purpose of giving a still more com-

Jorehensive account of the subject. Those who read this and the
114former bulletins referred to vij11 have a fairly complete account, not

only of these.schools, but also of the whole system of rural education
of which these sehooli tre an important wt.

Respectfully submitted.

The SECRETARY OF TILE INTERIOR.

P. P. CAXTON,
Commissioner.
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PREFATORY NOTE

For the sake of reference, the following facts relating to Denmark
are stated here:

Area.-15,042 square miles.- This is very nearly equal to the com-
bined areas of Massachusetts and New Jersey, or to one-fifth the area
of Minnesota.

Population (1906).-2,588,919. This is almost identically equal to
the population of New Jersey (1910) and is about half a million
greater than the population of Minnesota (1910).

The monetary unit is the krone, equal to about 27 cents of Ameri-
can.money. The ore isone one-hundredth part of a krone.

The Danish foot equals 12.35 inches; the Danish mile equals 4
English miles; and the Danish pound equals 1.1 pounds avoirdupois.
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THE DANISH PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOL.

PART I. THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OE DENMARK.

Chapter I.
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT.

An early culture. Runic inscriptions bear evidence of a culture in
the Old No0 world extending as.far back as 500 A. D."I'he very
existence of these inscriptions suggests practices of a distinctively
educational naturea supposition that is abundantly borne out by
the contents of the folk songs and Raga literature of this curly period.
From this material it is possible to gain a- f a i rl y definite idea of the
status of education among these people of the north before the intro-
duction of Christianity.'

Educational proctire8.The child's early training was received at
the hands of his mother. Her supervision was mild. The child was
given large freedom in his play and activity, and very early was Left
to solve his own problems. Thus began that training in individual
initiative which produced the viking who boldly set forth upon the
seas in the quest of new lands and adventures.

When the boy was old enough to be removed from the immediate
care of his mother, his training was either continued in ,the home or
given over to a foster father. Many well-to-do people chose the
latter course for various reasons.' If he remained at home, the
many slaves and servants, hoping for favors f oro the future master,
mighf spoil the child by overindulgence. Fu thermore. the removal
of the boy from immediate parental supervis n would tend to de-
velop individuality in thought and action. The foster father was
chosen with great care, the selection being made from among such
wise men as possessed the requisite knowledge for a leader or chief-
tain. These men were found chiefly among the district rulers, who
were also, priests. Serving in such double capacity, they were iri
itiated into the civil laws as well as the religious`teachings of the

lOttosen,..Nordens litstorte, p. 6.
Worm, Forsog tit en SkolebIstorte, p. 845.
Lagerstedt, Bvemskit Upprostringrasendets Maoris, p. 6.
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8 I THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF DENMARK.

-community. These men were frequently also historians and poets.'
The relationship between a foster father and 'child was exceedingly
intimate and loving. Between children fostered in the same -home
there was also formed a close bond of friendship, which sometimes
ripened into love, as so beautifully pictured by Tegner, in his poetic
version of Fritjof's Soya. Often, too, there was established between
men fostered together the institution of "f,sier brotherhood," a
brotherhood of arms. If a child was brought up in the home, his
training was intrusted to some particular liberated slave, who might
frequently be a captive from some foreign country and a person of
considerable culture. Such a person would usually devote himself
heartily to the child intrusted to his special care, a devotion which
was generally reIarded in kind by the ward.

Aim of Old Sone education. The aim of Old Norse education
for the boy was manliness, which was, conceived as physical and
intellectual vigor, courage, cotnplete self-possession in the most criti-
cal situation, large-mindedness, generosity, and aboveal utter dis-
regard of death.' These qualities the chieftains sought to develop
by all .manner of strong incentives, even resorting to abusive words
to stimulate the boy to manly deeds. The training was, of course,
obtained largely through imitation, seeing-and doing the things that
parents and elders did. In this way they became proficient in vari-
ous peaceful and warlike exercise& The boys matured at a very
young age, many a chieftain's son going to war at the age of 12.
While the education was thus prevailingly moral, its method-being
activity, and action its culmination, it nevertheless possessed a con-
siderable intellectual content. Knowledlie of the religion, laws, his-
tory, and poetical literature of the people was considered essential
to the equipment of a leader. Composition of impromptu poetry
wap a favorite diversion of chieftains around the festite board,
while the writing of history and poetry was a recogni.zed profession.
The transfer of this intellectual heritage- and the training of the
boy in manly qualities and deeds constituted the special office of the
foster father or special guardian. Thus the education of leaders in
this early period had become a conscious process, and although there
were no schools or teachers in the modern, professional sense, it may
be said that there had been developed a special teaching function.
The education of the boy was completed by military campaigns and
excursions, by travel and residence abrOad.

Young men of the northern nobility frequently spent much time at court, at
home and abroad, in Scandinavia, Greece. Russia, England, France, .Scotland,
and acquired thus a knowledge of the world, higher training, and fine manners,
as well as ho riches, and influential connectional

Hertzberg, Opdragelgens og Skolens Hiatorie, p.
Lagergtedt, op. cot.,



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT...

The education of girls seems to have been less specialized: At an
early age they engaged in the industries of the homesewing, em-
broidery, spinning, and weaving. They participatZd in various
amusements and mingled freely with the people at festivals and pub-
lic Their intellectual training was not entirely neglected,
however, for women busied themselves also with. poetry. But chiefly
by work, play, and free activity were trained the mothers of a
sturdy race.

The Middle AgecWith the introduction of Christianity schools
were immediately established. The first Christian school is
ported to have been erected in the beginning of the ninth century
by the Apostle of the North, St. Anwar, " for 12 'young children
whom he together with his assistant's, instructed in Christian learn-
ing."' Throughout 1-:urope during this period there were three
chief types of schoolsmonastic,. cathedral, and burgher schools.
Monastic schools were kept by the monks and consisted of two divi7
sons, an inieiltor school for novices who were to become ifionks anI
an exterior department for the boys of the cOmmuhity who desired
an education chiefly for secular purposes. *The usiies pursued were

reading, writing, singing, and t subjects of the trivium
and quadrivium.k Fur the novices there as, in addition, instruction
in the rules of the order and some of t principles of canonical
law. Cathedral lools were established in connection with the
cathedral chapters and were training schools chiefly for the priest-
hoOd.

The schools Ndel, in charge of a master, 8ehrdasticu8Nand gave
'instruction in the most necessary subjects, such ns readingespecially
the Iliblewriting; singing, Latin, the church fathers, canonical law,
and the dutiegillirf- the priestly office. These schools, Ihoufh degenT:
erating to low standards in the later Middle Ages, were attended
by large numbers of students, the school at Rh'skilde being report
to have had 900 Students and the one at Ribe 700.2 Neither of the
above types of schools metthe demands of the citizen classes, who
felt a growing need of education for the performance of ,their various
pursuits. The citizens therefore began to establish schools on their
own account. In addition to religion, instruction was given in read-
ing, writing,-arithmetic,.a little history, geography, and scimetimes
also German. Such schools under various namesburgherllanish,,-
German, or writing schools seem to have been establiShed before the
Reformation in all leading commercial towns.'

Elementary education was least well provided for. There -were (

no common schools, in the modern sense. Provision was made, how- '
p

* Worm. op. cit.. p. 346.
I Idem, p. 362.

Ottosen, Vor Follreskoleo eprindeloe og Udvtgling, p. &



10 THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF DENMARK.

ever, for instruction by the parish priest in the elements of the
Christian religion. This consisted of memorizing the Lord's Prayer,
the Apostolic Creed, Ave Maria, and, in the latter Middle Ages, per-
haps the ten commandments. Children were to commit these ele-
ments to memory between their seventh and fourteenth years, after
which they were subject to fines if they did not 'few them when
tested at confession.

Facilities for university education were provided in the north when
the University of Upsala, in Sweden, was founded in 147f and that
of Copenhagen in 1478. Previously, and for a long time afterwards,
students who desired advanced training went abroad, the Universities
of Paris, Bologna, Orleans, Oxford, Lowen, and Rostock drawing
the largest numbers.

Educational plan of Reformation .The Reformation was intrd-
duced into Denmark by act of Parliament in 1536, and a church
ordinance Of 1539, formulated by Bugenhagen, regulated ecclesias-
tical and educational affairs. The King became head of the church,
and under him were ordained seven superintendents, who were,
however, popularly called bishops. The monasteries were dissolved
and their properties and incomes were devoted to the support of
Latin schools and the university. The cathedral schools were trans-
formed into Latin schools by the guidance of Melanchthon's school
plan for Saxony. These Latin schools continued to be training schools
for the ministry until 1629, when a theological examination requiring
university study was introduced for candidates for the ministry
and for teachers in the higher classes of the Latin schools. Further-
more, the above-mentioned church ordinance required that there
should be one Latin school in every provincial city. The old mon-
astery schools were pirtly dissolved and partly transformed into
Latin schools of the new type. Later, schools were founded by the
King. Their function was to equip for secular as well as for
clerical life.

Ultimately there developed two fairly definite types of " learned "
or Latin schools, higher schools in the larger cities and lower schools
in the smaller towns. These latter became essentially preparatory
to the former. The higher schools became training institutions for
the office-holding class, which included, of course, the ministry. The
administration bf a higher school was in the hands of a head master
or rector. He was assisted by four or five " hearers," and the schools
were divided into classes, ranging in number from four to seven.
Needy students in the upper class were given the office of parish
clerks in the surrounding parishes and received the income attached
to those offices. The curriculum of these schools consisted of religion
and Latin. Students in the upper class who were able to read and
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write Latin well were permitted to study a little Greek, but not to
the neglect of Latin. The mother tongue was not only neglected,
but students were severely punished if they by chance spoke Danish.
Contemporaries complain of the fruitlessness of the instruction and
of the inhuman discipline maintained.

The lower Latin schools in the smaller towns had only three or
four classes and one or two teachers besides the head master. In
addition to their chief function of preparing for the higher schools,
they served as a sort of burgher school. To be,sure the chief element
in the curriculum was Latin, but at that time knowledge of this
language was necessary for any person who wished to be deemed
cultured. The other subjects of instruction were religion, writing,
and singing.

Both these types of schools were placed under the supervision of
the clergy, and their development was much emphasized. For their
benefit the existing Danish, German, or citizen schools were to be
discontinued, so that there would be only one school in each city.
While the church ordinance of 1539 abolished the above-mentioned
private schools, it provided that the Government should erect writ-
ing schools for boys and girls and others who are not capable of
learning Latin." The rationale of abolishing existing schools and
immediately erecting new ones of about the same function was evi-
dently to establish a system of public rather than private schools, for
the new schools were to be erected by the Government. The Govern-
ment must have taken the matter lightly, however, for no public
schools, other than Latin schools, were established feir a long time
to come.'

The ordinance of 1539 makes no mention of rural schools. This
was evidently not to be thought of. That every father should be a
teacher of his own household, however, was an idea much encouraged.
In addition to such home instruction, the ordinance.provided that
"The parish clerk shall instruct the young peasants in the catechism
once a week at such time and place as the parish pastor may pre-
scribe."' In 1555 a resolution was adopted by the college of bishops
to the following effect:

Every parish clerk in a rural town shall, in the days of the three great
church festivals, repair to other rural towns,' and there in a citizen's house
call together the young people, instruct and hear them in the catechism, suit-
ably encourage them, sing a hymn with them, and let them afterwards play
decorously In the street.'

The obligation was also placed upon the pastors, in addition to
the sermon proper, "each Sunday and in each church to explain a

Ottosen, op, cit., p. 11.
Quoted by Ottosen, ibid., ,. 12.

I Where there was no church.
Quoted by Ottosen, p. 11.
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portion of the Christian elements-4-for example,- a command rent,
an article of fa' , a prayer, etc.and continue this constantly, so
that when they Rad reached the end of the catechism they should
begin again from the beginning."' Such was the educational plan
of the Reformation in Denmark.

Development of elementary education. The period immediately
following the Reformation was marked by a live interest in educa-
tion, which manifested it egIT siTegiarnicIEFIEUM.ucion licihe
homes. When the language of the religious services was changed

I from Latin to Danish, the desire to read instead of merely commit-
1 ting to memory something read for them stimulated instruction in

reading. Soon there were whole communities, especially in Jutland,
where nearly every person could read. Whether this work of instruc-
tion was at first entirely a family affair or a cooperative effort of
several families involving the hiring of a teacher is not clear. It
does appear, however, that by the time of Christian IV (1588-1648)
schools had been established by such private initiative, and were
pointed to by the King as examples worthy of emulation by other
communities.' Efforts at popular enlightenment continued to be

( made also by the kings and clergy. King Christian IV labored for
a more thorough training of ministers and the appointment of capa-
ble parish clerks. He regarded the chief function of these latter
officials to be the instruction of the young, and this duty he urged
upon them conscientiously to perform. A significant ruling of 1645 pre-
scribed that no young man or woman could become betrothed or mar-
ried before he or she was found well versed in the Christian elements.'
But great obstacles were encountered. There was such a lack of
pastors that it was necessary to combine many parishes into one
charge, the manifold duties of which mane it practically impossible
for pastors to do much in the way of instructing the young. Further,
many of them lacked the necessary qualifications fo; the work.

The same discrepancies existed in the case of parish clerks. The
income and honors attached to these latter offices were so small as to
ail to attract capable men. The result was that the offices were
nerally filled by men who already held other positions, by students

in the upper class of the Latin schools, or by men who had failed
in their examinations. It is small wonder that complaints of their
inefficiency and laziness were general and bitter. Added to these
difficulties was the unwillingness of away parents to have their chil-
dren instructed. They were threatened with increasingly severe
punishments if they failed to send their children for instruction.
This fact indicates perhaps a falling off of interest on the part of

'Quoted by Ottopen, Ibid., p. 13.
sOttosen. op. cit., p. 15.
*Hertzberg, op. ctt., p. OIL
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the people fully as much as a heightening of the ideals of bishop aid
pastor. When the religious lifer which. had been stirred by the
Reformation, fell back into formalism, th desire for reading the
Bible also waned, and with it interest in education. Some educa-
tional advance was made by the Danish law of Christian V (1683).
This law prescribes that only such students as were certificated by the
bishops should be appointed parish clerks, and they must not hold
any other office. Thus was legally abolithed also the practice of fill-
ing the clerks' offices with students in the Latin schools. Thl prac-
tice, which had grown hateful to the people, continued, however, for
many years in certain localities. It was further provided by law
that the parish clerks should give instruction in the catechism on one
week, day in addition to Sunday. For this purpose the clerks kept
ambulatory school in homes centrally located at various points in'the
parishes.

Influence of pietism,. The pietistic movement, furthered by
Francke and Spener in Germany, exerted a tremendous influence
upon 'the Danes. So lifeless and. formal had religious life become
that this movement from the south was felt as a refreshing breeze.
Especially the clergy were btirred, and in order that the young might
be instructed in vital Christianity, they stimulated a marked revival
of interest in education. In Copenhagen two pastors, Thc,strup and
Worm, were so active in their efforts for enlightenment that they suc-
ceedfd in having free schools established for the ,pour in their par-
ishes in the first decade of the eighteenth century. Subsequently,
similar schools were established in the other three parishes of the
city. The schools were supported by free-will contributions. In-
struction was given in religion, Danish, writing, and arithmetic.
The girls received instruction also in sewing and spinning\ These
schools formed the foundation for the present public-school- system
of Copenhagen. Also other cities established free schools for the
poor at this time.'

The greatest contribution to education during this period, how=
ever, was made directly by King Frederick IV (1699-1730). Within

,six years' time he built 240 substantial schools, many of which still
stand. He accompanied his building ventures with specific instruc-
tions regarding the conduct of the schools. Teachers were to be
nominated and certificated by the local pastors and appointed by the
ceunty chairman. The schools, which were for both boys and girls,
whether rich or poor, were to be kept six .days in the week, and
parents punished if they did not send-their children. Instruction in
the most elementary subjects was free, but tuition might be charged

tOttosen, op. elk, p. -27.
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for instruction in special or adVanced subjects. In general the
teachers' cash salaries were paid by the King, and the salaries in kind
by the local communities, a certain levy being made on each unit
of land.

Frederick IV died before the fruits of his efforts were evident, but
his work was continued with great zeal by his son and successor,
Christian VI (1730-1746). He introduced, in 1736, the institution
of confirmation for the young at the age of 14 or 15. Before they
could be confirmed, however, they must be instructed in a consider-
able body,of knowledge. The plan met with much opposition from
the people.. They themselves had had no such extended instruction,
and they thought it a hardship that it should be rquired of their
children. The King and most of the clergy reinained firm, however,
and as the instruction the tastor could give in the 'limited time at
his disposal was insufficient to meet the standard established, there
came about a feeling of a real need for schools. This was the very
thing the King desired, for thus the ground was prepared for his
plan of a common-school system for the entire country.

Eetabli8hment of a State system. The 240 schools erected by
Frederick IV were built upon the lands devoted to the support of the
army and directly suViact to the Crown. His educational work was
therefore in a self an individual nature. His son, Christian VI,
however, extended the idea and conceived a national system of edu-
cation. To prepare for the establishment of such a system a commis-
sion was appointed to learn, the status of education in the country
and to submit plans. On the basis of its report there was enacted
the "Ordinance of 1739, concerning schools in rural districts," which
remained practically unchanged until 1814. This law laid down the
following principles, which have ever since been followed in Danish
education: (1) Every parish is in duty bound to establish and main-
tain schools. (2) Children are in duty hound to receive instruc-,
tion during a certain period of their lives. If this is not otherwise
provided for, they are to be instructed in the public schools. (3)
The school is confessional, L. e., an Evangelical Lutheran parish
school.

The instruction in Christianity, which had previously been a
function of the church and given by its officers, was now delegated
to a separate institution, the School, which, therefore, received its
own professional staff. Schools were to be of two kindsstationary
where the population was sufficiently dense, and ambulatory in the
more sparsely populated areas. The parish clerks were to keep
school; but as their number was far too limited, there were to be
appointed in addition as many persons to-keep school as the bishops
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deemed necessary. All children between the ages of 7 and 10 or 12
were to attend school every day that school was kept in the bcom-
munity, and neglect of parents in sending children to school could
be punished even by a prislr sentence. Instruction embraced religion
and reading for all. Writing and arithmetic were taught to,such as
paid a special fee. It soon appeared, however, that the law was'far
ahead of its t,ime. The chief difficulties encountered in putting it into
practice were the incapacity and unwillingness, or both, of the
public to support the schools and the lack of qualified teachers.,
After the death of Ch'ristian VI the attitude of the Central Gov-
ernment toward education became less firm, and the provisions of
the law were not carried out in full. Christian VI had been suc-
cessful, ho-wever, in establishing the principle that education is a
function not only of the home and church, but also of the State.
On this foundation the Goverminent continued to build.'

Influence of Enlightenntene and naturalism. The influence of
eighteenth century educational thought took definite form in Den-
mark in the erection of training schools where teachers might be
made acquainted *ith the new ideas of enlightenment and naturalism,
and thus be equipped to train up " a new, bette)r, and happier genera-
tion ". The first teachers' training school within the then-existing
bounds of Denmark was established in 1781, at Kiel. In 1789 there
was appointed by Christian VII the " Great School Commmission,"
to prepare a new plan for the school system of the country. The
first problem to which the commission devoted itself was the train-
ing of teachers, and in 1791 there was established under its super-
vision the Blaagaard Nbrmal School in Copenhagpn. The influence
of the Enlightenment is plainly evident in the cOrriculum of Blaa-
gasrd. The instruction embraced
the theoretical and practical teachings of the Christian religion, with
from the Scriptures and reason, Bible study, catechization, history, geograph
mother tongue, nature study, physics, logic, laws and ordinances, writing,
arithmetic, geometry, German, music. Later were added anthropology, agri-
culture, horticulture, household sciences, lndustrfes and gymnastics.'

This formidable program was the model on which other schools
were built, but their histories were comparatively brief. The spirit /
of the Enlightenment, however, operated powerfully in the work of
the Great Commission, whose plan,.after having been trigd out in
practice and modified by criticism, was enacted into law- in 1814.
This law made possible the enforcement of compulsory education,
placed the burden of support upon the local communities, fixed the
salaries of teachers, and provided for a small pension. The subjects
of instruction were to be religibn, reading, writing, arithmetic, sing-

1 Based chiefly on Hertzberg, op. ett.. p, 73d.
2 Quoted by Hertzberg, op. cit., p. 108.

8834°-15-2



THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM OF DENMARK.

ing, gymnastics for the boys, and, when possible, a little history and
geography.

The poor economic and social conditions of Denmark during the
first part of the nineteenth century and diminution of interest in
enlightenment made the enforcement of the law very difficult. Con-
se9uently, salaries'and equipMent became meager and the instruction
very inferior. The systems of Lancaster and Bell were seized upon
in many places as a means of general education at a low cost and
as a result the instruction became very formal and mechanical.

Recent reforms. After 1830 educational interest, took an upward
trend. The psychological tendency wasinaking itself felt. Teachers
formed associations, issued educational journals, and held meetings
for the discussion of educational prob'lems; and progress was made
in many directions. A distinctly Danish contribution to educational
thought and practice was made at this time by Bishop Grundtvig
and somewhat later by Kristen mold. Both of these men are of
special interest in connection with the history of people's high
schools, but their agitation for a more free and spiritual instruction
also exerted a tremendous influence on elementary education.

The granting of general suffrage by the Danish free constitution in
1848-and the increasing prosperity of the country further stimulated
interest in education, but progress was delayed for a time by a sharp
conflict in Parliament over the question of centralization.' The re-
sults of reform and discussion were embodied in the school law of
1856, which, among other thingnproved salaries, gave to local
communities the right to nominate teachers, and required the State'
to assume a small part of school expenses.

Legally and administratively reforms continued to be made in the
supply, training, certification, and salaries of teachers, extension of
the curriculum, and methods of instruction. In the sixties local
communities were given more power in regard to their school affairs
and the interest of the people increased. Serious defects, especially
in the matter of low salaries, were existent, however, and in response
to the growing appreciation of modern educational needs a series of
laws in 4399, 1903, and 1904 placed- elementary- education on its pres-
ent'footing, the exposition of which will be undertaken in another
chapter.

Secondary education since the Reformation.Having thus traced
briefly the development of elementary education from the Reforma-
tion up to the present time, it is in order to glance at the history of
appondary schools which took its course more or less independently of
elementary education during this period. The influence 15f Comenius
and realism were but slightly felt in Denmark and the Latin schools

I Larsen, Folkeakolen in Danmark' Iikelevaesen, p. 81.
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continued supreme in the field of, secondary education. The higher
)Latin schools gradually became preparatory to university study, in- .

stead of training directly for the ministry. In smaller towns where
the Latin schools were but poorly attended, efforts were made to sub-
stitute Danish schools where children might be instructed in the
Christian elements, arithmetic, writing, bookkeeping, and seaman-
ship, but the efforts were without avail. Nor did the eighteenth
century witness any essential changes in secondary schools. The
ordinance of 1739 prescribed that the mother tongue should be given
more attention and textbooks should be written in Danish, but the
law remained virtually a dead letter. A number of the smaller
Latin schools were, however, transformed into Danish schools.

It was not before the first decade of the nineteenth century that
any essential reform in secondary education took place. This con:
sisted in a betterment of finances, buildings, and salaries. The mother
tongue and modern languagesFrench and Germantogether with
some science, were given a plate in the curriculum. The old sub-
jects, however, maintained their claims to a position of the first rank,
and as teachers were lacking in ability to handle the new subjects,
difficulties were at once encountered. The first half of the century
is thus marked by a struggle between the old and the new. There
were complaints of overcrowded curricula, and efforts at remedies
were made, the development moving along the same lines as in Ger-
many. Gradually, however, more independence in reforms became

t..eviden By 1871, the Latin school had been divided into two lines,
the lin iistic-historical and the mathematical-scientific, both pre-
paring for the university. By 1881 there had been worked out a Real
school of four years, preparing for practical life, with a leaving ex-
amination at the age of 15 or 16. Latin was still considered essential
for anyone contemplating-university study, and four years of it were
required even in the mathematical-scientific course of the Latin
school. The Real school, with four years, continued practically un-
changed until replaced py the new system introduced by the law of
1903. The new systemirecognizes the growing appreciation of the
educational value of modern languages and literatures by giving
them a large place in the curriculum.

Another large element in the reform of 1903 was the desire for a
unified school system embracing a continuous course of instruction
from the primary grade to the university. Previously elementary
and secondary education were distinct and parallel from the bottom
up. A child began his career in the one or the other, the choice
Usually depending upon the social position of his parents. The new

alAnderstrom-Lang, Drenge-og Faelleaskoler in Danmarks Sinilevaeeen, p. T.
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system provides'for the education of all children together during the
first five years of school life, regardless of the social position of the
parents or the future career of the child. This is accomplished by
superimposing on the fifth year of the elementary school a system of
secondary education which provides a four-year middle school, fol-
lowed by a Real course of one year or a Gymnasium course of three
years.

Secondary education of girls. The record of higher education for
girls does not go back more than 150 years in Denmark, and during
the eighteenth century such schools are known only by the criticism
directed against them.' The Enlightenment, however, included also
women in its program, and in 1787 was issUed by Emmanuel Balling
a "Plan for a Real School for Our Daughters." This plan indicates
a high ideal of womanhood, and proposes an extensive educational
program for girls. A few excellent schools were established, but
most of them were short lived. The conditions of the early nine-
teenth century in Denmark were not conducive to large or persistent
effort in behalf of women's education.

Gradually, however, as the new ideas of women's capacities and
work gained ground, a persistent demand, for suitable educational
facilities for girls made itself felt. The person who did most to
advance the cause of girls' higher education in Denmark was Miss
N. Zahle, who, as the head of a large renottned girls' school in 'Copen-
hagen, is said to have created the modern girls' school. She was the
first to prepare girls for the teacher's examination when they were
"admitted to it in 1860, for the preliminary Real examination, which
girls were permitted to take for the first time in 1882, and finally was
the first to prepare girls for the university, when she felt that the
time was ripe for such a step. A large numiber of excellent private
girls' schools vyere built ;n the latter half of the nineteenth century,
and the quality of girls' higher education came to be regarded as
being on a par with that for men. By the law of 1903 coeducation
was introduced into the State schools and has become very general
also in the communal secondary schools which have recently sprung
up in the 'cities and towns. Girls and boys are thus given equal op
portunities for secondary education, and the number of wome en-
tering the university is steadily increasing.

Daring the last two decades.there has been manifest in D mark
a wonderful educational activity. Old forms and institutio s have
beep subjected to criticisms and analysis, reforms have been nd'er-
taken to perfect the instruments in use, curricula have been e ricked
and modernized, the aids to instruction have been multiplied, supple-
mentary types of education have been introduced,,a variety of voca-

I Lang, Den httlere Ptgeskole In Danmarka Bkolevaesen, D. 19.
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tional schools has come into being to meet the new conditions, teach-
ers' associations have been active in spreading professional literature
and stimulating educational thought, and school people in general
have displayed an ,eager desire to acquire and test the best educa-
tional ideas, whether domestic or foreign.

Chapter II.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF EDU-

CATION.

The systemTerme defincd.Primary, secondary, and university
education in Denmark is now organized .into a State system, with
continuity from the bottom up. The figure given on 'page 21 may
serve to make the system clear to the reader and help to define
the, three degrees of education as they apply to Denmark. As the
figure indicates, the system is built upon a substructure of elementary
education. Theoretically, at least, all children receive the snipe edu-
cation during the first five years of their school life. Then occurs a
parting of the ways. Those children who are to receive secondary
education enter at this point into the middle school, while those
whose life career does not embr,ace-secondary education continue for
two or three years in the eleAntary school, usually until confirms=
tion, at 14 or 15 years of age. The term elementary education is
therefore used in this study to cover the instruction given to all
children during the first' five years of school life and the further cul-
tural instruction given to those children who do not enter the sec-
ondary schools. The term will thus include also continuation schools.

Secondary education, as stated, begins at the end of the fifth year
of school work, normally when the chit is 11 years of age. It em-
braces first thr.-middle school of four years, ages 11 to 15. Many
children go no further. A continuation maybe made, however, in
the one-year Reit' course or in the three-year Gymnasium which
offers three courses: Classical, modern language, and mathematictl-
scientific. The temp secondary education thus embraces instruction.
given in these three types of schools, middle school, Real course, and
Gymnasium. The people's high schools, which constitute the special
subject ofthis'study, are somewhat difficult-to classify. They are not
a part of the formal organization of secondary education, but in
their cultural purpose and in the content of their curricula they
classify more properly under secondary than under any of the other
degrees of education.

The Gymnasium prepares for the university; which _is a profes-.

sic:mai school. To be sure, the first year in the university is devoted
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to an introductory study of psychology and the history of philosophy,
but thereafter the student pursues studies under the faculties of
theology, law, medicine, philosophy, or science, with a view to his
vocational equipment.

Administration The ministry.As education in Denmark is or-
ganized into a State system, it is also administered as such. Mat-
ters of .fundamental importance constitute subjects for legislation
by Parliament. Matters of lesser range, though still weighty. may
be covered by royal resolution. The King also participates to a small
extent in the administration of the schools, notably by appointing
head teachers and principals on the recommendation of the ministry.
The immediate administration of educational affairs, however, is in
the hands of the ministry of ecclesiastical affairs and public instruc-
tion. Denmark has a form of State church (Folkekirke) the Evan-
gelical Lutheranthe administration of which is combined with that
of education under one head, as the title of the ministry indicates.
The minister is appointed by the King and has a seat in the cabinet,
together with the eight other ministers.

EducationaMt, it is the 'unction of the ministry to isene adminis-
trative directions of a general nature pertaining to education, such
as announcements, circulars, regulations, and instructions, i)rovided,
however, that the matter in question is not a subject for royal reso-
lution.' The ministry also acts as a court of last resort in all the
more important matters pertaining to education, and, in general,
exercises supervision over the organization and state of the instruc-
tion in all the public schools in the country, both elementary and
advanced.

Division of work.The educational work of the ministry is divided
between two departments, each with its department chief and assist-
ants. Under the first of these departments classify matters pertain-
ing to elementary education, normal schools, State teachers' college,
people's high schools, schools. of dopestic science, school libraries,
stipends for foreign study, Danish 'khool museum, orphan homes,
and schools for defictives. The other department has to do chiefly
with secondary and higher schools, the university, polytechnical in-
stitute, schools of pharmacy and dentistry, the Royal Archives, Royal
Library, Royal Theater, Royal Academy of Fine Arts, scientific and
fine arts collections, grants to science and arts, and stipends to stu-
dents at the university and abroad.'

Advisers and inspectors. In the administration of educational
affairs the ministry is further assisted,by.several permanent advisers

tiror the Material in this and the following chapter the author has drawn freely upon
the work by Henrik Lehmann, flaandbog I LovgivnIngen om den Denote Polkeskole. It
II an excellent compilation of legal and administrative measures relating to elementary
education in"Denmart and has proved a source book of the highest value.

Hats Btata Lalonde:. 1914.
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and inspectors. There is a counselor in matters pertaining to ele-
mentary education, whose function it is to pass judgment on ques-
tions submitted4o hinr by the ministry, submit plans for improve-
ments in the school system, and judge of the serviceableness of school
materials. Further, the counselor assists the ministry in his inspec-
tion of the normal schools. Another counselor gives advice in mat-
ters pertaining to libraries.

There are four inspectors of special subjects, who report to the
ministry concerning the work dt the schools in their respective sub-
jects and express opinions on questions submitted to them by the
ministry. Of these, three are inspectors, respecively, of music, gym-
na.stics,and sloyd for elementary, :Ascondary, and normal sdfools. A
fourth inspects drawing in State and private normal schools and
technical schools. There are, furthermore, an inspector of complete
secondary schools, one for middle and Heal schools, and one for
people's high schools, agricultural schools, and schools of domestic
science.

The accompanying table aims to give a comprehensive view of the
civil and ecclesiastical divisions of Denmark, together with the educa-
tional boards.

...111111
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Civil and ecclesiastical division. The smallest civil unit is, the
commune. Of these there are three kinds: (1) Copenhagen (popu
lation, 426,000) is in a class by itself, enjoying self-government in a
high degree. (2) Provincial cities (kobsteder) are those centers of
population, usually the larger, which enjoy a city form Of govern-
ment. There are 12 with a population of over 10,000; 25 with be-
tween 4,000 and 10,000; and 37 below 1,000. (3) Rural communes;
in these there are many villages which are of considerable size, but
are not incorporated as distinct governmental units.

The rural communes are combined to form the next larger civil
units (Her -ceder) which, for want of a better term, we may call town-

, ships. These together with the cities again form the canter or coun-
ties, the largest civil subdivisions of the county.

Largely parallel with these divisions are the ecclesiastical units.
In large city communes there may be several parishes. In the rural
districts, however, the parish usually coincides territorially with the
commitme as does the next larger ecclesiastical unit, the deanery,
with the township. There the parallelism stops; the next and largest
ecclesiastical subdivision, the bishopric, comprises several counties
and, corresponds to no civil unit.

Each subdivision has its administrative head, and some of the
civil units haVe governing boards, as the table indicates. The table
also shows the position of educational boards, whose composition and
functions will be discussed hereafter. Several of the civil and ecclesiP
astical officers and civil boards act also in an educational capacity,
supplementing the work of educational authorities proper, wherefore
a consideration of their functions in so far as they relate to educa-
tion must be included in the presentation.

Bishops. In addition to their ecclesiastical functions, it is the
duty of bishops to keep closely,. in touch with all the elementary
schools within their rApective bishoprics, inspect them by personal
visits, and receive reports from the school boards and school com-
missions. As a part of their inspections, which occur about every
other year, the bishops examine the pupils to determine how they
have been instructed, endeavor in general to learn how the teachers
do their work, and give needed guidance as well as censure neglect
of duty. They report to the ministry. The bishop has, furthermore,
the right to appoint teachers to certain positions formerly held by
parish clerks and issue to all teachers in public schools kollats, which
is a document certifying that the teacher has been regularly ap-
pointed to office and recommending him to the good will of the resi-
dents of his school district. Finally, by royal resolution of 1903,
the inspection of teachers'. training in the State normal schools is
made a duty of the respective bishops in whose territory the schools
are located.
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Cinsisiy school boards' The county school board is a composite
board for each county, made up of the members of the several district
school boards withinthe county. Its chief function is, in conjunction
with the county school council, to administer the county school fund.
It meets at least once each year for the purpose of preparing the
school budget for the coming fiscal year.

County school council.We have referred previously to the county
Frhool council. This board is made up of the members of the county
civil council and, in addition, of certain members elected by the pro-
vincial cities within the county. The number of elective members
must bear-the same relation to the number of members in the county
civil council as the population of the city bears to the rural popula-
tion of the county. The participation of this body in fixing the
school budget has been mentioned. It furthermore administers the
capital of the school fund, and no money may be expended from this
without the sanction of the council.

Requests from school districts for building loans are submitted
to the ministry through the county school council, and in the event
of requiring a community to make alterations in its school build-
ings action is not taken by the ministry without an opinion from
this council. It keeps a list of teachers employed in the county,
with their periods of service, fixes widows' pensions, and by the
consent of the ministry may appropriate financial aid to certain
teachers and widows who are not entitled to pension.

District school board.As appears from the table, there is a
school board for each of the 73 ecclesiastical divisions of the country,
deaneries, composed of (1) the county chairman, who is thus a member
of the several boards within his county; (2) the dean; and (3) a
third member elected by the county school council, within or outside
of their own number, usually for a period of three years. The
district boards serve as a medium between the ministry and the local
authorities. Communications from the ministry to the local authori-
ties, as well as from the latter to the ministry, pass through the dis-
t;ict school board, who are thus enabled to add such comments as
may be desired. The boards are usually the final authority in ap-1
proving school programs. They approve plans and specifications
for erection or remodeling of school buildings coming within the
limits of the law, and such approval is necessary. They noirmally
elect permanent teachers in the common schools, and the election of
temporary teachers must have their approval. They exercise super-
vision over the schools within their respective districts and are ,

invested with authority over the schools and teachers. The dean,
as a member of the board, personally inspects the schools and reports
thereon to the ministry. It is his duty to observe that laws and
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regulations are enforced, such as the employment of an additional
teacher when the number of pupils exceeds the legal limit, and the
imposing 'and collection of fines for illegal absences. The boards
report to the ministry.

Local civil council.The local civil council, both in the provincial
cities and in rural cotnmunities, administers the finances of the local
schools, and no economic question, such as that of salaries, can be
decided without the action of the council. It has charge of the
erection anfi maintenance of school buildings, enforces compulsory
attendance laws, imposes and collects fines for thEir violation, sanc-
tions the continuance of a child in school beyond the compulsory
age, and decides, with reference to the furnishing of school mate-
rials, whether or not a child's parents shall be deemed poor. The
local council furthermore nominates teachers, yith the advice of the
school commission, and fills temporary vacancies. It participates
in mapping out school programs and courses of study and approves
choice'of textbooks.

In cities the councils usually delegate various duties to standing
and special committees, while in rural communities the councils may
delegate particular duties to individual members, but may give no
general authority to act on behalf of the council.

School oonwiission. The immediate supervision of the schools and
the work of teachers is in the hands of a local school commission,
whose composition appears from the table. If the commission has
four elective members, two of these shall be fathers or widows with

_children of school age. No other women are eligible to membership.
In rural districts the pastor is chairman, and the commission meets
at his call or that of a majority of the members. In cities the chair-
man is elected, and the commission meets at his call or that of a
pastor. The duties of the commission are-much the same, in rural
and city districts. Its members may visit the schools 'personally.
In the rural districts, universally, and to some extent in the smaller
cities, the inspection is performed by the clerical member of the
commission. During visits in the schools the inspector, by listening
to the instruction, talking with children and otherwise, is to gain
an insight into the professional work of the teachers and condition
of the schools generally, to observe that laws and 'regulations are
enforced, and the program of studies carried out. The chairman of
the commission has the right to require the pupils examined in this
presence in, any subject desired,- and he may himself put questions to
individual ftupils. If the commission finds anything to criticize, this
is brought to the attention of the teacher concerned and possibly
bommunicated to the local civil council or district board. The com-
missnion is the authority nearest to the teacher, possesses the right

, . .
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of discipline, and issues testimonials regarding the work of teachers.
The supervision extends also to private schools. In these as well
as in public schools the commission holds and chooses censors for the
required school ex nations.

The commissica initiates improvemenW. in the schools by making
recommendations, to the local 'civil council or the district se-hool
board and makes recommendations to the local council as to choice of
textbooks and supply of school materials. It furthermore partici-
pates in arranging school programs and courses of study, and its
members have a seat, though without a vote, in the meeting of the
local civil.council, in which teachers are nominated or temporary
vacancies filled. It is the duty of the commission also to observe that
the attendance laws are enforced, that pupils are vaccinated, and
regulate with medical assistance the attendance of children suffering
from contagious diseases. Annually, as soon as possible, after the
close of the calendar year, the commission submits its report on the
condition of its schools to the district school board.

Participation of teachers in administration.In cities the teachers
in each school constitute a teachers' council, of which the head
teacher or principal is chairman. In case of several schools a joint
council is formed, presided over by the superintendent. The council
meets at least twice a year, and otherwise as often as its chairman or
the school commission finds it necessary. In rural distriets there is no
corresponding council, but the permanent teachers, individually or
collectively, may give their opinion on certain questions. To the
teachers' council are submitted all questions relating to the instruc-
tion in the particular school, daily life of the school, vacations,
course of study, time table, procuring of new materials, promotions,
departmental or class teacher systems, expansion of a school by addi-
tion of middle or Real school, erection of new buildings. alteration
of distriFts, new teaching positions, granting of free places, rewards,
additions to libraries, and some other minor matters.

The purely administrative routine in each school is in the hands
of the teacher or of the head teacher or principal. The principal
supervises all the activities of his schciol. In his relation to the
teachers' work he observes that the instruction begins and ends' at
the proper time, that the teachers carry out the course of study
prescribed, for which purpose he may yisit classes. He is n t
considered an authority over the teachers. This rests with the' com-
mission, but in most cities the commission has delegated to princi-
pals certain powers with 'regard to the teachers, which .give them a
position of very considerable autholity. The principal also super-
vises the conduct of the pupils, arranges with teachers to supervise
playgrounds during recesses; he oversees the caretaking of buildings,
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grounds, and equipment; enrolls, assigns to classes, and discharges
pupils; keeps the records fOr the school as a whole, and prepares the
required reports. procures substitutes in case of teachers' tem-
porary absence, submits to the commission recommendations as to
examinations, transfers, school progrims, vacations, and, if required,
submits estimates for the school budget. He may also be delegated
by the ministry to inspect the private schools in his city.

In the larger cities with several schools there are appointed school
superintendents, whose duties are specified and approved by the
ministry. To ouch officer the commission delegates a very large part
of its functions, notably as to leadership of the school system and
supervision of teachers, and his position is thus much like that of an
American city superintendent.

Administration of schools in Copehltagen.Educationally as well
as politically the capital city enjoys self-government in a much larger
degree than other cities. It' is governed by a boarkl of 42 citizen
repreientatiees elected by the people, a president appointed by the
King, and four city department heads elected by the board of repre-
sentatives. The president and the department heads constitute the
magistracy. The highest educational authbrity is the board of educa-
tion, of three members the president of the city government, that
division head under which schools classify, and resident dean or
pastor appointed by the ministry.

The leadership of the school system is assigned to a superintendent,
who is the executive officer of the board and hasp seat in that body,
though without a vote. He is nominated by the magistracy, elected
by the board of representatives, and 'his election is approved by
the King. The superintendent is assisted by two vice superin-
tendents, one of whom inspects communal secondary and all private
schools, which have not the right to hold secondary examinations.
Private schools, both in and out of Copenhagen, which have this
privilege are under the immediate supervision of the ministry. The
other vice superintendent inspects the public elementary schOols.
There are furthermore special inspectors of gymnastics, drawing,
music, needlework, and school kitchens. The principal of each school
is its executive head, and he is also the professional leader and
supervisor of his teachers. Complaints are heard, however, that
clerical duties are too numerous US permit of Afficient attention to the
latter function. . Efforts are made to remedy' this difficulty by the
appointment of a man and woman to serve as vice principals. These
are found in nearly all schools, and assist the principal with routine
and clerical duties, as well as officiate in his absence.

Proposed modificationo.Thus in brief is the manner in which the
Dspilsb school system at print is administered. A bill' providing
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for a considerable readjustment of the administration and supervi-
sion of elementary education htig been up for consideration in Par-
liament. *One feature of the bill looks to a reduction of ecclesiastical
control and inspection and the substitution of professional super-
vision. Late reports indicate that the bill has not yet been enacted
into law, although sentiment favoring a change obtains generally
among educational leaders.

. Chapter III.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.

Definition.In the legal and narrow sense the elementary schools
of Denmark (Folkeskole) include the public comniunal schools in
which children of school age receive such specified instruction
as the laws make obligatory for every child. The term "elementary
education," as used in this study, has previously been defined as em-
bracing the instruction given in the first five years of school life to
all children and the further cultural instruction- given those who
after five years of schooling do not enter a secondary school. In this
broad sense the term will include both public and private schools;
but ordinarily it will have reference to the elementary education
given in the public schools.

Compulsory education.From 7 to 14 years of age every child in
Denmark must receive instruction in public or private schools or in
the home. If a child is defective, so as not to profit by the ordinary
form of instruction, his training is legally provided for in suitable
institutions. That the compulsery- education laws are efficiently en-
forced is evident from the fact that of every 1,000 children of school
age in 1909 the number not receiving instruction was a fraction less
than 4.' In Copenhagen alone the number was a fraction more than
4.' And the absence of these 4 may he accounted for by various
causes, such as not yet enrolled, continued illness, or,mental defects.

It may be of interest to note a little more particularly the means
employed to produce this result. Responsibility for keeping children
in school is placed primarily upon parents and gnardians,'who, as
will appear, may be called to account for neglects. The school cen-
sus, which gives so much trouble in American cities, with their
shifting population, is kept rigorously up to date. In the cities re-
sponsibility for it rests upon the city council, it being,obtained and
checked up in connection with a general population census or by
special enumerators. In the rural districts it is the duty of the
teacher or the head teacher to keep the census up to date, and the

1Dan. Stat., Follteskoleraeellet, 1900, p. 82.
Annual School Report, 1910, p. 18.
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school commission is instructed to see that this is done and that no
name is legally stricken from the lista.

But the State goes further and places upon 'parents and guardians
the duty of reporting to the local civil council the removal -of a
child from one district and its arrival in another. Failure to dc; this
incurs a penalty of from 66 ore' to 4 kroner' a week. Furthermore,
the name of a removed child must not be stricken from the census in
the district where he has al 'ended until satisfactory evidence is at
hand to show that the child is in attendanCe elsewhere and his name
entered on the census there. Failure to make such S report within a
reasonable time incurs a penalty in the district from which the child
has been removed, even if meantime he has actually ,been in attend-
ance elsewhere.

It is obligatory upon every child enrolled in public schools to at- .1

tend every day that school is in session. The laws fix the minimum
amount of schooling a year for each pupil at 41 weeks of 18 hours in
the rural districts and 21 hours in the cities. Ordinarily the only
valid excuses are illness of children, contagious disease in family, bad
weather, impassable roads, and attendance upon confirmation clashes.
Absence without valid excuse incurs automatically .a penalty of 12
ore for each day within a month. If illegal absence occurs in more
than one Month within a half year, the fine is automaticalh dthibled
for each succeeding month, but not to exceed 1 krone per .da.y. Not
later than the 5th of every other month the teachers must submit to
the local council lists of absences, both excused and unexcused, occur-
ring in the two previous months, with alleged reasons for absence.
By the 15th of the month the lists must be considered in a meeting of
the local council and penalties imposed as per legal requirements.

The council has the right to refrain from imposing penalties in
certain cases where humanitarian or like interests dictate it. Fines
are then collected, if necessary, by compulsory measures. Failing
collection, a term in prison may be imposed, the length of which cor-
responds to the amount of the fine. A copy of the lists, with infor-
mation as to penalties imposed, must then be gent to the district
school board, in order that this body may know how the laws are
being enforced in each locality, and possibly modify the actions of
the local council.

Schoel districts. In rural sections the school district may comprise
a whole commune, a part of one, two, or more. In 1901 there were
8,224 rural districts.' Their size is determined by two considera-
tionsthe number of children within its limits, and the distance
from the schoolhouse. The, average size of rural districts is 12 '1

square kilometers, and the average distance from center to outside

I Bee Prefatory Note.
I Dan. Stat. Polkeakoleateseset, 1901, pp. 96-99.
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is 2 kilometers. It is obligatory upon the communes to keep the
roads passable at all times of the year. Cities constitute single dis-
tricts, there being 75 of these in the whole country.

Grounds and buildings. Danish school sites are ge"erally high
and open, with ample supply of light and air. In rural di. ricts and
villages school grounds are generous, and 25 per cent of the schools
have their own or rented gymnasia.' Practically every city school
has its own gymnasium, while a none too large paved court yard,
around which the buildings are grouped} constitutes the open-air
playgrounds. ,

A regulation one-room school must have at least 6,000 cubic feet
of air space, the minimum height from floor to ceiling being 10 feet.
City schools generally surpass the minimum requirements.

Jacketed stoves are the ordinary means of heating, though central
heater is being introduced, especially in new buildings in cities,
together with central ventilation systems. Facilities for ventilation
are inadequate in many buildings, but school people are awake to
the situation and improvements are on the program.

Danish school people. generally speaking, do not seem to have
awakened to a feeling of any need for extended blackboard space.
A beginning toward larger facilities, especially for the lower grades.
is being made, however, in some new buildings and model schools.
Desks and seats, usually for two pupils, are built together on a mov-
able frame which, by means of a platform, raises the feet about 4 or
5 inches above the floor. Whether intended or not this would seem
to afford excellent protection for the feet against the cold air along
the floor.

In some schools slippers are furnished free for the use of those
children who wear wooden shoes, apd their use is then compulsory
upon those children who do not furnish their own. The provision
is n very wise one, protecting as it does the health of children, clean-
liness of schoolrooms, and perhaps not least the teachers' nerves. It
is curious to see the slippers or the wooden shoes, as the case may be,

ranged in rows on little shelves in cloak rooms or hallways.
A striking and pleasing feature! of nearly all Danish schoolrooms

is the abimdance of excellent prints which adorn the walls. Archi-
tecture, sculpture, and painting, both ancient and modern, are repre-
sented, especially in the upper grades and in secondary schools.

Responsibility for keeping the school buildings and equipment
clean rest§ upon the local civil council. The regulations in regard
to the hygiene of school buildings are detailed and excellent.

Linda of 80140018.Within each rural district there is either one
school with pupils of all nglts or a' head school for the older children,

I Knudsen. Gyrnnastlkens =stand, 1910, p. 25,

1IS--8
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ages 11 to 14, and one or more preparatory schools for the younger
childien from 6 to 10 years of age. .Preparatory schools are found
only in some rural districts and are taught by teachers of only one
year's professional training.

In addition to the regular type of schools, there are found in some
poorer and thinly populated areas "infant" schools for children 6
to 9, taught by teachers of inferior training; " winter" schools, where
instruction is given only during the winter months, and " ambula-
tpry " schools.

Schools in rural sections and smaller cities are generally coeduca-
tional. In Copenhagen boys and girls attend in the same buildings,
but have separate classrooms and playgrounds. As a usual thing,
boys are taught by men and girls by women. The younger boys,
however, are frequently taught by women.

Free and pay schools. In Copenhagen and some other cities pub-
lic elementary schools are of two kindsfree schools and pay
schools. The object in maintaining pay schools is evidently not to
produce revenue, for the tuition is very low, being 1 krone a month
per pupil. The reason is to be sought rather in the effort to dis-
courage the many inefficient but costly private schools which formerly
flourished by reason of the unfavorable attitude of certain classes
toward the heterogeneous public free school. The establishment of
public schools where tuition is charged satisfied many of these upper
classes of the masses. The public pay school has therefore come into
favor to the destruction of many private schools.,

The tuition, even though small, is sufficient to keep out the very
poor, and thus there results a school with a better clientele to which
parents, even of the better classes, do not hesitate to send their chil-
dren. Pedagogically, too, it has seemed advantageods to have the
children grouped in schools according to the station of the parents.
The school people seem satisfied that there exists a pu.itive correla-
tion between limited means and intellectual incapacity. Be the theor-
etical truth what it may, there is perhaps considerable evidence to
support the view stated. Children in Copenhagen are on a half-day
schedule, and the poor children very generally spend the part of the
day that they are not in school in work to help support their house-
holds. Consequently they come to school in a fagged-out condition,

I especially for the afternoon session, and are physically incapable of
I the best school efforts. This situation is not so true of children in the

t better homes, wherefore teachers feel that better work is possible in
I,/ their case, and consequently a division along the lines of means pro-
'. , ',,dnces groups of children more homogeneous in point of available

\II capacity.
,f`i= The city,is laid out into districts in such a way that both a free

school and a pay school are within reasonable distance of all homes,
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though ordinarily efforts have been made to avoid overlapping. It
is not so true of Copenhagen, however, as of some larger American
cities that the poorer classes are grouped in districts. Rich and poor
live frequently in the same neighborhood. This constitutes an addi-
tional reason for sorting the children. The small tuition -serves in
Copenhagen as a selective instrument to accomplish somewhat the
same result as that brought about by geographical distribution i1

ft °me American citi
Qt*inization.The umber of teachers in a school is determined

by the number of pu ils. In rural districts the average enrollment
must not exceed 37 in two successive years for each teacher em-
ployed. But as there are normally two classes meeting on alternate
days or half days, the actual maximum number of children to a
teacheit,is twice tl a above-74 for one and 148 foi two teachers. In
cities the maximum per teacher is 35 pupils. Whenever the enroll-
ment surpasses the legal limit facilities must be provided by the ad-
dition of another teacher or a new school or by the transfer of pupils
to another school.

As to internal organization, a one-teacher school is usually divided
into two classes for ages G to 10 and 11 to 14, respectively. In a two-
teacher school the classes nuiiber fon- ages 7 to 8, 9 to 10, 11 to 12,
and 13 to 14. A complete classification gives seven classes. In some
di Ariets, however, there is an eighth. and in 'a few schools even a
ninth class.' There are no kindergartens in the public school system.
A few are found in the cities operated by private persons, but they
are not at all general.

Half-time schedule.Each class is to have separate instruction.
This means that in a one-teacher school with two classes the instruc-
tion must be given alternately. Thus each class is, so to speak, on
half time. Instruction is provided for each class either every other
day or in half-day sessions,

Even in Copenhagen, as noted above, the children are on a half-
day schedule. One group attends in the morni,,g from 8 to 1 o'clock
and another in the afternoon from 1 to 6. This is tho case through-
out the city, and is not a mere temporary expedient, but a deliberate
arrangement. The system is economically advantageous, to be sure,
in that only about half as many plants are required as for whole-day ;

instruction. There may also be some advantage in thisthat many
\children of poor parents can use a large part of every day for.re- ;

munerative work. A large number of children are thus engaged out-
side of the home. The work 'is mostly of an incidental nature, such
as delivery of milk, papers, and merchandise, and various forms of
messenger service. While it may be advantageous both for poor

I Dan. Stat, aia cit. p. 130.
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parents and the children themselves that they add to the family in-
come, by honorable work, it is'evident that for children of school age
much energy spent in that direction most detract from their work in
school. One writer puts it thus:

Children from 12 to 14 years of age are driven up at half Kist 4 or 5 o'clock
in the-morning In order to ride about through all the long forenoon on s shaky
milk wagon and run up and down kitchen stairs from basement to attic with
heavy baskets of bottles on their shoulders. When they aro finally released
about noontime, tired and fagged out; they have more need of a warm meal
and a good long after-dinner nap than to be sent to school for full five hours
to be instructed.'

Schsol people are aware of the disadvantages attent)ant upon the
half-day scheme, and occasionally their and other voices are raised
against the system, but the tremendous expenses of building and
equipping a duplicate number of school buildings will probably op-
erate to continue the present system for many years to come, especially
since the city's school population is growing so fast as to require
frequently new buildings even.with the half-day program.

Each half day is divided into five hours of 50 minutes for in-
struction and 10 minutes for intermission. During the intermis.4ion
all children are marched to the courtyards and the rooms are aired
out., The hours are all the same length for all the classes, higher and
lower, but the lowest has usually only four hours a day. The hours
seem long for young pupils. As a matter of fact, however, some
five minutes in addition to the intermission are usually consumed in
moving from and to classrooms. In lower classes, too, songs and
recreative exercises are sometimes interspersed throughout the in-
struction.

All in all, one gets the-impression that school is a serious business,
and teachers are not afraid to express the opinion that a little "mor-
tification of the flesh " is a good thing for the young citi,,n.

Discipline. Discipline, however, can by no means be considered
severe.. In fact, in some schools it is exceedingly lax. An attempt
is made to-have the children form and keep in line when marching
to and. from the playgrounds, but the attempt is not alwaYs highly
sueteessful. There is nothing of German militarism. Id, classrooms
some teachers show a wonderful] capacity by the strength of their per-
sonality for putting children at ease, and yet retaining control. It
is not uncommon to see a man lean on a desk and put his arm around
klittle, fellow's neck, playfully pull another's ear when he does
.sots answer correctly, or poke another with a pointer. In other rooms
the picture is less attractive. Whispering, shuffling of feet, and a
variety of other diversions busy the unoccupied and uninterested

I attack, Demoralisation t inbenhavne Kommuneskoler, p. 9.
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.children until the teacher is aware of an unusual commotion and
stops proceedings in order to administer a general rebuke, the effect
of which it frequently not long lasting. .

Teachers complain about the lack of discipline, and some criticise
severely the restrictions placed upon corporal punishment, which
practically prohibit its use. The.system may not be blameless, but
one rather feels that if discipline is weak it is rather the faUlt
of the people immediately in charge, who are in many cases not
making full use of their opportunities. Unless the Danish nature
and traditions as to law and order are fundamentally different from
the American. there would seem to be possible a more consistent and
helpful discipline without running over into, militarism, and the
means to produce it would seem to lie ready in the hands of the teach-
ing force.

Curriculum.In rural districts the required subjects of the cur-
riculum are Danish, religion, writing, arithmetic, history, geog-
raphy, singing, gymnastics for boys, including' swimming and play,
and needlework in case a fern-ale teacher is employed. Optional sub-
jects are the following: Nature study, hygiene, sloyd, gymnastics
for girls, and school baths. The subjects are optional only with
reference to being entered in the course of study by the school com-
mission. Once there, they are compulsory for the pupils. City r;

Schools and many rural schools have a somewhat richer curriculum
than the above.

The followingoare the time-tables' for the Copenhagen schools in
1910-11, the curriculum being identical fur pay schools and free
schools:

TABLE 2.--Time table for boys, Copenhagen public schools, 1910-11.

Subjects.

Classes.

Total.
First Second. Third. Fourth. Filth. Sixth. Seventh. lghth.

Religion
Duds),
Writing
Arithmetic
Obser. . at lanai instruct imi

and home geography
History
Geography
Nature study
Natural science " ,,
German
Bookkeeping
Singing
Drawing
Gymnastics
Sloyd

&

Total

2
10

3
6

2

2

2
9
3
6

3
2

1

2

3
9
3
6

2
2
1

1
2
2

3
9
3
4

2
2
2

I
2

. 2 4

3
8
2
4

2

;

2
2)
2)

2
7

, 2

2

\ 2
2

2
4 (2)

(2)
4

2
e
1

9

2

1
2

2)
2)

2

2
I

2

I
4
I

aa
17
113

3
14
10

11

11

6
14

IS un
"(4)

24 27 30 >b 20 30 20 20 an

+Annual School Report, 1910, p, 4.
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TAAL.' 8.Tine table for gins, Corot *opens amblao schools, 1910-11.

8n0Jecta.
Chum

Total.

19
661

13

5
14
10
a
6
a
7

16
24

4

First. Second. Thbd. Fourth. Fifth. Sixth Seventh. 'Elshlk

RDienairstkill
Writing
Arithmetic
Obserratienat instruction

and boom pography
Histor y
0101ThPl
Nature shaifdy
Natural grime
Herman
Bitting- V
fliyoutestics

UAW/ cril
DomentiC science.

Total

2
9
3

3

4

241

3
8
2

3
2

1

4

17
I

3
A

2
6

2
7
1

1

2
e

.63

3
A

2
4

2
2
2

1

2
4

30

a
7
2
1

3
7
2

1

3
4

2
7
2
4

2
2
2
1

1

3
4

2
6

4

Y 1
1 .

1

2'
1 i
3
4 1

4

2
6

7

2
1

7
6
1

3
6

t

30 30 tit

Religion.Religion is taught in all classes.' Through the seven
years the instruction is based on material from the Old. and.Nevi
Testaments. In the first three years the instruction is oral, supple-
mented largely by the use of pictures, of which many excellently
adapted for the purpose are found in the schools. In the following
years books of Bible history are used, and through conversation with
the children about the biblical stories the chief elements of the Chris-
tian faith are taught. These are further explained and amplified by
committing to memory selected hymns that bear on the subjett under
consideration, as also Scripture passages from an authorized text-
book, the body of which is not to be committed to memory, but may
be used as a guide to the instruction. In the upper classes the pupils
are-trained id looking up the references to the New. Testament. In
the leaving class there is given an elementary course in the history
of the Christian church. That the instruction in religion is very
formal in many instances is rather to be expected, but it must also
be said that to a great many teachers the work in religion is a very
vital matter. Voices are heard fo the removal of religion ns a sub-
ject from the public schools of the country, but the great majority
of the people entertain strong convictions as to the wisdom of its
retention.

Normally, at the close of the seventh year of school children are
confirmed. For half a year previously they participate in a con-
firmation preparatory class conducted by the pastor of the parish.
Sessions-are usually of two hours twice a week. Theyitre sometimes
held in the evening, but more commonly from 12 to 2.p. m.. so that
forenoon and afternoon pupils, respectively, miss only one hour
from school.

The remark. here made as the curriculum hen reference particularly to the palic
acitoola of Copenhagen
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Danish.Danish is easily the major Subject in the elementary
school, comprising 27 per cent of the total hours of instruction for
boys and 25 per cent for girls. The instruction includes, reading,
composition. and grammar. Reading is begun by learning die alpha-
bet. and the first steps in spelling by, the writing-reading method.
The phonetic method may be used, and is recommended where con-
ditions make it possible to use it. The aim of the first year's work
is that the children may be able to read short, easy stories to the
amount usually found in one of the larger first readers. The empha-
sis is placed upon a good pronunciation and the comprehension of
the contents rather than upon facility in rending. The, writer will
not soon forget the shock experienced upon entering a first-year class
toward the cibse of the year. The little fellows were reading words
instead of sentences in an unnatural tone of. voice and with the meas-
ured regularity of drum beats. His suprise was perhaps just as
great when entering a second-year class W hear some most excellent
reading by sentence and thought grouping. It is marvelous that
such a change can be brought about, but the teachers seem to think
tjiat if the pupils once get complete. control of the symbols the read-
ing of the thought follows naturally as a matter of course. Re the
explanation what it may, the fact remains that there is sonic excel-
lent rending in the grades above the first. A characteristic feature
of the work throughout is requiring the pupils to tell in 'their own
words what they have rend. This is almost invariably done from
the first grade up andconstitutes one of the chief exercises in oral
language. Tho same process continues in modern-language instruc-
tion later and it is quite remarkable how much a child, after years
of this training. can reproduce of a story or paragraph after-one
rending or hearing it told. Non multa. seep multum seems to be the
general watchword in Danish instruction, and perhaps nowhere more
evidently observed than in the reading instruction. Every portion
rend is worked over and over again by reproduction, by questioning
as to meanings of words, phrases, and allusions, so that it becomes
the child's very own and he can reproduce the thought entire. Only
one book of some 100 to 150 pages is gone through in a year in the
lower classei. This is rend and reread until it seems that the pupils
know pretty much the entire thought contents by heart. The mere
mention of the title of a story raises a score of frantic hands, indi-
cating the eagerness to tell it, and they do it in good languagb with
realistic detail.

The above indicates, too, the manner in which material is pre-
pared for composition. After a story has been thus made the pupils'
own, they reproduce it in writing. Later of course original compo-
sitions are written; but the subject matter for. these, too, is prepared
by oral conversation before writing. In the three upper classes one
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composition a week is written. Spelling is taught connection
with both the reading in the lower classes and compos' ion work.

Formal grammar includes phonetics, word forma ion, parts of
speech, inflection, and some syntax. Below the sixth class no text-
book in grammar is permitted, and teachers are arned against
devoting too much time to formal grammar.

/ Training in observation.Very characteristic is
observational instruction and home geography. The
instruction is to develop the observational and ima,
of the children, stimulate their self-activity, and en
give free and natural expression to their thoughts
The work is done as much as possible in connect
Objects and conditions. If this is not possible, mod
are used, as well as representations on the blackboar
The pupils are also encouraged to express themselv
mg. The teachers strive to lead the pupils to make
vations and draw their conclusions, building on th

e work called
purpose of this
inative powers

ourage them to
d impressions.

on with actual
and pictures

by the teacher.
through draw-

heir own obser-
basis of pupils'

nearest interests and stock of information.
A review lesson, undertaken to give an idea of the instruction,

proceeded somewhat as follows: Topica trip to the woods 'which
the teacher and pupils had previously made. A suitable song was
sung. The school was located on a sectional map and the road - to the
railway station traced, the streets passed through being named. On
a smaller scale map the railway journey was traced. The directions
were noted, and the points of the compass were discussed, the ,posi-
tion of the sun and its movements, and length of days. Through-
out the year the position of the sun had been noted by the shadow
mat by the casing of a certain window on the 21st of each month
and the curve of the sun's course platted on a chart. 'Having
reached the woods, the objects encountered were recalled and dis-
missed by means of pictures taken and objects picked up. The

"characteristics and usefulness of the trees were noted. On a map
of the region visited, which had been constructed by teacher and
'pupils, were pointed out the walks taken, a lake, island, peninsula,
and hill with sand pit. On a cross-sectional drawing of the sand pit
were shown loam, sand, and clay, and their characteristics were dis-
cussed. On top of the hill was a tree. Its supply of light and

moisture and the service of the roots were noted. The rain process
was reviewed, evaporation, condensation, fresh water from salt,
water sinking into the ground down to the clay, origin of spring,
tiook, and lake. A fox's hole and deer had been observed; the foodand habits of these animals were discussed. The hour closed with anumber of songs which had been suggested by the lesson. Thepupils talked very eagerly and freely and .displayed a surprising
grasp of the process& ancl_the life going on about them.
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Drawing.In the first years of school there is no ordered instrue,
tion in drawing, but the children are encouraged to give graphic
expression to their observations and ideas. With the third class.
however, systematic instruction in free-hand drawing is begun and
carried through to the end of the course, the aim being to enable
every child to represent correctly on paper any ordinary object ob-
served. The work begins by training the eye by use of the measuring
pencil to determine points, straight lines, and celationships in figures
on flat surfaces. Gratipally more complicatid figures and curved
lines are attempted. When these are mastered, objects are introduced
and drawn by faithfully adhering to the principles already estab-
lished. The objects prOgress in difficulty from a regularly shaped
block of wood or a box to a bird or animal, shading and sometimes
coloring being included. .truction ishseriously planned, and
executed as worthy of a d' 'iact p1 ce in the curriculum,. It is taken
for granted that child a draw correctly without systematic
instruction any more than they can write a composition. The acquisi:
tion of ,this tool or mode of expression requires, therefore, serious
and continued application. Once acquired, its practical usefulness
in other school subjects and in life is apparent.

The representation on paper of an observed object by the use of
eye and hand being the function of free-hand drawing, this purpose
is aimed at from the beginning and consciously striven for. Thfi
results reached by elementary school pupils are indeed very remark-
able and truly merit the commendation which they have received
at home and abroad wherever excellence in drawing is valued.
Strangely enough, girls are not favored with instruction in this
subject in the elementary school. One reason for this is undoubtedly
the inability to see the practical importance of this art in the subse-
quent life of the girl, while in the later technical or professional
training of the boy its usefulness is readily apparent. Girls, how-
ever, are given a course in the middle school.

Other subjects.In the history instruction, story telling by the
teacher and reproduction are very common. In the upper classes the
essentials of general history are included, in addition to the history
of Denmark. The geography instruction is very practical. The sub-
jectsthat are of much importance because of Denmark's geographical
location are emphasized. Maps, especially physical, and pictures
are much used.

Nature study, though elementary, is on a scientific basis and ire
aided by splendid botanical and zoological materials. A good collec-
tion of mounted specimens and models is found in every school, from
which the material when needed is taken to the different classrooms.
The-study culminates in human physiology and hygiene.. In physics
the instruction, is built on the getters' observation a the pupith an. c1
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experiments in the classroom. The work includes the elements of themain divisions of physics. and is calculated to give a somewhat rea-soned comprehension and appreciation of the child's environment.A supply of physical apparatus is at hand for this work.
The. study of German aims at a reading and speaking knowledgeby a direct method, with emphasis on only the most essential pointsof grammar. Sight reading and conversation occupy considerabletime in the nd year's work.
The work in rithmetic is not particularly characteristic. Mentalcomputation is emphasized a great deal, and the material usedthroughout seems to be closely related to the interests and activitiesof the people. The course in bookkeeping aims to give the knowledgerequired for keeping a tradesman's books, cashbook, journal, andledger.
In writing, the semislant system is used, and the art is taughtexceedingly well. Singing includes considerable of musical theory,and singing from notes is the rule throughout. The teacher in-structs and leads the singing by the use of a violin, which all normalscheol students must learn to play. Some experiments are beingmade with rhythmic gymnastics.
In place of drawing in the elementary school, girls enjoy a thor-ough training in needlework, which extends through the course.Domestic science is being rapidly introduced. Excellently equippedschool kitchens are being installed.
The same is true of sloyd for boys, which is quite universal, thelack of suitable room and facilities having hindered its introduc-tion in some schools. The work is regarded as having pedagogicas well as practical significance, especially in the opportunity givenfor self-activity and creative expression.
The attention given to gymnastics is quite remarkable throughout\ all Denmark, and in Copenhagen every school is equipped with aroomy and well-furnished gymnasium. For all boys and all butthe two lower classes of girls\w.;.emnastics are required unless theyare exempted by medical orders. A Somewhat modified form ofthe Swedish 'Lyng system is used. Throughout, free directed play

is combined with the formal gymnastics, in the gymnasium in thewinter months and in the open air in summer, -association foot ballbeing the chief outdoor game for the larger boys and "long ball"for the girls and smaller boys. Compulsory bathing, the girls one'week and boys the next, is required in more than half the com-munal schools. Instruction ,in swimming is given from June togust.Au
Specialiste displaced.-;-Some of the above subjects, as drawing

and gymnastics, have been taught hith'erto to a considerable extent
by specialists, artists, and Army officers, who; have not had a normal-
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school training. Hereafter no teacher can be appointed in the
elementary schools in Denmark who has not passed through a nor-
mal school or holds a degree from the university. The reason
seems to be chiefly that professionals in art and the like lack the
necessary pedagogic training. Furthermore, the criticism is offered
that the work of these specialists is,not well balanced with reference
to the rest of the curriculum, that it does not support the work in
*le other subjects, and in general fails to correlate. The idea is
not to dispense with departmental work in these subjects, but to
have the departmental work done by teachers whose training has
given them a balanced view of the curriculum. The prophecy is
-niade, and perhaps with truth, that the work in the special subjects
will suffer, but this loss it is thought will be more than compensated
for by the greater correlation that will result. Needless to say, a
keen fight over the question has been going on in which the more
or less creditable war cry " The elementary schools for the normal
graduates" has been adopted by the advocates of the reform.
Along with the change goes a demand for better training in the
normal schools in the special subjects. Especially is this the case
with drawing, whose advocates are making a hard fight to retain
for drawing the place and excellence it has attained in the schools.

Aids to instruction.Materials that are used only in the school-
room are furnished by the commune. Books and materials used
only 2Epartly in the home must be furnished by the parents, except
in case of poverty, when these also are furnished by the community.
These include textbooks in the various subjects, pens, pencils, and the
like.

Many communities equip their schools very sparingly. But others,
again, especially in the larger cities, furnish practically everything
free. Many schoolrooms have splendid collections of illustrative
matter, such as industrial, geographic, and historical pictures, bo-
tanical, zoological, and physiographic illustrations, and a wealth of
illustrative material for observation lessons and nt)ture study.

In this connection may be mentioned the woi.k of the Danish
School Museum, which has as one of its objects the education of
teachers and school officers in the value and selection of school mate-
rials. It aims to display in its museum in Copenhagen practically
all the aids to instruction that are on the market. The results of
these efforts are evident in the schoolrooms.

8 otaniccil school gardens. In connection with four schools in
Copenhagen are maintained botanical school gardens in which are
cultivated such type plants as are of especial importance for the
instruction in botany. Schools that are not too far distant receive
from these gardens specimens of all except the rarer varieties. In
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one garden are represented 75 plant families, wit1). from 200 to BOOvarieties. After the 1st of April notices are sent to the schools about
every two weeks stating what plants are available for study. 'The,plants are cut in the morning, arranged in bunches, labeled, and sent
by messengers to the schools. Some schools receive specimens of allthe plants included in the course of study, delivered twice a Weekthrough the summer. The work has been extended rapidly from
supplying material for 150 hours of instruction in 1905 to 10,00phours in 1910.1

Examinatione.Formerly examinations were semiannual as a rule.Now they are more generally held annually, usually at the close of
the winter semester in April. Examinations for promotion and finals
are not very formidable in the lower grades. They usually consist of
a composition or dictation and number work on slates. In upper

'grades the written part is somewhat more extensive. The oral exani-
inations are held in the schoolroomd and are always public. The
school commission must be represented at the examination, tsuallyby the clerical member, and there must also be a censor appoin bythe commission. All children must be present at theexamingtions.
Illegal absence is punishable by a fine of from 60 fire to 2 !crofter.

The oral examinations are a rather inteeesting procedure. Thepupils are seated at their desks, which for th casion are frequently
moved to the sides of the room, leaving open ace in the center.Here at a table are seated the teacher examin r, and the censor.Visitors are present, frequently in lar numbers, notably other
teachers. One or two children at a time re called to the d9sk and
are quizzed individually by the teacher for a few minutes. 111-mbersof the school commission, especially the Pastor, may take a hand in
the questidning, as is frequently done. Generally dna pupils do not
seem to mind the ordeal, 'as the teacher quizzes in a manner very
similar to that of an ordinary review lesson, and some teachers make
an effort to dispel any uneasiness that a child may display.

Sometimes, after four or five pupils have been examined, pupilsand visitors must leave the room in order that the examiner and
censor may confer about the 'result of the examination while the
memory of each child's work is still fresh. The pupils then reenter
tie room and the process is resumed.

Each child inust thus be examined in every subject- and given agrade in all except religion. Theoretically the examination is held;to determine the question of the pupil's promotion; but this is deits decided beforehand. About the only direct effect of the annual
mination is a share in fixing the, pupil's standing in the various
jeets, and thus in determining his place in the class roll for the

'Annual School Report, 1910, pp. 148-144.
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Coming year. In the final examinations the oral part plays a some-
what more significant role.

Promotions. The question of promotion is usually decided by the
class teachers, sometimes in conference \with the principal. The
pupil's work in language and arithmetic is the deciding considera-
tion. In Copenhagen A child who can not be promoted with his
class is assigned to a coaching or helping class, in which the number
of pupils to a teacher is only one-half as large as in the regular
classes. In these helping classes, which are taught in the same
school building as other classes, the teachers who are assigted to the
duty make special efforts by individual assistance 'and attention to
help these backward children and endeavor to bring them up to
grade.

Of pupils in such classes on March 31, 1911, a median of 9 per
cent were promoted to a higher regular class and 65 per cent to a
higher helping class; 17 per cent were restored to a regular class of
the same grade, and 3 per cent were retained in a helping class of
the same grade. The system has, however, not been in use long
enough to test. its merits thoroughly. New helping classes are being
established each year. s

For children who are on the border line of weak-mindedness there
is still another type of classes, the so-called "protecting" dlasses.
The instruction is graded through four classes. Imbecile children
are, of course, in institutions.

Medical inspection.Upon entering school in Copenhagen all
'children are examined by school doctors, and defects discovered
are treated by these or other doctors: During 1910-11, of the 7,999
pupils entered in school 3,361 were found to be ailing. Of 53,212
children in the various classes, 6,679 were presented for examination
by the school doctors. There are 20 doctors devoting a part of the
time to the work.'

Free meals. In Copenhagen free schools, warm dinners are served
absolutely free to all chilthien through the three months of January
to March. Boys are served one day and girls the next, so that each
child gets three dinners a week. The dinners consist of two courses.
In 1909-10 there were served to 10,032 children 289,735 meals, cost-
ing 48,056.94 crowns. The cost per meal thus amounts to 15.41 ore.
The expen ... is borne by "The Association for Providing Meals for
Children it Schools." No free meals are served in pay schools.'

Continuation acitool8.Continuation schools are practically found
only in the corm of evening schools, and these, strange to say, are
almost exclusively in the rural districts, and are purely voluntary.

I Annual School Report, 1910, p. 147.
*Op. dt.. p. 148.
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Of cities it is only Copenhagen and Frederiksberg that make a seri-
ous attempt to maintain evening.continuation- schools. In rural di's-
tricts the evening' schools are usually taught by the regular public-.
school teachers through the winter months two evenings a week. with
sessions of two hours. The curriculum consists of Danish, writing.
arithmetic, natural sciences, and history.

In Copenhagen in 1909-10 there'were 10 evening schools *ith a
total of 110 classes and an enrollment of 2,531, of whom 1,128 were
men and 1,403 women.' The schools were in session from October
to April, inclusive, the average attendance per month being 1,918.
The subjects in which'instruction was given were Danish. arithmetic,
writing, bookkeeping, mathemitics, stenography, typewriting, Eng-
lish, German, and French.

In addition to the above subjects, 1,764 women enrolled for in-
struction in housekeeping and cooking, of whom 1,156 verb grouped
in 44 evening classes and 326 in 14 day classes. Classes in singing
were conducted in ,six divisions, five for ,women and one for men,
with an enrollment of 556. The course closed-with a public concert
in the courthouse hall before an audience of 2,500 people.. Most of
the pupils in these continuation schools are below,18 years of age
and are engaged in learning a trade.

Private echoole.Private schools play a somewhat important role
in elementary education in Denmark. In rural sections some 200
of the private schools are maintained by the Orundtvi9ian religions
movement. In cities, on the other hand, the reason for the prevalence
of private schools is to be found chiefly in the social attitude, which
regards a private school of select clientele, especially if it is costly,
as a better Place for the training of the future man and citizen than
a public school in which the child rubs elbows with a complex of
humanity. It is not our functionhere to discuss the merits of the
view,'but merely to observe that the attitude is responsible for the
existence of a number of schools which, to say the least, do not add
to the educational reputation of the country.

All private schools in which children of school age are taught are
subject, however", to essentially the same regulations as the public

1 schools. They must give instruction in the same subjects as the
public schools, and the pupils must be examined in each under the
censorship of the school commission-. If found to be not as far ad-
vanced at the various ages as pupils instructed in the public schools,
children may be taken away and placed in public schools. This is

Apt done, however, as generally as efficiency might require.
To schtols that give evidence' of satisfactory excellence, permis-

sion is given to have the examinations held in their own buildings.

109. cit., p. 120.
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Very rarely pupils in private schools are requested to participate in
the regular examinations in the public schools. The school build-
ings must be hygienic and properly kept, and children attending
Must be vaccinated. Private schools must furnish all the statistical
information. asked for in regard too their equipment and activities.
Full information is therefore contained in the State reports as to the

endance in the schools, teachers and their training, classification,
iculum, size. of classes, school buildings, and the like. It is

her remarkable, however, that outside of Copenhagen no profes-
sional certification is required for teachers in private schools. The
slowly but steadily decreasing percentage of children in private
schools is estimated to be due to the progressive improvement of the

public schools.
The teaching force. There are in genera! two classes of teachers

in the Danish elementary schools, the permanently and the non-
permanently appointed. Teachers are civil servants, and a per-
manent appointment holds for life, or as long ts the teacher is
capable of efficient service. Persons holding nonpermanent appoint-
menis are such as are either serving probationary terms, or are
engaged to fill temporary vacancies, or do not possess the qualifica-
tions for permanent appointments. Teachers holding permanent
appointments and probationaries are paid by the year; all others
are generally paid by the hour.

In the rural schools 28 per cent of the teachers are women.' The )
percentage in cities ranges froin 40 to 48, while in Copenhagen 57 per \

cent of the teachers are women. Men, therefore, play a much more i

important role in Danish thin in 'American schools. The percentage 1

of'women teachers, however, is on the increase. .

Training of teachers.Teaehoi aie trained in 4 State normal
schools, all for men, and in 13 State-aided private normal schools, of
which 3 are for men, 4 for women, and 6 for both sexes. The normal
schools stand in immediate relation to the ministry, whose supervision
of them is.performed by the bishops and by the counselor in 'matters
pertaiining to elementary eduCation. Principals and teachers in
State normals are appointed by the King. They are recruited user
ally from the ranks of those most successful and experienced teachers
in the elementary schools who have received advanced training.. Be-
fore receiving ermanent appointment they usually serve temporarily
fr./. a year or wo.

Private normal schools that measure up in all respects to the re-
quirements set for State. normals are recognized by the State., hold
their own examinations, are supervised in the same way as State nor-
mals, and receive State aid.

I Dan. Stat. rolkestoleveseast, 11100, p. 107.
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In connection with all schools there is a practice school which may
be the local communal school or one established especially for the
normal. The practice teaching in these is dorie under the supervision
of the principal of the normal school.

`--' In order to be admitted to the lowest class of any normal school the
candidate (1) must be 18 years of age. by the close of the calendar
year; (2) milk have taught under the direction of an able teacher for

`a period of one year and present evidence from the school commission
( or the teacher concerned that he possesses desire and adaptability for
( the teaching profession. This preliminary practice teaching may be
! done in public schools, in a private school with approved teachers, or)

in the practice department of a normal school. (3) He must present
the required certificates of birth, health, character, and morals, and
(4) must have passed the entrance examinations, which require a
thorough knowledge of elementary-school subjects.

In somil schools there is a preparatory class in ,which candidates
spend a year in order to fit themselves for the entrance examinations.
In this year the required teaching experience may also be gained, us
indicated above.

The normal course is three years in lerigth. The first two years are
devoted mainly to liberal studies, while the third year is intended to
give professional training.

The curriculum of the Ranum State normal school is fairly
typical.1

t

Mums 4.Subjects and hours per week in the Ranurn State Normal School,
1910-.1.1.

Subject& !class. II clam. III clam

:circa and physiology
4
2

4
2

6
2Drawing

2 8 1Writing
2Arithmetic
2 2Higher mathematics
1 4Nmna solaria.
3 3Natty. study
3 3eography

HG istory 2
3

2
2 3Danhh .

6 4 7Bible and church hlitory . 2 .,, 2Bible study and doctrine 2 2 4Pedigo:1Y
1 4Practice teaching . .

8
Total

36 16 36

a.

Normal training for preparatory- school teachers is afforded in one
'State and three State-aided private schools. These have a course of
from one to one-and-a-half years, largely of a practical nature. In
order to enter, candidates must be between 18 and 30 years of age,

lAnnual Beport, Balsam Statiseratnarium, 1911, p 14.
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of good health and character,. possess ability to sing, and pass the
entrance examination. These schools are all for women. Courses
for the training of winter and ambulatory teachers are found in some
people's high schools and are aided by counties and the State.

State teachers' college.For the advanced training of teachers in
service there is maintained in Copenhagen a splendidly equipped
State teachers' college, with an excellent staff of instructors. The
'principal course extends through a period of one year and offers ad-
vanced instruction in any subject in or related to the elementary
curriculum. Special short courses are offered during the vacation
months in a wide range of subjects. The college is much sought by
teachers desirous of advancement and serves as an efficient stimulus
in many ways.

Examination and certification.The teachers' examinations, which
are both written and oral, are given in two parts, one at the end of
the second year and the other at the end of the third year of the
normal-scluiol course. The second part can not be taken earlier
than in the year in which the candidate completes his twenty -first
year, but must be taken not later than three years after the first part.
Two of these years may be spent outside of the normal schdol, in
teaching.

Under special circumstances and by the permission of the minis-
try, candidates who have not passed through a normal school may
take the final teacher's examinations, provided they are 21 years of
age and fulfill the essential requirements for entrance to a normal
school. .

When a candidate has passed his final. teacher's examination, he
is certificated by the State to teach in, any elementary school in the
country. .

Appointment of teachers. Ii order to receive permanent appoint-
meAt in a city system or in a one-teacher rural school, a teacher must
be at least 25 years of age, be in good health, of good character, be
a member of the State church, have passed the teacher's final exami-
nation and have taught sucessfully for .two years after passing the
final examination. For temporary appointments the requirements
as to age, education, and experience are, of course, not so high.
Principals in city schools are appointed by the King, upon the
recommendation of the ministry. Permanent appointment to
nearly all other positions, both in city and rural schools, are made by
the district school' board upon the nomination of the local civil
council. When a vacancy occurs the position is advertised in the
official organ by the appointing authority, who also receives applica-

L
...tions accompanied by the proper testimonials as to fitness. The
applications are then sent to the local civil council, who after con-

8884.--115-4
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sultation with the local school commission nominate first, second,
and third choice. Of these nominees the appointing authority elects
the applicant who seems best fitted for the position, and issues to him
a formal call. If the applicant accepts he must take the oath of
office prescribed for servants of the Government, and is formally
installed.

In many cases a permanent appointment to a vacancy does not take
place at once, but is preceded by a period of probation called " consti-
tution." This is the case especially in cities, but probation may be
dispensed with in case the teacher elect has held a permanent posi-
tion in another city system. In rural districts " constitution " is
'frequently resorted to to cover caw where the candidate does not
possess at the time of appointment all the legal requirements as to
examination or teaching experience. He may then be " constituted "
until he has fulfilled the requirements, when permanent appoint-
ment may take place. A " constituted " teacher has no ipso facto
claim to permanent appointment. Such action requires the joint
sanction of the district school board and the local civil council.
"Constitution " does not ordinarily last more than two years. In
Copenhagen, however, teachers must serve probationary terms of
three years. And before receiving probationary appointment, the
prospective teacher must_ ordinarily have served as substitute for
periods ranging from a few months to two years. A list of qualified
candidates is maintained by the school director, out of which the
principals choose substitutes when needed. Permanent teachers are
appointed for the city, not for a particular school, and are obliged to
serve where a place is assigned them.

Teachers and the church.There are three groups of church
offices which devolve upon teachers in the elementary public school:
.(1) To the office of precentor any .teacher in the parish may be
elected by the local council and is under obligation to serve. In
addition to leading-the singing of the regular church services, which
constitutes his chief duty, he assists the pastor with ministerial acts
coming within the regular Sunday services. (2) The teacher or head
teacher in a village where a church is situated must, ex officio: serve
as the pastor's secretary in keeping the ministerial records. (3)
Every teacher or head teacher in a district must, ex officio, act as the
pastor's assistant in the performance of ministerial acts in the dis-
trict occurring on week days and outside of the regular services on
Sundays. He is also to assist in the Sunday service, in addition to
other minor duties, by offering the prescribed prayers at the opening
and close of the service.

In cities certain of the teachers are appointed by the district school
board upon nomination by the local council to perform essentially
the same duties as outlined above.
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(4) In addition to the above offices, the position of church organist
may be fulfilled in both city and rural districts by a teacher elected
to this position, but there is no compuision resting upon the teacher
to accept this office, unless this is specifically stated in his call to the
teaching position. It is almost universally the case, however, that
the organist position is held by a teacher.

Salaries of teachers.Salaries of teacheis in the public elementary
schools are graded according to the nature of the positions and length
of service. There are two scales of salaries provided by law for city
systems, a lower and a higher scale. In the lower scale the range is
from a basic salary of 1,500 kroner a year to 2,800 kroner after 20
years of service. The corresponding figures in the higher scale are
1,600 and 3,000 kroner. Salaries of principals range from 3-,000 to
4.200 kroner a year. The question as to which scale is to be used is
determined by the ministry after the matter has been considered and
reported on by the local civil council. The adoption of a certain
scale fixes the minimum salaries for that system. Nothing prevents,
however, the payment of higher salaries if the local authorities so
deride. In Copenhagen a maximum of 3,600 kroner a year is paid.
For principals the maximum is 5,200 kroner.

In rural schools, first and one teacher positions pay (1) a mini-
mum cash salary ranging from 900 to 1,500 kroner a year, besides
(2) free residence, fuel, use of a barn large enough for two cows and
six sheep, fodder, a well of good water, and a garden for vegetables.
(3) In addition to the above, there may. be an income from church
offices amounting to 220 kroner or more- i year.

The above figures all apply to men. Women are paid, on the
average, 25 per cent less than men.

Compulsory insurance.Every married teacher must provide for
the support of his wife in the event of his death. This is usually'
done-in one of two ways: The teacher may pay annually to the
State Insurance Institute one-eighth of his income. In the event of
his death the widow waives anually one-eighth of the income which
her husband was earning at the time of his death. Or, if he chooses,
the teacher may buy life insurance in the State Insurance Institute
to ae,amount which must be at least fifteen times one-eighth of his
annual income. The policy is made payable to the ministry of
ecclesiastical affairs and public instruction, and the resulting funds
are administered for the widow by this department.

Pentions.After the age of 30, teachers who have served by
permanent appointment for five years are entitled to a pension,
provided they are dismissed for a cause for which they are not respon-
sible or do not enter upon other remunerative work. The amount of
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the pension varies with length of service, the maximum, two-thirds
of the average salary for the last five years, being reached after 30
years of service. At the age of 70 every teacher is entitled to un-
conditional release with pension. At this age, too, he may be
dismissed by reason of age, even against his will, but always with
pension. In addition to income from compulsory insurance, a widow
is entitled to a pension amounting to one-eighth of her husband's
annual income at the time of his death.

Support of elementary educationThe State.There are three
administrative units involved in the support of elementary educa-
tionthe State, the county, and the local commune. The State
derives its moneys for tbis purpose from taxation, there being no
permanent school fund fur elementary education. The necessary
appropriations are annually made by Parliament. An idea of the
participation of the State in the support of elementary.- education
may be derived from a study of the budget for a certain year. The
appropriation for 1912-13 was as follows:'

STATE APPROPRIATION TOR ELRIIENTART EDUCATION IN 1912-13.

Kroner,
1. For salary increases' in provincial cities and rural districts___ 4,100,000
2. To county school funds, for payment of interest and principal of

loans of local communes' necesaltated by erection or enlarging
of school buildings 370,000

8. To coenty school funds annually for aid to needy communities
whose school expenses are disproportionately large' 50,000

4, For pensions, the State paying one-half and the county school
funds the other half . 780, 0,',4)

5. Extra appropriation for increases in pensions and tor support
of widows 45, 000

B. To the city of Copenhagen, a grant toward \he expenses of its
school system 375, 000

7. Training of teachers in Stale and private normal schools and
in special courses 487,637

8, Advanced training of teachers, mainly chargeable to elementary
education 238, 500

a Tinantloy for 1912-19, pp. 265-270.
s The State pays all such salary Increases as are provided for in the legal eatery

schedules.
I) Each school district may receive one-half the amount annually expended for payment

of interest and principal, but not to exceed 450 kroner a year. It is therefore to the
advantage of the commune to arrange the payments In increasing amounts, so as to use
each year the full amount available from the State. The State will not give aid toward
the lame loan, however, for a longer period than 28 successive years. Application for
such aid is made by-the commune to the ministry through the district school board add
the county school council.

'The grants may be used for improvements, special types of education, or current
explastra
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O. To private schools In rural districts' 110, 000
10. To private schools lu provincial cities, distributed on essen-

tially same terms as above 45, 000
11. To pension fund for teachers In private schools 4, 000
12. For evening continuation schools taught by public-school

teachers 30.000
13. For continuation schools other than the above 12, 000
14. Supervision of Instruction, chiefly singing and gymnastics_ _ ___ 17,000
15. Miticellaneous:

(a) For procuring aids to instruction_ 7, 600
(b) Support.of pupils' libraries '13,800
(o) Support of teachers' libraries 5,000
(d) Danish School Museum_ 10,400
(e) To association for the promotion of school hygiene_ 300
(f) To association for the promotion of school gardens 2, 200

Total_ 6, 700, 837

As appears from the above budget, the State is guided in its sup-
port of elementary education by the principles of equalizing the
burden of support upon_the various communities, aiding needy com-
munities, encouraging special forms of education, and stimulating
local effort.

County school funds.The county school fund serves as an admin-
istrative medium between the State and the local communities, and
is intended to supplement the efforts of the individual school dis-
tricts within the couray. The sources of the county School funds are
chiefly the appropriations from the State referred to. Another large
source is taxes. Their amount is determined by the needs of the
school fund for each county, and are levied on rural communities
and provincial cities in proportion to their population. Minor
sources are incomes from productive funds and fines.

Out of the county school funds are disbursed the amounts received
from the State, for which the school funds' administration acts
merely as disbursing agent, such as for building loans, salary in-
creases, and the like. One-half the amount of pensions and special
maintenance grants to teachers within the county are also paid from
the county funds. In addition there are grants toward the part pay-
ment of substitutes for teachers who b,' reason of illness or other
adequate cause are unable to serve for a tune, grants to such teachers
themselves who find themselves in severe financial distress, to needy
communities, and for special activities, such as evening schools. In

01 the sum distributed to private schools, 100,000 kroner are distributed to such
Schools as in the opinion of the school commission rank on a par with the public schools

' and have been in successful operation for at least one year. The basis of eistribution Is
the average enrollment of children of school age. The grant per pupil must not exceed
12 kroner. The balance, 10,000 crowns, is knotted according to the discretion of the
ministry. Applications are made to the ministry through the district school board.
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10114 of the above cases the grants are required as a condition for
State aid to the same object.

Local support. - -Local communities derive their school moneys
partly from grants from State and county, regular and special, as
indicated above.

In rural districts fuel and forage are furnished by landowners,
in proportion to the taxed valuation of their property, either in
nature( or, by common agreement, in cash, or the amount may be
included as a part of the regular taxes. In some communities there
is income from school land, from tuition in schools giving advanced
:instruction, tuition of pupils from other communes, fines for illegal
'absence, voluntary gifts, and the like. Other moneys needed are
obtained from the funds of the commune; which are derived chiefly
from direct taxation.

The local community assumes all expenses not otherwise provided
for, such as erection, equipment, and maintenance of school build-
ings, with playgrounds, gymnasium, and residence with garden
for teacher; all basic salaries of permanent teachers, salaries of all
other teachers, except as elsewhere noted, and salaries for church
offices; for school materials and aids to instruction used by all chil-
dren; books and materials for poor children, teachers' and pupils'
libriries, and teachers' administrative expenses.

Local communities grant aid to private schools, which supple-
'ment the public school system and thus reduce the burden of support.
A grant of 6 kroner per pupil may be made to State-aided private
schools, without sanction of the county civil council. Beyond that
amount such sanction is required..

Many communities Make large expenditures for eying and con-
tinuation schools and for other special forms of eddcrtion. This is
largely the result of the policy of the State in making its grants
'dependent upon the efforts put forth by the local community.

The total average cost of Danish elementary education per en-
rolled child is $13.45 a year.I Exactly comparable statistics for the
'United States are not available. The nearest approach is the average
expenditure per capita of average attendance in common school sys-
tems. For the United States as a whole this figure is $3471 per
child. Four States spend less than Denmark, two about an equal
amount, while the rest spend more. The figure for Minnesota is
$45.96, while in Massachusetts $50.39 are expended per child.' It

ust be borne in mind, hoviever, that these figures are subject to two
corrections. In the first place, the basis of average cost in

k enrollment, while the above figures foFthe United States

II. S. Com. of Ed. Report, 1912, vol. 2. P. OM
slam; P. 12.
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are based on average attendance. This difference tends to lower the
average cost for Denmark as compared with the United, States.
Furthermore, the purchasing power of a dollar is considerably
greater in Denmark, than in the United States, perhaps from one-
fourth to one-third more.

Chapter IV.
SECONDARY EDUCATION.

Defunition.As previously noted, the term secondary education is
used in this study to cover the instruction normally given in three
types of schools, middle school of four years, for children from 11
to 14 years of age, Real course of one year, from 15 to 16, and Gym:
nasiinn of three years, 15 to 18, with its three courses, classical, mod-
ern language, and mathematical-scientific. 'Many secondary schools
have preparatory classes covering the five years of school life pre-
ceding the middle school, but such classes are regarded in this study
as a cart of the system of elementary, education.

Ownership and control.Secondary schools are of three kinds as
to ownership and control, State, communal, and private. The State c

schools, 14 in number,' are or ne -mustpart on cathedral school
foundations, are owned by the State and administered 'directly
through the ministry of ecclesiastical affairs and public instruction.
Communal schools, which number 48, ate established and adminis-
tered as part of the communal school systems. Private schools,
numbering 141, are tho most numerous of all. Many factors con-
tribute to give private schools such an important role in secondary
education in Denmark. To begin with, there is the historic origin.
Private schools sprang up before the State or communes made ade-
quate provision for secondary education. The idea prevailed that
the expense of higher education ought properly to fall upon the
parents whose children were to receive the benefits of such education,
and not upon the public at large. When once established, it is much
more economical from the standpoint of the Government to encourage
private schools to continue to do their work than to take them over
as State' institutions. Tterefore their continuance is encouraged by
State aid, and the privilege of holding their own examinations. .

There is, furthermore, a well-intrenched belief in Denmark that
private initiative in education, is highly beneficial to the cause of eau-

-. cation itself. Nqw ideas and edutional experimentation prosper in
private schools in a way that is scarcely possiblb in a State school

Usiaasssa, lIsddelelsa am/sande do hblers.alraenskoler, 1905-10, Tables '14.
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controlled according to legislative enactments and governed by a
central administrative bureau. This is not mere theory either, for
some private schools have done much to break new. paths in the edu-
cational field. The right of educating their children privately is also
highly prized by the Danes. It is one of the fields of activity in
which private judgment, religious conviction, and cultural view-
point like to operate independently and unhampered. Perhaps. a

. more powerful factor than any of the above in some localities is the
social attitude which finds in the private school the proper en-
vironment for higher education, just because it is not public.

Supervision.Refeign.ce has been made above to the organization
of the department of ied tion at the central office, whereby second-
ary education classifi under the second of the two departments.
The inspectibn and su rvision of secondary schools is accomplished
chiefly through two inspectors, one for middle and Real schools,
and one for the complete secondary schools, i. e., those which have
ti gymnasium. The latei inspector is, next to the ministry, at the
head of the secondary school system.
. He visits all schools, State, communal, and private, in order to
observe their condition and the quality of their work.' He may on
his own responsibility advise rectors or administrators of the schools,
who are to give him all needful assistance and information for the
furtherance of his work. He may make recommendation to the min-
istry touching the entire status of a school or special matters therein,
and may recommend new 'arrangements in the secondary field. He
supervises the arrangement and holding of all State examinations
according to the legal directions. He is required to advise the min-

, istry in all matters pertaining to secondary education that are sub-
mitted to him, such as courses of study, appointment, promotion, and
dismissal of teachers, dispensations from rules, and the like. He is
also in charge of the professional training of secondary teachers. In
regard to this function more will be said below.

Statiotica of oohoola and attendance.In 190940 there were 204
Schools, of which 44 were complete secondary schools, including all
of the 14 State schools, besides 5 communal and 25 private schools.'

Of the 160 schools without gymnasium, 43 were communal and 117
private. Real courses were found in 147 schools. Of all secondary
schoOlasSvere for boys, 81 for girls, and 145 coeducational.

The total attendance of students in the secondary schools in 1909-10
7ss 22,938, distributed as the following table indicates:'

ministerial instritetian; II, OWL
Asmusass, op. W.. lig4.
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Middle
school.

Rol
course.

.

Ohm
metam

FOMIC
olassOlos- TotaL

Boys
Glrb

Total

10,062
7,201

1,061
821

1,649
464

1,186
642

, 13,967
ikon

17,266 1,882 2,103 1,727 22,9811

I The caption "Formes classification" rears to studrats In Real schools of the old type, which had not
rotiredy d ppeared at the time these statistics were gathered.

Life in the eehoole.--I'he school year in State and private secondary
schools generally begins in the latter part of August or the first 'Art
of September and closes in June or early part of July. Communal
schools begin and close with the common schools in April or May.
Normally, vacations and holidays, not including Sundays, must not

so exceed 68 days in tb,e year.
The school day usually consists of 6 hours, 50 minutes in length,

with a 10-minute intermission after each. In some schools there is*
one continuous session from about 8 or 9 a. m. to 2 or 3 p. m., with an

'termission of 20 minutes for lunch, while in other schools there !

are two sessions, with a lunch period of an hour or more. School
extends through six days in the week; a free day is granted, however,
once a month or fortnightly in case no fixed holiday occurs within
that period.

Most of the schools are day schools. Only two of the State
schools Sorg and Herlufsholmare boarding schools, and these are
for boys. The school at Sorel is famous for its rich endowment. It )

was founded in 1586 with funds from the cloister at SorS, and later,
in 1747, was endowed by the entire baronial estate of the great Dano-
Norwegian dramatist, Ludvig Holberg. At various times through
its history it has had united with it a knights' academy (Ridderalea-
demie), which, however, did not minister to its success as an educa-
tional institution. It is notable for the many men prominent in
Danish history and literature whill have studied within its walls, us
also by the dream whichilishop Grundtvig cherished for ita trans-
formation into a people's high school. The schoolas a most beauti-
ful location on the banks of the little Lake Sorii and is splendidly
furnished with buildings and equipment for about 800 boys. The
surplus income from its 'endowment is used by the State for other
educational purposes. Aside from the two State boarding schools,
there is a small number of private schools in which the students re-
side, but many of these schools also have day pupils.

Life in the boarding schools is much like that in American institu-
done of the same type, except that the school day is much longer and
sports are not so prevalent. Association football, tennis, and a kind
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of baseball are played, and a little rowing indulged in. In the day
schools there is not much of any school life. There are no student
organizations to speak of. A social gathering of students and
teachers may take place once or twice a year. Sports, such as foot-
ball and 'gong ball," are being encouraged, but do not seem to have
taken a hold to any marked extent. One must bear in mind, of

. course, that the students ih these schools are very young, finishing the
/Gymnasium at about the same age that the American youth com-
pletes the high school, and that the last three years are occupied with
serious study preparatory to a very severe State examination.

One gets the impression that there is not much joyousness in the
secondary school life of the Danish youth, except that which comes
from the consciousness of work well done. The boy or girl is kept
pretty busy six days in the week with six recitations a day and
preparation for the next day's tasks. It is not surprising that there
is little time or energy left for sports Oi other supplementary activi-
ties. These come in_their own fashion in the first years at the uni-
versity, for those who are so fortunate as to reach that stage.

Curricula: The middle school.Secondary curricula are deter-
mined in bkoad outline by the law of 1903. A detailed program is
fixed by the department of education for State schools and serves
consequently as a guide for the instruction also in communal and
private schools. While considerable latitude is allowed even State
schools in modifying details of the course of study to meet local
conditions, there is large uniformity in the curricula of the schools
throughout the county. The following is the program outlined by
the ministry for middle schools:1

TABLE 6.Wechly program, Danish middle schools.

Subjects. I class. II class. Ill class IV class. Total.

fintiflon 2 2 2 1 7
6 4 4 6

111
ingrob , e 8 3 3= 13

8
6
2

4
8

4
2 10

2 2 2 2 8
Andy.. , 2 2 2 2 8

2 2 2 1 I
4 6 mMoe 2 1 1 1 6
2 2 1 1 6

' 0441 80 30 ao 30 120

=II" .,..

2
4 4

1 1 1

Remarks on the ourrioulton.The instruction in religion is based
On. Bible history and aims to familiarize the students with the Bible

4Nahn, Loy om htlere Almenskoler m. M.. P. 68.
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itself and its essential teachings, with a view to developing the child's
religions nature and making the truths function in the child's fife.'
Danish includes a thorough training in oral and written expression
and grammar, together with the study of a considerable range of
Danish and Norse and some Swedish literature.

Germali may be taken up before English if the local authorities so
choose. The State schOols are equally divided on English and Ger-
man as the beginning language.' The aim in modern language in-
struction is correct pronunciatiqn, ability to read and understand
ordinary prose at sight, and to form grammatically correct sentences.
A speaking knowledge of the languAge is a part of the ultimate pur-
pose striven for. The direct method is used throughout. From the
first day on the language being learned is used to the greatest possible
extent by the teacher as the medium of instruction. Some of the very
best work done in Danish schools is seen in .the modern language in-
struction. Teachers go abroad in large numbers to Obtain more p r-
feet mastery of their methods. Some idea of the result of the wo k
in middle schools may be obtained froin.one feature of the final e
amination in a modern language. The examinee is given a selection
in the foreign language about half a page in length to read aloud.
After one reading he closes the book and by the use of the foreign
language reproduces freely the content of the selection.

Instruction in history embraces a general view of the world's
progress. Particular emphasis is placed on modern and Danish his-
tory. Geography is regarded as a very important subject and extends
through the course.

,Nature study includes the elements of zoology and botany. Speci-
mens are collected and studied in type groupings. Physics constitutes
the major part of the work in science. Chemistry receives minor at-
tention. Mathematics embraces arithmetic, elementary algebra, and
portions of plane geometry.

The instruction in writing aims at a neat and legible hand. In
drawing, the correct representation of an object by the free-hand
method is aimed at by graded exercises.

Gymnastics and singing are required,, but are regarded more as
helpful diversions than as parts of the accredited course.

In some schools, as modifications of the above program, are found
needlework and domestic science for girls and sloyd for boys. Latin
and French are also optional subjects. All the State schools offer
Latin four hours a week- the last year. French in like amount is
found in four State schools. The introduction of these subject%
sometimes necessitates a reduction in the time devoted to other sub-

L1. The scope of this study does not permit of a full discussion of the curricula and
methods of the secondary schools. Remarks are offered merely to make the timetable
intelligible or to call attention to characteristic features. .t.

14111111111gailt op. sit, pp, 104-106.
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jests. In other cases the brighter students are permitted to carry one
of these subjects in addition to the full course.

Real eaurse.The Real course is a sort of finishing year for such
( students as can not take the full Gymnasium course. These Real

icourses are not operated in separate institutions, but are found in the
complete secondary schools and are attached to mqtly middle schools.

i
t There is no fixed schedule for the work of this Real year, the local

needs and the requirements of the students serving largely to fix its
character.' The following progism, suggested by the department,
is a fair type of the work done in these courses:

.
Weekly programReal course.

Hours.
Danish 4
Two modern languages 8
Practical mathematics 4
History and geography 4
Sciences 4
Electives '
Gymnastics 4

The electives may be chosen from a Ivide range of subjects, such Ss:
Religion, a third modern language, Latin, geometry, bookkeeping,
stenography, drawing, sloyd, and singing. Special electives for girls
are practical accounting, needlework, and domestic science. If this

.course is to close a young person's school career, he may, by proper
combination of subjects, fit himself for a business, governmental, or
other vocational position.

GymnasiumCourses. Entering the gymnasiurci the student has a
choice of three coursesthe classical, modern language, and mathe-

imatical-scientificeach three years in length. The popularity of the
various courses is indicated by the attendance.' The pro-modern
tendency is clearly evidenced by the large percentage of attendance
in the modern-language course and the very small percentage in the
classical department. Only eight State schools and four private
schools maintain the classical course. Practically all schoolsState,
co' mmunali and privatemaintain the modern-language and the
mathematical - scientific courses.

,T4Latz 7.Distribution of students in Danish gymnasium courses, 1909-10.

Coon. Boys. Okla Total. Pe Zllt"1'
171 59 f37

lsutfao
806
455

812
58

1,118
718 $1

slaps, op. cit., p. 142. .seamusson, op. cit., Table 9.
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Progrant.As in the case of middle schools, the State department
of education outlines the program of studies also for the Gymnasia.
The programs as suggested by the department and modified to some
extent by practice are indicated in the subjoined table:

TABLE s. weekly programs, Danish Gymnaita.

Subjects.
I class.
All three
courses.

II class
All three
Mune&

III dam
' All three

mums.

Religion
Danish
French
H btory
Musk
G ymnasties

1
4
4
3
2
4.

1
4
4
4
3
4

.

Subjects.

I clam II cleat III obis.

Clas-
skul.

Mod-
ern.

Maths

scion-
tine.

Cles-
ideal.

Mod-
ern.

Mathe-
deal-

selen-
Me.

Cies-
sled.

Mod-
em.

Maths-
matkal-

@den-
Mho.

English
German
Latin
Greek
Arelueology
Geography and nature study
Beierleui
Mathematics.

Total

2

6
6

2)
2

a
4
1

I

2

2

1

...... 6
1

6'
6

2

6
1

2

, 2

6
4
4

1

2

1

2

1

6}
6

s

6
6

1 2

2

5

3

1

2
1

1

1

i 2
6

36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36

Some very general remarks on the programs must suffice. It will
be noted that all the courses haire much in common. There is special-
ization, to be sure, but the courses are not unbalanced.

The names of the courses indicate the major emphasis in each case. '

As to languages, Greek is offered only in the classical course, and '

Latin is not offered in the mathematical-scientific course. French
is common to all courses. In the modern-language course both Eng-
lish and German are studied, the one or the other being selected as

major. In the other two courses only one of these two languages
can be taken up, the selection being made by each school. But it has
been noted that both English and German are studied in the middle
school. The general statement may therefore be made that a person
may graduate from the Danish Gymnasium and thus become a

student in the European sense without having studied either Latin
or Greek, but he must have studied three modern languages.

Sciences and mathematics have a place also in the language-courses,
but constitute the major subject in the mathematical-scientific course.
In this course these subjects embrace geography; geology; min-

1018hD. ov. eft., v. 19a.
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eralogy; biology; human physiology; astronomy; physics; inorganic,
organic, and physical chemistry; algebra; trigonometry; plane, solid,
and analytical geometry.

The work in archeology in the classical course is fairly well in-
dicated by the name itself, but in the modern language and mathe-

\ matical-scientific courses, where one hour a week throughout the
three years is devoted to it, the scope"of the work is much broader

( than the term indicates. In these courses the subject is calculated to
1 give a knowledge of classical civilization and culture somewhat corn-

mensurate with that obtained from study of the classics in the origi-
nal. Selected portions of Greek and Latin literature are read in
translation and a study made of artistic and other monuments of the
ancient world. Thus these courses,, while so strictly modern, are
endeavoring to transmit also some of the best of our inheritance from
classic culture.

Examinations. Examinations in the secondary schools are held
at-the close of each school year, and a final examination nt the end
of each course. All examinations consist of two parts, a written and
an 'oral test. Final examinations are all conducted by the State,
through approved representatives, the question for the written tests
being prepared by the ministry. All oral examinations are public.

,
\

A censor appointed or approved by the State is present at each ex-
amination, and his grade is averaged with that given by the ex-
aminer in each subject. The grades range from 0 to 6, the higher
numbers indicating the better standing. The average of the averages
of examination and class marks in all subjects constitutes the final
grade. An average of 3.50 is required to pass. All standings, with
names of examinees, are published in the annual bulletins of the
schools and in the State reports. From this practice may be gained

I` some idea of the importance attached to examinatipns in Denmark.
Schools and professions are graded in the minds of the people ac-
cording to the severity of the examinations which they require, and
individuals arc more or less marked for life by the published reports
of their school examinations.

-,-,rPrivileges.The middle-school examinations, besides admitting to
the real course and gymnasium, is considered as fitting for an ordi-
nary industrial or business career. The Real examination fits for
certain governmental positions, such as postal and railway service,

. certain better business positions, and admits to certain technical
,ech'ools. The student examination, with which the gymnasium closes,
admits to all courses at the university and to certain of the higher
business and governmental positions.

Girls' examination. The secondary scheme of education, as
adopted in 1903 and outlined in this study, seems not to have proved
entirely satisfactory for girls. The higher girls' schools, which were
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in a sense displaced by the adoption of the present system, carried
the instruction up to a leaving examination at 17 years of age. The
examination in the present system corresponding most nearly to the
former leaving examination of the girls' schools is the Real examina-
tion, but this comes at 16 years of age, and thus cuts off the last year
of the former girls' schools. To meet the objection raised an thii
ground, there was inNduced a special girls' examination at the age
of 17 as a modification of the present system. In Copenhagen, where
the higher girls' schools draw their students largely from well-to-do
homes, the girls stay in school longer, and the postponement of the
final examination to the age of 17 is very common. Outside of Copen-
hagen, however, the plan of 1903 has met with general favor. Girls'
schools in the provincial cities have found great difficulty in holding
the girls who do not expect to go to the university longer than until
the age of 16. The Real examination of the present system, there-
fore, satisfies their needs admirably, and jts a result the girls schools
outside of Copenhagen are being shaped more and more by the
present system of secondary education.

Teachers- and salaries.There, are three classes of permanently itp-,
pointed teachers in the secondary schoolsthe head misters, called
rektors, regular teachers, and adjuncts. In State schools, teachers
in these positions begin with a basic salary of 4,800, 3,600, and 2,400
kroner, respectively. Increases come every four years, until . the
salaries reach, respectively, 5,600, 4,800, and 4,000 kroner. Rektori
receii'e,-in addition, free residence or equivalent. Before becoming an
adjunct teacher, the candidate must have served a probationary term
of one or two years."

Besides the above classes of teachers there are in some schools tem-
porarily appointed teachers, who are paid by the hour. A teacher
of gymnastics is found in every school, and there is also a personage
called pedel, who serves as a sort of administrative secretary.

Training of secondary teachers.Since 1908 no person can become
a teacher in a complete secondary school who does not pass the State,
examination in the theory and practice of teaching. Preparation for
this examination is normally afforded in the pedagogical seminary
established in 1906 and maintained by the State. Before entering
upon the work of this seminary, the candidate must, as a rule, hold
a degree from the university. The seminary embraces a half year of
theory and another half year of practice. The theoretical instruction
includes: The history and principles of education and methods ot
teaching; a study of the development and present organization of
Danish education; school hygiene, including the physiology and
hygiene of adolescence. Professors of university rank are in charge

"Mahn, De DI om hajere Almenikoler harezide Retaregler, II Del., pp. 88-84.
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of the instruction. The examintion covers the work of the course,
and is both written and oral.

For the practical training in teaching the candidates are assigned
to State or designated private secondary schools. Each-candidate
must select one subject as major and one as minor, which choice
usually determines the teacher under whose supervision and guid-
ance the candidate's practice teaching is to be done. At first the can-
didate visits classes in his chosen subjects and discusses methods
employed with the teacher in charge. Then the candidate himself
teaches a few periods in the presence of his adviser, who offers such
suggestions as may be helpful. Finally, the candidate takes full
charge of the instruction, his adviser not being present. He must.
however, each day render an account of the instruction he has
given and the methods employed. Aside from teaching in his
major and minor subjects, the candidate must visit other classes.
both in secondary and elementary schools. A preliminary examiu-
tion in this part of the candidate's training consists of two hours!!
teaching in his major subject and one in his minor, in the presence
of his adviser, the head master of the school, and the State inspector
of complete secondary schools. The above examinations in theory.
and practice being passed, the candidate must serve a probationary
term of one year in a secondary school. A final test of his teaching
ability is then made by a committee consisting of the head master
of the school and the State inspector or other .designated persons,
who observe the candidate's teaching through a period not exceeding
two days. A written document, signed by the examining commit-
tee, constitutes the .candidates final testimonial of teaching ability.
He is then eligible for a permanent position in a complete secondary
school.

The arrangement and conduct of the training and examination of
secondary teachers i§ in the hands of the State inspector of com-
plete secondary schools, who receives applicants for training, assigns
candidates to schools for their practice teaching, and arranges the
curious examinations. By this connection with teachers in training
be is eminently qualified to make valuable recommendations as to
appointments.

In secondary schools that do not have Gymnasium departments,
the requirements for appointment are not so high as in the complete
secondary schools. Many teachers from the elementary schools have
by special training, especially in the State Teachers' College,
equipped themselves for teaching in middle schools.

A special examination for women teachers in girls' higher schools
has been arranged, which meets the characteristic requirements of
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these schools. Candidates who have passed this examination are in
great demand in the girls' higher schools.'

Pensions.. By State action there have been established two pen-
sion bureaus, one for teachers in complete secondary schools and
another for Real and -middle schodls. Each teacher pays to the
pension fund 2 per cent of his salary annually. To this is added
appropriations from the schools and State aid to the amount. of
30,000 kroner annually. After 25 years of service the teachers are
entitled to an annual pension of two-thirds of their average salary
during the last 10 years of service.'

Support of secondary educationState schools.State schools
derive their funds in part from the income of lands devoted to the
support of churches and schools and from productive funds. Tu-
ition fees and other minor sources contribute a share, and the bal-
ance iS covered by appropriations from State Moneys. Tuition in
the middle schools is 120 kroner a year, in the Gymnasium and Real
course the amount is 144 kroner. At the boarding school at Soro
400 kronor a year are. paid for room, board, tuition,. and incidentals.
Free places are maintained for a number equal to one-sixth of the
total enrollment.'

Communal schade.Communal secondary schools are supported by
funds obtained from the State, the county, the local community, and
in some cases from tuition fees. Some communal middle schools are
absolutely free to all children, some are free to all within the dis-
trict, and some are free only to poor children. In cases where tui-
tion is charged. the amount per child is graded in an ascending scale
from the lower to the higher classes. Fees range from kroner a
month in the lowest class of one school to 14 kroner in the highest
class of another school. Perhaps the most common amount is 5 or 6
kroner a month.'

Private schools. In the case of private secondary schools the
sources of income are various. Most of them receive some State
aid, some grants from county or commune. Other sources are:
Endowinems; gifts of societies and private persons, and tuition
Moneys. Private schools depend much on tuition fees, which are
therefore, as a rule, higher than in State or communal schools.- In
Copenhagen the usual rate is 20 to 23 kroner per month. Outside
of Copenhagen the fees are not so high, however, ranging from 10
to 20 kroner.'

Even with these higher tuition fees the private schools are ex-
periencing financial difficulties. This in-especially true since the

Lang, Den 1121Jere Pigeskole In De Nordista Landernas Stole Asen, 1908-1010, p. 90.
LinderstrOm-Lang, Drente ng Faqicleticoler in Danmark* tilio4eyween, 4). 10,

a (Hahn, Loy om hi3Jere Almenekoler, pp. 11-12.
a Asmussen, op. cit., pp. 104ff.
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erection of free or low-rate communal secondary schools. In order
to better their financial status, several of the leading private boys'
schools in Copenhagen banded together in 1901 into a federation
under one business management. Some schools that indicated lack
of su.fficiemt patronage were discontinued and their teachers were
transfeyred to other schools in the federation. The persistent de-
mands of teachers for better pay have made necessary increasingly
higher tuition -fees. Parents finally became alarmed, and in 1908
organized a parents' association to counteract the "teachers' union."
A bitter struggle between the two associations has ensued. More
generous State aid has been pointed to as one element in the solu-
tion of the difficulty.'

Conclusion.The last decade has been a period of reorganizatin
in the Danish secondary school world. School people have some-
times been at a loss to know how to adjust themselves to the new
order of things, and full satisfaction with the present system has
not always been in evidence. In general, however, the system of
middle school, Real course, and Gymnasium as at present arranged,
seems to meet the requireinents in an acceptable manner. Each
year the new forms are becoming more familiar, and in the quiet
pursuance of their various functions the schools will undoubtedly
perform a valuable service for the Danish youth. State, commune,
and private initiative are operating together to give Denmark the
best secondary school system within its reach. The recent activity
of the local communities in establishing and maintaining free pub-
lic middle schools is a particularly significant sign of progress.
Throughout there is a marked tendency toward democracy in edu-
cation and a careful' adaptation of educational agencies of the sec-
ondary type to the needs of the pi.. plc.

Chapter V,
UNIVERSITY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

The university Organization and teaching force.At the top of
the educational system of Denmark stands the University of Copen-
hagen. Founded in 1478, the institution.is quite venerable with age,
and has exerted a tremendous influence upon the 'cultural life of
northern Europe. The work of the university is organized under
five faculties, with a teaching force of 149, divided as follows: The-
ology, 14; law, 17; medicine, 47; philosophy, 44; and mathematical-.

ifsrtenseRLarsoa, " Skal Privatakolea lore? "
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scientific, 27.1 The rectorship rotates among the faculty members,
the period of office being one year. The highest council is the Con-
sistorium of 18 members, and the rector and prorectAir, if these are
not already members. The 18 members comprise the 5 deans of fac-
ulties and 13 members elected by the academic"" teachers' council
among those of their number who are faculty members.

The teachers are of four degreesprofessor ordinary,. professor
extraordinary, docent extraordinary, and privet docent. The salary
of a professor ordinary is 3,600 kroner, with an increase of 600
kroner every fifth year up to 6,000 kroner. Salaries are considered
unreasonably low, and a bill has recently been introduced into Par-
liathent to have them raised.

Matriculation.The university student body numbers at present
about 3,000. They come, as previously noted, from the Gymnasia
of the country. Students graduating from the Gymnasium do nit
receive the degree of bachelor. That term is not used in Denmark..
They are granted by the university, however, a Letter. of Academic
Citizen,Iiip, which bestows about the same honors and, privileges
that we in America associate with the academic bachelorhood. and
admits to the university without examination.

Courses and degrees. During the first.year in the university all
students must pursue the same course, leading to the degree candidate
of philosophy, the examination for which is generally taken at the
end of the first year. The subjects required are logic, psychology,
and an elementary course in the history of philosophy. The above
examination is very insignificant, however. The "big" examina,
(inns come later. The length of the various professional courses in
the university is not as definite as we ordinarily think of them. in
American schools.. The following is an estimated average of the
time required for the various degrees, including also the first year in
the university: Candidate of theology, 51 to 6 years; candidate of
medicine. 7 to 8 years; candidate of law: 51 to 6 years; candidate of
politics, 54 to 64 years; master of arts and master of science, 4 to 5
years; and the teaching degree, candidatus magisteri, about 6 years.

As noted in the review of secondary education, the Danish youth
finishes his university preparatory course about the time that1the
American youth completes the high school. The professional courses
in Denmark are considerably longer, however, than in America, so
that while the youth gets a shorter general course he gets a longer
specialized training.

Student life and residence halls.Student life at the university
centers around two types of institutions, the residence houses and the

sgarbog for 106benhorno UnIveisitet, Kommunttetet, og den Polytektiage Lereonotrat,
1906-7.
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student associations. The student residences, of which there are about
half a dozen, with rooms fore10 to 100 students, have been estab-
lished and endowed by people of means. In these, students who are
fortunete enough to get in enjoy free residence and, in some, a cash
stipend in addition. The most famous of these residences is
Regensen, established in 1623, for 100 students. Free residence and
an allowance of 50 kroner a month are granted each occupant. There
is no boarding establishment in connection, but a couple of small
kitchens in which some of the students prepare their lunches. In
Regensen have lived many men famous in Danish literature and his-
tory. In a room now used as a reading room Grundtvig preached
his famous trial sermon on, " Why is the Lord's Word Departed
from His House?" which stirred.up the clergy of Copenhagen.

Much is done for the encouragement of poor students. Com-
munitet is the name of an endowment, established about 1580 and
managed by the university, out of which are paid 185 stipends of
40 kroner a month to needy students.

Student associations. The other phase of student life is very
characteristic. It is that provided by the student associations. The
general association is the Studenterforening, with about 800 mem-
bers, students past and present. This association has a most splendid
building, recently erected by support from the State and various
other sources. In it are reading rooms, dining rooms, smoking
rooms, leeture halls, and the like, very beautifully equipped. This
building furnishes a center and home for a great many students.
There are, however, no opportunities for students to room in this
building. Students both in and out of Studenterforeningen are
furthermore organized into groups with a particular politico-
religious coloring.

There are two confessed Christian associations, Studenterhjem-
met and Kristeligt Studenterf orbund, while Studentersamfundet is
radical both with reference to religion and politics, All the asso-
ciations have their own centers, with reading and lounging rooms,
but no rooming places. They meet on Saturday evenings and have
'a' lecture on a religious, politial, literary, historical, scientific,
or other subject. A discussion f6lIows, during which students do
not hesitate in the least to take issue with the lecturer, be he .a
worldifamed scholar or a mere tyro. At intervals or after the dis-
crtusion1 social time with refreshments is enjoyed. Bath men and
women are members and participate in the student association life.

Supieort.Tha,university has to some extent its own funds, but
receives from the State, for all its activities, nearly 1,000;000 kroner
a year. There is no tuition, properly speaking, there being only a
few minor fed.
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Polytechnical Institute. --The Polytechnical Institute, both as to
entrance requirements, quality of work, and ,student life, is much on
a par with the nniv'ersity and there is soma connection between the
students of the two institutions. It has a; faculty of 38. Inembers,
and students numbering 776.. Through five and six year courses it
trains chemical, mechanical, construction, and electrical engineers.
It has splended new buildings, elaborate and expensive equipment,
and costs the State about 345,000 kroner a year.1

Courses in dentistry and pharmacy do not constitute a part ofthe
university, but are given in separate institutions. Mention can
merely be made of other semiprofessional schools, such as fine arts,
military and naval academy, and seven schools bf navigation.

Veterinery anus agricultural college.A very significant institu-
tion for Denmark is the Veterinary and Agricultural College in.,
Copenhagen, for arold its work center many of the problems of
this agricultural anal daisy country. The institution was founded in
1856. At present 32 teachers instruct 442 students,28 of whom were,
in 1910, from Norway.2 Formerly the number from that country
was much greater, but since Norway established and equipped a
splendid agricultural college at Aas, near Christiania, the number
of agricultural students going to Denmark has been much decreased.
Courses in the Danish college range 'from one and two-thirds to five
years, and include theoretical, experimental, and pritctical work in
veterinary science, agriculture in all its phases,- animal husbandry,
horticulture, and forestry.

In addition to the veterinary clinics there are operated in connec-
11 eln with the institution chemical and bacteriological laboratories for

testing soils and foods and combating tuberculosis and other diseases
in domestic animals. Ther6 is also a laboratory for the study of
animal physiology. An ambulatory department of the school insti-
tutes experiments in dairy methods, feeding, and breeding of ani-
mals on selected farm's throughmd the country. Every year are
held at the college butter exhibitions, to which every creamery oper-
ating in the country'must, upon order by telegraph or telephone, send
at once a sample of its butter already manufactured. The butter is
tested and graded with reference to its excellence as an export prod-
uct, and any creamery whose butter sample does not measure up to
the standard, may temporarily he denied the use of the trade-mark
of the Danish butter-export association. The obligation of every
creamery to send, without previous warning, a sample of its b,utterndt
any time an order may come/ tends to keep the creameries always 110
to the highest mark of efficiency.

30p. eft.
'Beretaing ft* Den Hensel** veternuarspog Lan4bob5jekole, 1905 -10.
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The activities of the agricultural college require from the State
an appropriation of 640,000 kroner annually.' The other agricul-
tural school's throughout the country, which together with the agri-.
cultural college constitute the system of vocational training for rural
Denmark, are so closely bound up with the people's high schools that
they will be treated of under that heading, in the second part of this
Study.

Industrial achoola.Denmarli does much in many ways to en-
courage every youth to acquire proficiency in his chosen vocation,
and to place educational facilities for this purpose within his reach.
Thus are worthy of special notice the technical and trade schools
which are found all over the country, and are largely attended.' In
1911 there were 160 such schools with a total attendance of over
18,000. They are mostly evening schools in which young persons
from 14 years upward, who are learning a trade, may supplement
their training by courses in Danish, arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
bookkeeping, free-hand drawing, descriptive .geometry, geometrical
construction, and foreign languages, usually English and German.
In addition to these more general subjects there are also trade courses
for masons, carpenters, joiners, tinners, turners, coach makers,
smiths, mechanicians, electricians, and the like. Some schools also
give instruction in painting, clay modeling, and art industries. Still
another type of instruction is given in the trade schools proper, which
are generally maintained by trade unions and supported by local and
State aid. Thus there are evening trace schools for shoemakers,
tailors, watchmakers, bookbinders, barbers, hotel clerks, cooks, dress-
makers, milliners, servant girls, and the like:

The instruction is usually given from 7 to 10 o'clock through the
months October to March, and the same student usually continues
through the several years during which he is learning his trade.
More than half of the schools have their own buildings. The rest are
conducted in public-school buildings. The teachers are frequently
public school-teachers or men and women proficient in their trades.
During the summer months the State maintains special training
courses for such teachers.

Some of the larger schools in the cities have established day
schools, in which instruction is given in a wider range of cultural
subjects and in branches that are required fiir proficiency in the more
difficult trades, such as draftsmanship, building tonstruction, and
decoration.

Eoluvi for'savont girls. A most interesting and unique trade
school is operated in Copenhagen by the Servant Girls' Union. There,

Landakonomlak rumen, 1912. pp. 13-15.
I Andelso, eemmiry 4 the Development of Technical Instruction hi Denmark. Odium-
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is a six months' course for beginners and advanced courses of two
months for special training in cooking, dining-room service, and the
like.' The girls live at the school and pay 10 kroner a month for
tuition, board, room, and laundry. Theoretical instruction in the
six months' course embraces nutrition, hygiene, and care of the sick
and children. For the practical instruction the girls are divided into
three sections, -for kitchen, housemaid, and laundry work, respec-
tively. By rotation every week the girls thus do all the actual work
connected with the school, and by so doing under competent super-
vision receive instruction in preparation of food, baking, housework,
setting table, serving, sewing, washing, ironing, and household
accounts.

When graduates of the school accept- positions they are bound by
the rules of the union. Some of the rules of service are: The work-
day extends from 6 or 7 o'clock in the morning to the same hour in
the evening, with one or one and a half hours for rest during the day;
every other Sunday and holiday free frona 2 o'clock in the afternoon,
and two evenings a week, after 7 o'clock, when the girl may leave the
house it she chooses; at least eight days' vacation a year; overtime
to be paid for at the rate of 25 ore per hour or 15 ore for the half-
hour. Needless to say, many housewives are incensed at the regula-
tions of the union and refuse to employ union girls. Others recog-
nizAhe superior quality of the girls that have received the training
of the school and are willing to pay the higher wages they ask and
grant the desired liberties in return for the superior excellence in
service. The school and the terms of service tend to raise the social
status of servant girls, and may therefore be a significant contribution
to the solution of the problem that is vexing hinisewives in all
eeimtries.

Schools of housekeeping and domestic science.Schools of house-
keeping and domestic science have recently experienced a rapid
growth in Denmark. There are now some 20 schools in the country,
18 of which received State aid in 1912-13.2 Nearly all the-schools are
hoarding schools. By doing in part the actual work connected with
the institution, under competent supervision, the girls receive practi-
cal training in all phases of housekeeping and domestic science.
Usually two courses of five months each are operated each year, one
from May to September and the other from November to March.
The theoretical subjects embrace nutrition, hygiene, and household
accounts. Many schools also include some liberal subjects in their
courses. The schools are largely frequented by girls from the better
class of homes, who seek the training of the schools to equip them for
presiding over their own future homes. Three schools are devoting

s Bulletin. Kobenhavn' Tjeneetep!geturrninga Fagokole.
tortegnalas Cur Husholdningsakolsr, 1512-111.
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themselves to training teachers for them and other schoo. ls in which
similar instruction is given. One of these normal schools has a
three-year course, and the others maintain courses of two-years' work.

For 1912-18 .the State appropriated 468,000 kroner to technical
schools, 68,000 kroner to trade schools, and 12,000 kroner to schools
of housekeeping and domestic science.' The schools are not a part of
the public school system. They are established and maintained by
private persons or associations but are not conducted as money-.'making ventures.

Commercial schools. The same is true of another numerous and
important type of schools, the commercial schools, of which there are
in the country 8 day schools and 59 evening schools, with a total of
over 6,000 students. As technical and trade schools serve for the in-
dustries, so the commercial schools suppplement the training of the
young people who enter the commercial field. It is customary in
Denmark for business houses to take in young men to learn their busi-
ness at about the age of 14. They serve an apprenticeship of from
four to five years, during which period it is generally required that
the learners attend the evening commercial school. The course runs
usually through three years of 10 months each, with 6 hours a week.
A selection of subjects may be made from Danish, GerMan, English,
French, Spanish, Russian, arithmetic, writing, correspondence, geog-
raphy, bookkeeping, typewriting, stenography, commercial law, corn-
thodities of commerce, and gymnastics.'

The day commercial schools are usually attended by older pupils
who have served their apprenticeship or have completed the middle
school, Real school, or Gymnasium and require the student's whole
time while pursuing a course. It seems difficult in Denmark for
prospective young business men to set aside a year of their time in
order to attend a day commercial school. The system- of recruiting
business men by the apprenticeship system takes them directly from
the elementary schools and they are therefore not well equipped to
do the work of a higher commercial school, even if they have attended
an evening commercial school. Furthermore, after spending four or
live years as an apprentice, the young man begrudges the time neces-
sary for a year course in a day school. The evening commercial
Schools are therefore the most popular method of supplementing the
education of the business man.

Soine day schools are found, however. They all have courses ea-
tending over one year, except Brock's Commercial College, in Copen-
hagen. This school has a two-year course and serves as a central
mho& for the whole country, drawing students who are desirous of

g l'Inandov, 1912-13.
.11)o dasako Handebokolor, PromotillIng av dorm indretaing or virkoombed.
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advanced commercial training. In addition to more elementary sub-
jects its two-year course embraces economics, commerce, exchange,
tariffs, statistics, technology, commodities of commerce, and the com-
mercial phases of history, geography, 'chemistry, and law.

To the support of 'commercial schools the State appropriates an-
nually. 60,000 kroner.'

This, in brief compass, is the system by which Denmark strives to
educate her people culturally and vocationally. The outline provides
the setting for a somewhat more detailed study of what is perhaps
the most interesting feature of Danish education, the work of the
people's high schools and the related agricultural schools. These
institutions constitute the subject of the second part of this stuAy.

10p. dt., p. 18.



PART IL THE DANISH PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOL -

Chapter VI.
ORIGIN OF THE PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOLS.

People's high, school defined.The Danish people's high school is
a unique institution, and a pr-eliminary statement of its nature and
purpose may therefore serve to make more intelligible the discussion
that follows. The people's high schools (FolkehOjslealer) are
boarding schools fora qult young people, chiefly from the rural com-
munities. They are nkt vocational, but cultural in their purpose.
The typical course extends through five months in winter for boys
and three months in summer for girls. A second winter is frequently
spent by the boys in one of the agricultural schools, which have grown
out of the high-school movement. These agricultural schools are
so closely related to the people's high schools in their historical
development and method of work that they are here, as generally,
treated together, such special mention being made of them as from
time to time may be necessary for a correct presentation. Both
types of schools are privately owned but receive State aid. To-
gether they number 99, and have an annual attendance of over 8,000
young people. It is estimated that from one-third to one-fourth of
the entire rural population of Denmark at some time or other attend
these schools. Their influence in the country is therefore very great,
and as a type of school activity they present many phases of interest
to students of popular education, ,

Grundtvig's early life,---The father of the people's high schools
was Bishop N. F. S. Grundtvig (1783-1872), theologian, hisCorian,
poet, patriot, and educator. On both his father's and mother's side
his ancestry included distinguished theologians and sciernists. His
father was a clergyman in southern Zealand. There, in a home of
culture set amidst the beauties of nature; Grundtvig spent his early
years. By stories. and legends his mother awakened the boy's 'his-
torical sense, which continued to be fed bythe reading of historical
books, huge of bulk, whose profound contents taxed the father's and

' mother's capacity to explain.1

1A pied *topspin of Grundtvig b L tiebroda's N. F. B. Orunflivtes Leone&
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Preparatory education.At the age of 9 Grundtvig was sent to be
prepared for the Latin school by a bachelor clergyman who had pre-
viously served as tutor for Grundtvig's elder brothers. This clergy-
man served a parish in Jutland on the border of the great heath,
where the natural and human environment was far different from
that of Grundtvig's home, and served during his six years' stay to
broaden his knowledge and sympathies. He said later that he here
became familiar with "seriousness and quietness in nature and in the
thought life of the soul." Here, too, he had to find his companions
among the peasants and workingmen, and developed thus an interest
in the common people which was rare in a man of his origin and
Station. He also traveled some during this period, learned to know
more of his country, and became familiar with the dialects peculiar
to the different sections. Thus from first hand he gained that uni-
versal knowledge of his native language which afterwards made him
a master of expression.

At the university. After what he calls two useless years at the
Latin school in Aarhus, he went to Copenhagen, where he took the
student examination and entered upon theological studies at the uni-
versity at the age of 17. He had no particular interest at that time
in theological gtudAbut his parents wished him to take that course,

besides, it Was the line of study usually entered by
of his class. Grundtvig seems not to have been much impressed by
any teachers at the university except his cousin Steffens, who had
just returned from Germany, much influenced by the German philos-
ophers. The free and spirited lectures of Steffens captivated
Grundtvig and exerted an influence which clearly came to light later
in his poetry.

Crises. After completing his theological studies, Grundtvig
served for some years as tutor. While in this capacity he formed an
tinfortlinate attachment for the mother of the children he taught.
While this experience shattered his too great self-confidence, it also
served to awaken his poetic nature, which gradually unfolded itself
into an activity that placed him in the very forefront of northern
poets. Later a religious crisis made him a devout student of the
Bible and of the influence of Christianity in history. These ex-
periences and studies produced the reformer, burning with a desire
to reestablish a live Christianity among,his people.

Service as pastor.Grundttig was ordained to the ministry in
1811, and became his father's curate. His trial sermon before ordi-
nation was on the text, " Why, is the Lord's Word departed from His
house? It stirred up the clergy of Copenhagen and shows the
spirit of the religious enthusiast. On the death of his lather, in
1813, he moved to Copenhagen, where he served as pastor until the
=friendliness of the city clergy, resulting from his uncomfortable
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activity, led to his withdrawal. After seven years he resumed office,
but in 1828, for similar reasons, withdrew again. Eleven years later
he resumed the work of the ministry, in which he continued for the
balance of his life. As a mark of recognition of his services the title
of bishop without dioce:se was conferred upon him.

Grundtvig's service to the cause of education must be considered
in the light of his great life purpose, namely, to effect a nation-wide
awakening of his people. This purpose gradually 'formed itself
more and more clearly in his mind, and he labored to discover the
means by which it might be accomplished.

Humiliation of Denmark.In order to appreciate the need for
such awakening and the passion that burned in Grundtvig's breast
to bring it about, it is necessary to note the humiliation of Denmark
at this time. In bygone centuries the people of the north had lorded
it over a large Part of Europe. Their conquering Viking expedi-
tions pressed boldly forth into unknown regions, subdued peoples,
and set up nexcik-irWoms. They built up an independent cultural
civilization with a literature which, since it has again been brought
to light, never ceases to call forth admiration. But later, while the
other European nations were forming themselves and gaining in
strength, the countries of the north went backward. Politically
their territories were retrenched and their influence lessened. Cul-
turally they lost their individuality, and dverything foreign came
into high favor. Northern culture was practically extinct; even the
native languages were being displaced by German and French as
media of culture,' Added to this, Denmark experienced one catas-
trophe after the other during Grundtvig's early life. The Napo-
leonic wars were in progress. Denmark tried to remain neutral, but
when this was no longer possible, she cast in her lot with Napoleon,
and immediately lost her fleet to England. The capital itself was
bombarded, and a long and disastrous war followed. In 1813 the
country was officially declared bankrupt, and in 1814 Norway, which
had been united with Denmark for 490 years, was separated from
her. Instead of being aroused by these events, the Danish people
were stupefied and sank down into a hopeless apathy, expecting
national extinction.

Grundtvig's efforts for an awakening.Grundtvig, who had lived
himself into the past glories of the race, saw with pain and bitterness
the calamities that overtook his country and the indifference of the
people, in whom the spirit of national pride seemed absolutely dead.
He began at an early age to cherish the idea, which later developed
into passion, to arouse the national .feeling of his people. For a
time he turned for inspiration to northern mythology. He thought

CLHollmann, Den Danske folkehOskole, pp. ate.
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he saw in the traits of the old Norse gods the elements of true in-
dividual and national greatness. The product of his devotion to
mythology was several books which he hoped would stir the slum-
bering qualities of the people. For the time being, however, their
only effect seemed to be.to establish his reputation as an author. 1-fe
also gave himself to the tk of modernizing for the people of his day
the classics of northern history and poetry. During his first period
of enforced leisure from the ministry he translated Snorre Stur-
lasson's Saga from Icelandic. The chronicles of Saxo Grammaticus
from Latin, and Beowulf from Anglo-Saxon.

Visits to Englund.After his second withdrawal from the minis-
try, in 1829, he spent, by the aid of State stipends, three successive
summers in England, studying the neglected Anglo-Saxon manu-
scripts in London, Oxford, Cambridge, and Exeter. His interest in
these matters lay chiefly in his desire to familiarize the Danish people
with their spiritual inheritance, in order that their national spirit
might be stirred to action. Grundtvig's visits to England were fruit-'
ful, however, in other than philological respects. He was struck with
the active political life of the English people, who were then in the
midst of their reform legislation. He was impressed, also, by the
freedom for individual initiative and expression, which to him was
the secret of the pulsating life and the business energy that he saw
about him. All this was in marked contrast to the conditions at
home, and he longed to see among his own people some of this activity
which was making a great England.'

Loss of faith in books.These experiences of an active and achiev-
ing life drew Grundtvig out from the retreat of the study into the
open field of action. Hitherto his life had been spent almost exclu-
sive)), in the study and production of books, for he had labored under
the impression that the press was the most effective means of influ-
encing his fellow men. As the years went on, however, he became
disappointed with the results of his literary activity, for the effort
of his pen failed to arouse the people as he had hoped. The years
and labor he had spent on his books seemed practically wasted. The
people did not read them; or, if they did, it was without the reaction
Grundtvig had looked for. Having lost faith in tha magic of books,
he determined to move to action. The "living word " of speech was
now to accomplish what the " dead words" of books could not do.
For a time he seems to have desired a professorship at the university,
where he might give expression to his ideas and enthusiasm, but no
each opportunity was offered. Even if it had come, however, it could
scarcely have 'become the means of awakening the rank and file of his
fellow citizens.

I Thornton, Schools Public and Private in the North of Europe, English Special Re-ports, vol. 17, p. 112.
s
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The people's high-school idea.It was then that the ideas about a
people's culture which he had long entertained became clarified and
took distinct form. He saw now more clearly' than ever that a
permanent national awakening must begin with a spiritual enlighten-
ment of, the common pepple, and as a means to the accomplishment
of this purpose he made, in 1832, his first definite suggestion of a
people's high school. This was to be an institution
where the mother tongue should be the ruling factor and th4 fatherland the
living center to which all hearts might bedrawn, and around which the light
should move, so that, after having too long worshipped that which was foreign,
the people might once more truly learn to know and love jheir home.'

G-rundtrig's attitude toward ezisting schools.In order to appreci-
ate the need which Grundtvig fi4t for this new type of institution, it
is necessary to know his attitude toward the existing agencies for
higher education. He brings a general indictment against all types
of existing schools:

Every school, great or small, which begins with the alphabet and ends with
book knowledgeconsequently, everything which for centuries has been called
school and all that Is still so calledis a " school for death."

He criticizes the prevailing aims of education:
Enlightenment has never been altogether neglected in Denmark, but it has

hitherto clearly failed in its purposes. Its aim has been to give all men a Ger-
man comprehension of heaven and logic, and to the professional class a Roman
comprehension of the whole world, but it has given to none a sound under-
standing of the things that lie nearest to us allnature, the fatherland, and
the conditions that make for its welfare.'

Opposition to the Latin school.He is particularly dissatisfied
with the4Latin schools, as appears from numerous passages in his
writings:

And although the Latin school, according to my conviction. Is not only un-
necessary, but very harmful and the mother of all our woes, It ought still to
remain as long as many consider it to be the necessary support of the church, a
Chinese wall against barbarism, and a nursery for all historical science. For
this groundless but deeply-rooted prejudice will vanish as soon as people see
that the Danish school really makes the church more alive and fruitful for the
Danish people and inculcates much more love for Denmark and understanding
of its needs. Such a school may become the cradle of an historical science
which does not fetter its devotees with chains to the dead languages and their
graves or grammars, but unites them in a living relationship with past genera-
tions and especially with our northern foref5thers.4

The -reasons for Grundtvig's hatred of the Latin school's were
inany.5 He contended that humaritstic studies as pursued by mere
children in thi schools made them strangers to their own language,

Quoted by &Milder, Den Danake Folkehojakole, p. 22.
a Grundtvig. Stolen for Livet. p. 12.
gGraadtvig, Akademlet I Boer, p. 82.
40eundtvig. Skolea for Livet, p. 11.
11(14 )e lbssaant'pe. Posxske INIkebajokolt. P. rag.
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literature, and national spirit, while it gave themzio real insight into
classic culture. Their acquisition was a more ferrmal knowledge of
grammar and syntax and a quantity of historical facts. Moreover,
he despised Roman civilization, whith to him was organised selfish-
ness and force, producing nothing great out of itself, but borrowing
everything from Hellenism. Ho was deeply grieved that the in
ence of such a civilization, had overwhelmed the Germanic peoples,
who had in themselves the elements of-true individual and national
greatness. Under the influence of Christianity, which permits the
individual to reach his fullest development, the Germanic peoples-
had made notable progress in the development of a truly humanistic
Christian culture. Therefore to have inflicted upon them as the chief
means of culture the literature-and history of a people foreign in
spirit and ideals was to Grundtvig a real calamity. It is difficult for
him to speak calmly about the situation:

I confess that it is my firm conviction that all child science is preposterous,
and that the bookworm system. seclusion from the world, the setting aside of
the mother tongue, and the deification of the Latin writings constitute the most
unsuitable education for royal Danish leaders that I can toneelve of.'

Grundtvig was opposed to the Latin schools also because of the
aristocratic standard of culture for which they stood. To a man who
was trying to open a way to a common culture for the common peo-
ple the wearing of a "Latin cloak " could not be a true criterion of
culture. Grundtvig held that culture finds its source and means in
that which is " of the people." Another chief objection which is still

very pronounced line of demarcation between the people's high
schools and the ordinary type of secondary schools was the emphasis
on examinations. Examinations played and still play a tremendous
role in Denmark. Openings. to nearly all positions of importance
in the country are via examinations. Examinations open the way to
a "sure living," and preparation for examinations seemed to Grundt-
vig to be the chief function of the "learned" schools. With despair
he beheld this eternal striving for a "sure living," but saw no real
desire for culture for its own sake.

Criticism of the Red school.The mathematical Real school finds
as little favor with Grundtvig as the Latin school:

Likewise I ;believe It hi perfectly clear that even if it were an excellent round-
about way or training for citizenship to go through the mathematical purgatory
it would be such only on the condition that the boys could be relieved of all
their learnings, lay all reckonings and demonstrations on the shelf, dismiss all
bnokwormlahness from their minds, put on industriousness with their everyday
clothes, and each eagerly take up his handicraft' Otherwise they would at the
very best be at to be professors of mathematics or teachers in schools of the
same kind.. If so, we should have a .circle of schooling, examinations. and a

I Ornadtvig, tikolals for Liver, p. 24.
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sure living similar to that of the Latin schools, but ou a much larger Ica*
Sui,h a system would exhaust the resources of even the richest nation, to say
nothing of the poorest.'

Work of people's high school's otAtlined. Finding that none of the
institutions of his day afforded the means of a true people's culture,
Grundtvig felt the need of a new type of school, a "school for
whose aim should not be "examinations and a sure living," but "a
culture and enlightenment which is the individual's own affair, and
is its own reward."! Grundtvig never formulated any definite plan
for the activity of his people's high school. He tells why he can not
do so:

As to the arrangement of the Danish high school I can not enter upon that,
for everything human fares as we do. We must be born before It can be known
what caps will fit our heads, to say nothing of how 4gh n destiny we shah have
and what knowledge we nai'y be able to acquire. 1 should not even have men-
tioned this 'natter, If we had not become so perverted In the "schools for
death " that we can scarcely imagine a school whose whole life is not mapped out
before it begins. This can easily be done with the booklah art, which consiata
in memorizing a certain number of glossaries and rules., and at its best in study-
ing and imitating such unchangeable and dead things as books. But just as
this method is impossible of application to the development of life, which pre-
cludes stag-nation and can follow no rules but those of nature, so neither can it
be applied to education, which must adjust itself to life as It really is.'

Grundtvig does, however, indicate the general lines along which
lie thinks the institution should operate:

One can therefore say that at a people's civic high school in our and our
children's time there ought, as far as possible, to be opportunity for learning
foreign languages, mathematics, histog, and everything that an individual
has a desire for and longs to study, either for the sake of its ueefulneali or
enjoyment.'

The chief purpose, however, the living unifying soul of such a
school, Grundtvig says, can not be described. Poetically he feels
it to be a life-giving, light-spreading, heart-warming function, but
it defies schematic representation. One thing is clear to him, that
books and all that resembles them should play as small and unim-
portant a role as possible in the people's high school, where the aim
must by no means be "examinations and a livelihood," but culture
and enlightenment. In order to know what culture should be at-
tained, it is necessary to ask what an educated citizen should know
in order tp be able to serve the State with efficiency. As parts of
such knoWledge and culture he mentions especially
a clear notion of civic society and the conditions of its welfare, an apprecia-
tion of the national characteristics of his people, sincere devotion to "Bing

1 Orundtvlg, op. cit., p. 89.
'Mem, p. 18.

Grundtvig, Akademiet 1 Boer, p. 59.
p. 60.
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-afid fatherland," ability to express himself orally In his mother tongue, with
ease and vigor, freedom and propriety, and, finally, a definite knowledge of
what we have and what we lack, based upon reliable reports on the conditions
of the country.'

Curried um and methods. From these and other passages in his
writings it is possible to obtain a fairly definite idea of the curricu-
lum and methods which Grundtvig had in mind for his cherished
institution. In the very first place must be put the mother tongue.
For the school was to be distinctly Danish, not Latin, nor German.
By the mother tongue as an element in the curriculum Grundtvig
means training in free and forceful expression, appreciation for
folk songs, familiarity with the ancient Danish myths, legends,
and epics, and also an introduction to modern Danish writers. The
second large element in the curriculum was to be history, especially
of Denmark, but also of Christianity and the world. Other subjects
definitely suggested are economics, embracing a study of the re-
sources, industries, and economic activities of ,Denmark, and civics,
with special reference to national and communal government in
Denmark, in order to prepare for intelligent participation in these
fornis of activity.

The uniquenegsl of the new institution, however, was to be in its
method, -.tis has been noted, books'were to be used as little as pos-
sible. Grundtvig came to have an almost unreasonable hatred, of
books as school implements. He held that the constant application
to books resulted in a bookworm' existence and severance from ordi-
nary interests. In the new school, therefore, human speech, instead
of books, was to be the means of imparting spirit and ideas. In-
formal lectures, without notes, was his ideal of method; talks, with
a large human element in them, and conviction born of personal
experience: The lectures ought furthermore to be given in a lan-
guage that the people could understand. Grundtvig virtually created"
a new Danish speech. He broke away from the academic language
of the day, and from his intimate knowledge of Danish, as spoken
by the people, he built' up a language which, in diction and idioms,
was felt to be the people's own. In this language he wrote, and in
this labguage he°wished the work in his people's high school to be
do*. By hearing and speaking such idiomatic Danish, not by
grammatical drill nor continuous essay writing, the young people
would be taught to use and love their mother tongue. Grundtvig
says that " a genuine Danish high school will make it ,possible ftrr
tux descendants after hundreds of years to feel, think, and speak
Danish."

Grundhig. Akademlet i floes, p. el.
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Another characteristi of method was to be the nationalistic ap-
proach to all studies. ther the subject matter be literature, his-
tory, economics, or civi , the bearing of it all on Denmark was to
receive the emphasis. History was to be presented, not critically but
cultdrally, to show the progress of the race and for. the light that it
has to cast on present problems. Economics and civics were not to
be taught theoretically by the agency of textbooks and statistics, but
by having men of large knowledge of the country, its activities and
institutions, talk to the young people and discuss matters with them
personally. There were to be no examinations of any kind. It was
not Gruncltvig's idea that the high school should prepare its students
for any learned studies. The culture was to be sought for its own
value, and the work of the school must consequently be of such
nature as to have worth and attractiveness in itself. The instruc-
tion was intended for grown-up young men who were already en-
gaged in some life work, and the purpose of the high school was not
to change their vocation. They were to return to their work, but with
a greater inner jby, greater desire to work, greater love for country,
and greater appreciation for a higher, more ideal conception of work
and life.'

Place in the educational system.Grundtvig does not seem to
have thought out clearly the place. of the people's high school in
the scheme of education. At times he speaks of a school for citizen-
s*, which all the people should attend, where they would learn
to know and love their mother tongue and country, and thus be
fitted for their duties as citizens. In speaking of various types of
schools, he says it is the school for citizenship he wishes to dwell on
especially
In#smuch as it is the only one that can be common to us all. All of us can
and should be intelligent and useful Danish citizens, but clearly only a very
few at a time should be professors and learned men. But while we have more
than sufficient schools for training pastors and professors, we have no schools
at all to train Danish citizens.'

This training for citizenship he thinks the existing schools are
libsolutely unfitted to give. Therefore there is a deficiency in the
school system.

Even though the restof our school system be excellent and adapted to.our
purposes, it is still very deficient as long as we do not have a high school for
that social ang civic life in which we all can and should partake. This mast,
moreover, be considered the natural root and source of all our endealors, so
much so that if the demands of this civic life are despised and neglected all
other enlightenment will become lifeless in itself as well as fatal to the people
and-. destructive to the kingdom.'

I Ct. Hellmann. Den Dante Polkehajakoli, p. 45.
POntn2tylg, Stolen for Lint, p.. 2L
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;school for leaders.Especially does Grundtvig see the need of
school of citizenship and a common folk culture for that portion

*Of the population which are to be leaders, but do not study for a
...professional career. As has been noted in our survey of Danish
iiducation, the differentiation betiveen elementary and secondary edu-

, .dttion was madi very early.at this time, in fact generally upon the
'child's entrance into school. The kind of education a child was to

. receive was determined by the type of school he entered and this
again by the social position of his parents. Once registered in the
elementary school,-his fate was sealed. His cultural opportunities,
as far as school was concerned, would terminate at the age-of con-
.firmation. This was the fate of the masses of the people. To be
.sure the University of Copenhagen was always open to all, regard-
less of academic preparations, but it is easy to see that, by reason of
its nature and method, the work carried on there, even if it were all
:fiat might be expected of it, could never become an appreciable
Means of culture for any but the academically trained. Therefor*:
barred from the secondary schools by a too early differentiation and
from the cultural opportunities of the. university by lack of prepara-
tion, the nonacademic people were living in intellectual and cultural
destitution. Grundtvig says:

The difficulty is that few or no places have a high school for scientific and ,

civic traielng of the people, which can give a modicum of culture to those
people who dp not receive academic training, bat who desire to belong to the
.Cultured classes.'

In such It school
au those officers of State who. do not need learning, but Mee vision, and practical
ability, and all those people who desire culture may have the desired oppor-
tunity to develop themselves and learn to know each other'

A school for the common people. A school of this type, Grundtvig.
thought., was necessary not for leaders only, however. It had a func-
tion to perform for the ordinary citizenry.

If now a Danish high school, as kingly, free, and popular as possible, is neces-
sary for training officers of State, pray, is It less so for that large portion of the
people who can not or do not desire to bold office, but who must supportthem-
.01elvea and the rest? That this root and stem of the people, renters and own-
.ere, great and small, mechanics of all kinds, seamen, and merchants, need no
other enlightenment or culture than that obtained behind the plow, in the
workshop, in the tops, or, in the merchant's booth, may be the thought. of bar-
barians and tyrants. Such, however, has never been ,the northern mode of
thoughti, either among the kings or the people, and it could never be, for here,
if noWheye else, it is true that we are all of one blood, No that the same capacity
for Culture is found in the cottage as in the palace.'

()doted by Schrader, Den Deaske Folkebajskole, p. 21.
*Idem, p. 24.

Grandtvig, Akadsmiot i Sou. p. 211.
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klotroe of the people's high-school idea. It is not known whet
or not Grundtvig owes the origin of his people's high. School ides td
any other source than himself. .A possible influence of Rousseau via
Germany has been pointed out. Nordal-Peterson says:

During a visit in eastern Prustilit, Herder, one of Rousseau's admirer" saw
bow oppressed nations suffered under a foreign yoke. Through the influence
of Rousseau's ideas the thought comes to him that one might help the oppressed
toward a national awakeningby erecting a national young people's schoob
and he pttlines the plan in one of hid books. Herder never realized his plan,
but it is probable that Grundtvig had read the book in question. Ills "WQrld'i
History" (1812) shows that he had read Herder with interest, and It is not '
impossible that from his writings .Grundtvig had received an hipulse toward his
great Idea.'

Estimate of Grundtvig's influence.Whether the people's high-

school idea be original With Grundtvig or not, the fact remains that
he not only developed and propagated the idea, .but presented a
philosophy of life and education which has becothe the pedagogical
foundation of the schools. While the chief emphasis in hiswritings
is upon the seivice of a people's high School in the awakening and
regeneration of the nation, he also stresses the value of such a school
for the young people themselves, in helping them to realize them-
selves most fully. In fact, as Grundtvig'saw it, the latter service of
the school is a prerequisite for the former. Ludvig 'Schrocler, one
of the closest students of Grundtvig, compares him with Rousseau'
As Rousseau proclaimed the " gospel, of childhood," s6 Grundtvig
proclaimed the " gospel of youth."

As childhood has its own interests and prerogatives and is not a
mere transition period to becoming grown up, so youth' has a right
to an independent value and is 'nof to be regarded as a meaningless
passing over from childhood to manhood. The period of youth is a
most unhappey one in the lives of many. It is a time when intellec-
tual and moral problems beset the young persim, when he is wrestling
with the question of hiti life mission and perhaps that of his life

*mate. It frequently becomes a mere existence without content; tti

drifting about from one impulse to another. tlrundtvig held that,
if youth is to be a joyous and fruitful period, the individual must '
come to his rights and be wisely guided in hi; aspirations in order `
that his 'personality may be built, on a sound foundation and de-
veloped in all its capacities. Here was the opportunity for a peo-
pie's high school.

1Iollmann has pointed out a kinship with Ruskin's ideas:*
Grundtvig's view of life has much in common with that of Ruskin, who,

Continuing in a Sense the ideas of Grundtv1g, would make a festival of life
a whole and make work secondary. ,Toth thinkers are as one in striving for

NorditlPetersen, Daamarke B8jakoler. p. s.
Bitted.; Den Pallas Folkebtljekole, CIL 1.

Hollautair, Dea'banska Tolkaktikkela, p.
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thilk that life may be lived 'eozi3pletely, that perlionality may be unmanly
developed, and that all people may obtain a deeper appreciation of life's values.
But while Ruskin nearly always moves on the border Line nt the impossible
In his requirements, Grundtvig is a practical man, who knows what he wants
and what is possible of realisation. Grundtvig wants nothing else than this
to give the individual his youth, a time in which he may live in the realm of
beautiful and noble aspirations.

That Grundtvig has exerted a powerful influence upon the cul-
tural life of his country is evident when intelligent students soberly
apply to him such epithets as " Prophet of the north" and "The
greatest folk educator of the north." Even his unsympathetic critic,
George Brandes, estimates him as the largest cultural fact Den-
mark in the nineteenth century. The German Hollmann describes
him 119

a man of large historic vision, with creative thoughts and a depth and
breadth of feeling which was capable of embracing his people, the nation in its
future development: It-may appear as if the wheel of history moves according
to eternally fixed laws. Occasionally, however, a strong man may take a hand
and strive to lift it out of its rut. If he is fortunate, others lend a hand and
process takes a new coulee. Grundtvig grasped the wheel of historical de-
velopment and gave it a new direction. Without him there would now pre-
sumably be no Danish Kailor, and therefore he is a genius in the eyes of his
people.'

Chapter VII.
GROWTH OF THE PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOL.*

t
L THE FIRST PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOL.

Grundivig'8 plan futile. Grundtvig had in mind the establishment
of one large people's high school for the whole country. It Was to be
a school with a faculty of scholars on a .par with those of the uni-
versity, from whom streams of influence might flow forth to refresh
and'regoerate the nation. For a long 'he cherished the plan
that the richly endowed academy at Sort; m1ght be transformed into
such a high school. For this he wrote and labored assiduously. He
succeeded finally in gaining the favor of King Christian VIII and
Queen Caroling Amalie for the plgn, btt the King died in 1848, be-
fore the idea could be realized. The party which subsequently came

er was "too much bound by classical tradition to believe in a
tally Danish culture."' GrnndtVg's efforts for the Sore

ilia thus came t° naught, and the idea has never been realized,
although it is even to-day a live subjecktil discussion.

Rolimana, Den Masks Folkehlgskole. D L
iBurtrap. Folkehl4akelea i Danmark. p.
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Beene of the first school.Meanwhile the seed which .Grandtvig
had sown took root and began to bear fruit in another way. AlthoulOt
his efforts to have his cherished people's. institution established by
royal favor proied futile, the essential people's high school idea was
being realized by the rank and file of the common people. The some
VMS north Schleswig. This was at that time a. part of Denmark, and
the people were becoming aware of the danger of German influence,
which threatened to destroy their national identity. The situation is
well described by Begtrup :1

Nortji Schleswig, whose population was Danish, had been governed for many
years by German-trained-officials, who had studied at Kiel. When the nzttion-
alistic movement began to be felt in Europe the citizens ,of north Schleswig also
awakened to a consciousness of their Danish character and sought to free them-
selves from the spiritual guardianship of the Gertqan officials. Then began-a
cultural struggle in whlcp the majority of the educated classes wore found in
the German camps. Friends of the comma people perceived that it was necee.
sary for the plain people Co be equipped with a better education in order that
they might themselves defend the rights of their Danish sperh. Such education
must necessarily be given in Denial], since the people did not know any foreign
language, and its content must serve to strengthen their appreciation of national.
values. Here was a practical need for Grundtvig's School idea.

The leaders of this nationalizing movement, among whom Chris-
tian Flor, professor of Danish of Kiel, was
nent ,figure, had become familiar with Grundtvig's ideaS and were
much influenced by his writings. Whin Grundtvig's request and
plan for a high school at Soro appeared m 1840 and had been favor-
ably received by Flor, a citizen of north Schleswig pointed out in a
newspaper article that nowhere, was a high school such all that pro-
posed more needed than in north Schleswig.

The-first school established at Rodding.Other interested citizens
gave the idea their- support, stock was subscribed, and in 1843 the
Schleswig Association was formed with the erection of a people's
high school as one of its chief aims. A suitable property was pur-
chased aeltodding, and upon application to King Christian VIII
permission was granted in 1844 for the establishment of the school.
In the plan which accompanied the application, appeared the follow-
ing passage relating to the purpose and scope of the school :

The atm we have set before us is to found an institution where peasant
and citizen may acquire such knowledge and accomplishments as may minister
to his usefulness or enjoyment, with reference' not so much to his partiedar
vocation and work as to his function as hiscoantrrg atm and dealt Of t3
State. The institution should have, therefore, a benefiCeut influence Upon
private and.home life, as well as upon his *blic and civic activity. W+Y salt
it a high school because it is not to be an ordfpary boy's aehool,- but an °dock.:
tionai institution partly for young men past I e age of confirmation and: Parer'

a iegtvifik p, 41.
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for full-grown boys and men. fhWe call it a people's high school because persons
of every station may attend it, even if it is especially arranged for the rural
class and expects its students from that source.'

c °The plan further provided that the board of directors should con-
sist of seven members, three of whomhnst always belong to the
rural class. The curriculum Was to comprise Danish language and-
literature, history, civics, arithmetic, geometry, drawing, surveying,
German, Swedish, natural sciences, singing, and gymnastics. Each
semester was tq,be complete in itself, but the work so planned that a
complete course extended over two yeais. The' school began its ac-
tivity in November, 1844, with 20 students and 2 teachers. Its prin-
sipal was John. Wegener, a university man and graduate in theology.

Career and influence of the school, The school at Rodding expe-
rienced a checkeied career. Its finances gave the most trouble. At
times its friends despaired of Amaintaining it, but by earnest en\
deavoYrs it was possible to keep the school going. Much credit for
this is due to Flor, who gave up his chair at Kiel to become its.
principal for a time. Certain problems were encountered and solved
in this school and principles established that are of general interest
in the people's high-school movement. Th first was the question as
to whether the school should be an out-and-o vocational school for
agriculturists, or a school of general culture. he original purpose
of the school had been to arouse the national spirit and save the
mother tongue from its threatened extinction. When, after the war
of 1848-49, these ends were largely attained, many thought that the
school no longer had any sufficient reason for its existence, as.origi-
nally planned, and therefore should be nstormed into an agricul-
tural school. This party held that if Ere farmers were desired, the
best plan was to gb at the training of farmers directly with a pure
agricultural school. However, the principal of the school, Solihus
Hogabro, Flor, and others championed the cause of general culture
with such ability-that they won the victory, and the institution was
enabled to Continue as a school of the Grundtvigian type. An inter-
esting testimony in this connection came from the able agricultu-
rAlist, Testdorph, who later became president of the Royal Danish
Agricultural Society

It is difficuleto render a larger service to the country than lo fete wide-awake
farmers some such an opportunity for a higher spiritual development as will
operate beneficently and fruitfully for all the people. We have to, do with an
institution that has successfully stood the test to which it has been subjected.
We are not dealing with projects; voe know wpat we are, devoting our money
tie; we know that we will get it back with high Interest ; we know that we arereally doing the country a great service by aiding the Rodding high school. Letarkatid that as nearly as I can learn, all the,foreign countries, in which I have .

* Quoted by Beineder, Den Danube rolkehelkole. p. 46.
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[traveled would gasp with eagerness an opportunity such as this to advance
in a similar way the interests of the backbone of the country, the agricultural
class.' ti

Another attempt to modify the nature of the school was made by

GROWTH or nit prOns's HIGH 1311EfOOL.

the minister of editcation, Monrad, by suggesting the introduction of
a preliminary examination which might admit students to some
courses at the agricultural college in Copenhagen. The reply of
Principal Hogsbro, opposing this suggestion, is based solidly upon
Grundtvigian high-school ideas, and the principle fixed in this case
became a precedent for all future people's high schools:

The aim of the School is to awaken and flourish appreciation for the Ukof
the spirit. Especially is it concerned wjth increasing love of conntry by giving
information about its language and literature, nature, and history, its condi-
tions in the past and present. In addition, however, it does not lay less st

re1811Thon giving students love for and knowledge of agriculture.

With this 'aim the subjects of instruction cap not be the same as
those required for the " preliminary examination," nor the empha
the same.

ft

With reference to method, too, the school must be different from the ordinary
type. To be sure, it does not minimize the value of positive knowledge and a
training of the intellect in keenness and clarity of thought; its purpose, how-
ever, is essentially educative, the'development of feeling end the will being,
considered more significant than the training of memory or intellect. It desires
to dd for the life of the people what the church desires for the Christian life.
Thetefore it must lay emphasis on the concrete, the living, the stimulating. An
hour of instruction in which it has a possible to arouse appreciation for the
higher and nobler elements in huma life, or to stimulate to effective and active
service in their behalf, is o rester importance in the work of the people's
high school than an hour which has added to one's store of knowledge or in
which the intellect has learned to n.nderstand a new grammatical exposition or
a mathematical conclualon. These forms of instruction are also included, but
merely - to serve the chitf purpose. Instruction is given, not for school, but for
life. What we wish for our students is that they might leave us with a desire
to participate-in the work of the world, the spiritual as well as the material,
and with capacity to use the means whicbliiife offeri. What then may lack in
the form of knowledge they will know hoof to obtain. As thel work, their intel-
lects will receive that development of which thiy are capable. For such a
method of instruction the preliminary examinatfon is- altogether unsuitable.°

After the war of 1864, when Schleswig was wrenched away from
111nmark by Germany, the school had to be moved north of the
new boundar,y. A place was found for it at Askov, where, under

. the efficient litdership of Ludvig Schroiler, the institution became*
power in. the cultural life of Denmark. Its equipment and instruc-
tion have been extended so as to make 7 therleading people's high
school in the Country. .

I Quoted by ileldtder, op. ells;. p. 70.
'Quoted by Hellmann, Den Dansks rolkekejskolc p. 64.
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II. WORK AND INFLUENCE OF KOLD*.

Deficiencies of the Rodding people's high school.While Grundt-
._xig's-education-d ideas were first tried out in the school at Rodding,
it was not there that the characteristic Danish people's high school
as it exists to-day took its beginnings. There were several- reasons
why this school did not at first wield the large influence for a
people's culture that was exerted later by this and other schools.
On account of rather high tuition rates and expenses, only some
of the well-to-do farmers' sons could afford to attend. Furthermore,
a full course extended over two years, the summers included. It is'
evident that only comparatively few grown up men could. find it
possible to spend so much time' away from their work. Again,
while the teachers at Rodding were inspired by love for their work
and a desire to lead the young men'out into a new light, they were
generally academicians from a higher station in life and could not
Oita appreciate the situation and the peculiar needs of the peasant
boys. Grundtvig himself, though a man of the people in his in-
terests and sympathies, was a partial stranger to the sons of the soil.

Kristen Ko ld (184,1870).It was left for a shoemaker's son tolotmeet the common peasantry on their n ground and by the attrac-
tiveness of his personality drew t m to cultnral studies pursued
under conditions that were practically within the reach of all. This
man was Kristen Kold (1816-470). While still a child in his
vetumble home by the Limfjord, in west Jutlaitd, h\ learned the

agic power of the spoken word, which he himself later possessed
in a remarkable degree. When he and his brothers and sisters be-
came tired of play and unruly, their mother would often call them
to her and tell them a story which would have a wonderful effect
on Their conduct. Kold says of this:

Always, when she bad told us a story, we would become happy and begin to
play againto build tip instead of tear down. At that time I could not under-
stand how a little fable about Great Peter or Little Peter, or what it might
be, could have power to make us well-behaved and happy. Later, however,
I gradually came to understand the secret, that the word upon ourtongue
possesses this power over children'
e"Education.Kold participated in, the ordinary elementary school-

ing of his day and ranked at the head of his class. At 11 he was to
begin learning his father's trade, but was so awkward, with 'the awl
that his father despaired,of his ever amounting to anything. After
One and a half days' apprenticeship his mother ,took him out, of the
shop. The boy's whole desire now was to be a teacher. At the age
of 18, after giving a trial lessoli in a rural school before the dean
and the children's parents, he was appointed monitor to teach chil-

i Quoted by Anstlld, Nix Folkelarar, p. 22.
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dren larger than himself and about as old. His work, however, was a
decided success. After confirmation he served as tutor for three
years, when, having Detached the required age of 18, he entered the
normal school at Snested. He seems not to have profited much by
the instruction there until a religious revival aroused him spiritually
and intellectually and made him an eager student.

Teaching.After 'graduation from the normal school, Kold spent
some yeass in tutoring, and participated in some revivals in which
he began to experience-his own powers of speech. At this time he
also read some of Ingemann's romances. He saw show great Den-
mark httd once been, and how 'low it had sunk, and wag seized withia desire to lend a hand in raising it again. "Oh, that I possessed the
kind of words that are necessary to make Denmark great, and strong,
and happy! "1 Moving to southern Jutland, where he continued as
tutor, he found the people dead to patriotic impulses, and having read
still more historical romances, he felt that he must di) something to

stir the people. " I felt now that I could have no peace until I had
gotten this work startedto raise Denmark again to what it had
once been."' Kold had an idea that much could be and must be
done with the rising generation. Therefore as an experiment during
the winter of 1840-41, he gathered about him 15 young men every
Wednesday evening and read to them chiefly from Ingemann's ro-
mances. They talked together about the contents and sang patriotic
songs. This was something new, and people laughed at it. But his
experience with these boys gave Kold the idea which he developed
later into his high-school plan.'

I i %, Varied experiences.Kold became dissatisfied a ith the meth6ds
in vogue.,in- elementary instruction and instituted a reform in his
own work. Instead of compelling the children to memorize vast por-
tions of textbooks, he told the contents to the children in story form.
The children were delightedremembered perfeotly what he told
them, and then the process of learning which' before' had been so
laborious took care-of itself.

'This revolutionary method, however, brought him into difficulties
with pastor, bishop, and department, and the antagonism became so
great that he soon found himself without an appointment. Saddened
y this opposition and denial of opportunity to do the only work he

wished and was able to do, he learned bookbinding, and went to
Smyrna as a missionary's servant and helper. Terminating his serv-
ices with the missionary, he spent some years there at his trade. The
longing for his native land became too great, however, ind he
returned, walking from Trieste, some 900 miles, and drawing his
belongings in a little wagon:. This experience gave hinfan excellent

v, Austlitt op. Ctt, x°43.
Ida % A "
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opportunity to study the common life of the people in the sections
through _which he passed. He enlisted for the war of 1848-1850, but
finding himself poorly adapted for musket drill, ho resigned: The
war served him a purpose, however, for it awakened Denmark, and
he could now see how a spiritual force operates on a large scale with
a whole people; previously he had seen it only in the case of
individuals.

Founds * people's high school. Kold burned with desire to help
perpetuate the spirit which the war had aroused in his people, but
realized that sporadic efforts with a'speech here and a speech there
would avail but little. His experiences, notably his Wednesday even-
ing class of boys, taught him that he must gather the young people
in a school in order that they might be under his continuous influence
for a consider e time. Thus only could he hope to effect an awak-

Aning and build l an entlitisiaedi that would last. By the aid of
Grundtvig iuld other interested friends, he was enabled to make a

, humble beginning of a school in 1851 at Ryslinge, in Fyen. A-pro-
spectus of the new school announced that instruction would be given
only during the winter, from November 1 to April 1. Tuition, in-
cluding board and lodging. was fixed at 60 kroner fo the entire five
months. The instruction was to embrace an outline of general, Bible,
and church history, northern mythology and history of Denmark;
geography, especially of Denmark, selected readings from, Danish
literature, and singing. Instruction was also to be given in the com-
mon- school brandies with a view to their practical use in life.' The
school began its work with 15 students and 2 teachers.. Kold had at
last entered upon the realization of his cherished dreams, and was
happy.

Characteristics of /Cold's .school.The"first year the students at
Sold'e school ranged in age from 14 upward, but this year's ex-
perience taught him that for such a school the students must be
grown up, i. e., {8 years of age or more, as Grundtvig had maintained.
The work with the younger boys was not nearly so satisfactory as
with the older. After the first year 18 was set as the minimum age
for entrance. This became the settled policy for all later schools.
Another characteristic feature of this school was the short term, only
five months during the winter. On this point, too, Kohl's school set
a precedent which, has been followed by the other schools. It is the
time when men can most easily be spared from the work of the
farms. Likewise, the expenses at Ryslinge were set so low as to bring
the school within the reach of all young men of' energy. The ex-

pensee were only 12 kroner a month. At Rodding the amount was
40 kroner.' The intimate character of the association of teachers

1 Hellmann, Den Henske Folkebbjekole, p. 59.
These amounts equal shout #8.25 and $10.80, respectively.
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and students is shown by the arrangement whereby 'told and his
assistant teacher slept with the boys in one large sleeping room. The
boys could thus listen to the teachers' conversation about worthy
things until they fell asleep. ,

Kold's continued work and influence. After two years Kold
moved his school to Dalby, where he remained for six years. Here
he experienced a hard struggle before winning the people's favor
for his school venture. Force was given to the opposition also by
Kold's activity in behalf of elementary schools conducted in accord-
ance with his ideals as opposed to the spiritless memorizing and fact
cramming of the public schools. While his influencd widened, his
enemies also increased. By a protest of these to the 'ministry, signed
by 344 persons, the State aid of 800 kroner, which Kold's school had
been receiving, was held up for a year. Kold's life was embittered
also by newspaper attacks and the dire poverty to which he WAS re-
duced. However, he was warmly defended by friends and students,
who sent a counter .protest to the ministry. Finally the local schoOl
commission served notice that they would inspect the school and
judge for themselves of its Work and merits. They came as avowed'
enemies of the school, nine men strong, including the county -chair-
man, two deans, and the parish pastor. They propose( to examine
each individual student in the several subjects, as was the customary
method of procedure in the public schools; but this Kold resisted
itl-) force and dignity.
No, Dean Rohmann; if that is the method the commissicaf desires to emlriToy,

to examine my boys one by one, then I must inform you that t do not want
any examination; an the boys do not want .1t, either. They are here on their
own account, pay their own school expenses,' and we have no right to force
them. If that is your plan, the school is hereby closed from this day on.'

According4to Kold's philosophy, the function of his school was
essentially to arouse his boys spiritually and intellectually. To test
the results Of such work by an examination of the amount of facts
acquired by his students Was unfair and contrary to the fundamental'
principle of !tile school. Kold was then asked to proceed with the
work of the 'school in the usual way, andthe dean put questions to
the school EIS a whole. The results were surprising- and pleasing.
The stirdenth gave evidence of a remarkable fund of knowledge
despite the fact that they had not been cramming books. During the
examination:in general history the dean put the question', " Can you
tell me the dame of the Roman general that defeated Attila I " This
staggered the school' for a moment, but a little fellow answered,
"Aetius." "This answer saved our school," Kold said afterwards.'
The result of the inspection was entirely Artisfsctory. The teachers. -

IsAuatild, op. cit., p. 117. lidera. p. 113.
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and students were praised, the delayed State aid, was forthcoming,
and the standing of the school was assured.

Subsequently }told built a still larger school at Dalum, where the
nOnber of students increased to more than 100. Upon manifold re-
quests of girls to attend the school he started in 1863 a three months'
summer course for young women. This proved so successful that it
became a permanent feature, and has since been an essential part of
nearly all people's high schools.

It is thus seen how the character of Kold's schools established the
policy of the Danish people's high schools in `the matter of the stu-
dents' mature age, the five months' course, low expenses, a summer
course for girls, and intimate association of teachers and students.'
It was due to his influence also that stimulation and development
of personality and spiritual life came to be regarded as the chief
function of the schools. At a meeting in Copenhagen in 1866, at
which Hold was the chief speaker, he closed ills address with these
words:

I do not know as much about enlightenment as I do about enlivenment. I.
enliven first, and enlighten afterwards, or at least enliven and enlighten at the
same time. This, I believe, is right, for enlivenment is what is needed

He says he learned this when he worked
\

among people who could receive no enlightenment before they been
enlivened. They were plain folk who, so to speak. knm nothing of enlighten--
ment. They needed to be enlivened. I believe, too, that the more one learns
to know the Diinish people, both In and out of Copenhagen, the more one will
experience that they can not be truly enlightened before they have been en-
livened.'

Fair/tater of Kold.By the time of his death, in 1870, Hold had
had some 1,300 students under his charge', and a host of other people
had received lasting impressions for good fronais sturdy perso9,
slily. He became known and loved throughout Dqnmark as tha-Man
who had given his life for the spiritual and national regeneration of
the common: people. Mr. Thornton, an Englishman,,-eatimatesohim
thus:

'Bold was a sort of rustic blend of Socrates andliestalozzi; be had a^ready
store of Idiomatic Danish, had thought mach of life and its problems, had a
keen inaight WM human character, posseiged an unlimited store of illustrations
and experiences, and was consumed by a passion for communicating to others
what had brought light and help to himself.'

Comparing Itold's work and influence .with that of Grundtvig,
Dr. Hohmann says:

Measured by Grundtvig's large ideas of a national people's culture, Kold's
little-peasant school seems inalonificant, but history makes no mistake when

Quoted b hreder, Den Dante folkehajskole, p. 122.
' iThotnton,Whools Public and Prints In the North of Europe, Mosiler Special Bo-poreyvoL 17, R. 114,
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it.ttrIbutes to the little step forward In practical application a decisive signifi-
cance In the development of the people's high schools. To Gruodtvig la due
the underlying thought of the people's high school, but Kold's plain peasant
school was all that was possible of realization under the circumstance& By
Kold's powerful- influence, the people's high school was given a solid footing
among the rural population of Denmark. He has giveii the people's high
acbools their external form and has put- into practice the method which
Grundtvig indicated within the limits that circumstances allowed.'

e.

Grundtvig himself testified that Kold, in the very best manners
had transformed his ideas into realities.'

III. LATER DEVELOPMENTS.

Grundtvig's high school. The idea of a large central people's
high school was not abandoned after the failure Of the plan to trans-
form the Sorii academy into a people's high school. Especially did
the feeling prevail that there ought to be a school where Grundtvig
could make his influence felt. Accordingly, on the occasion of his
seventieth birthday, friends raised a sum-of money which was pre-
sented to him for the purpose of founding a high school. The chief
donor and most active worker for the cause, C. D. Brandt, came of
an aristocratic family in Copenhagen and entertained large ideas
for the school. He aimed to build not a mere peasants' school, such
as. Ko ld's, which was being copied everywhere. ...This was to be a
pretentious institution where, Grundtvig might *be given a suitable
chair. -

Grundtvig's wife was opposed to this aristocratic notion. She
wanted school of the Kold type, and preferably Ko ld himSelf as
prineipal. Grundtvig himself was undecided. Though the wisdom
of the view held by Grundtvig's wife was afterwards proven, Brandt
gained his point for the time being. The school was erected near
Copenhagen in 1856 and given the name " Grundtvig's High School."
Brandt was chosen principal, and Grundtvig delixered a series of lec-
tures, Students aid not flock to the school, however, as Brandt had
hoped.. During the first term there were 20 students, and When in
the third year the number dwindled down to 1-2, Branatresigned.
The school was subsequently moved to Lyngby, some distance farther
from the city. Under the succeeding, principals the institution was
transformed more and more into a school of the Kold type, and be-
came*One of the leading people's high schools in the country,'

People's highsehools and the rural population.The experience of
Grundtvig's high school indicates the trend of the developmentthe
people's high schooli came to be attended almost exclusively by the

1 Begtrup, Folkehnjekolen I Danmark. p. 6.
sechrOder, Den Minsk/ Folkehbjekole, Ch. VL 1
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rural population. This was not in accordance with Grundtvig's
ideas. He conceived of a school for all classes of the population with-
out reference to geographical or vocational distribution. In attempt-
ing to indicate why the development took this direction, it is not
-possible to point to one or two causes as offering a complete explana-
tion. The situation was complex and a variety of influences was at
work, among which it is by no means easy to distinguish between
cause and effect. Some students consider the chief factor to be the
religious movement whieh Grundtvig inspired.'" This took hold
especially upon the rural population, and since the people's high
schools owe so much to the influence of Grundtvig, it is natural that
the schools should be sought by the Grundtvigian sympathizers.
There is undoubtedly-much truth in this view. Especially was this
factor operative in the early history of the schools, but it is scarcely
an adequate explanation in later years when the schools have lost
much of the partisan religious coloring they may have had. The
schools may now be regarded as a part of the national system of
education, and not the property of any particular religious group.

A large cause 'for the popularity of the people's high schools among
the rural population is.undoubtedly the fact that they began their
work among this social class. The school at Rodding was announced
as a school for the rural ,.!lass especially, and it was Kold's con-
stant thought to make his school attractive to even the poorest sons
of the soil. Expenses were placed as low as possible, an1d life at
school was maintained very simply and plainly, so that the farmers'
boys might feel at home. The schools were in fact called " peasant
schools," which name alone, with all that it implied, kept away many
young people of cities and towns and even children of the well-to-do
farmers. The schools became in consequence the special institution of
the middle and lower classes of the rural population. The capacity
and appreciation of these classes for culture Was at the same time a
cause and effect of the popularity of the schools among them. It
was a case of " appetite growing with what it feeds on."

Again, political developments contrihitted to make the people's
high schools sought by the plain rural people. After 1870 the exi-
gencies of politics brought the middle and lower classes of the
rural population, representing democratic ideas, into sharp opposi-
tion to the large landowners and the professional class, who occupied
a conservative position. The plain country people found the pe,Ople's

`high schools an excellent instrumentality for equipping them far this
political contest., In fact, the schools were accused by the consertit-
tive party of lending themselves to partilhui agitation. This was de-
nied, and with truth, it is contended. Nevertheless, the people's high

`schools were largely sought by the democratic element, and likewise
ICI. Hohmann, Den Danske Yolkehajskole, p. SS, ff.
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shunned by le conservatives, who built agricultural schools to com-
pete with theni. The democratic party won out in 1901, and the
King appointed a " peasant ministry." The peasantry are still in
power and vote a generous amount of State aid to the people's high,_
schools.

An attempt at an explanation of the preponderance of rural stu-
dents in the people's high schools must not fail to take account of
the time element. In the case of young men, it is comparatively
easy to be released from the fartn during the winter months. The
young man in the city, on the other hand, has no such season of com-
parative leisure, and finds, it exceedingly difficult to obtain leave of
absence from his work for so long a period as a people's high-school
course requires. In the case of girls the situation is perhaps. not far
different. . When it is borne in mind that the people's high school,
does not contemplate a change in the student's vocation, but a retuist
to work where he left off, the lack of time under the pressing con*:
ditions of modern city employment perhaps offers the largest single.
reason for the absence of city youth in the people's high schools.

People's high-schools and agricultural schools.Since the people's
high schools became institutions, for the rural population in such a
marked degree, the qrstion is pertinent: " Why did they retain
this form rather than become out-and-out agricultural schools t "
In a sense this entire study is an attempt to answer that question,.
and its various phases are touched upon from time to time. Mani-
festly, therefore, a full answer can not be attempted here. It may
be serviceable, however, to point out at this stage the lines of thought
that have been operative historically. Three ideas have been cham-
pioned with more or less vigor: 14'.irst, that the schools should all
be agricultural schools; second, that they should be a mixture of-
people's high and agricultural schools; and, finally, that there should
be both kinds of schools, each kind doing its distinctive work.

The advocates of agricultural schools exclusively held, as noted
in the history of the Rodding high school, that the best (School f,a
farmers is a school of agriculture. They contended that \it was an
ill use of time and effort for farmers' sons to spend a winter pursu-
ing studies that would not directly help them in the culture of
their farms. Others for various reasons held that the peasantry
were incapable of general culture and that it was foolishness to'at-
tempt it with them. Others, again, were opposed to the people's
high schools for political reasons, as noted, and championed suf..
cultural schools as the proper and useful kind of schools for thit
tillers of the soil. Prompted by one reason or an'othqr men erected',
'agricultural schools independent of people's high schools, anal in
several cases in opposition to them, with a view to filial suppression

8&34*-15-1
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a the high schools. The schools founded on such -ideas and oper-
ated in opposition to the high schools were, hoseever, generally short
lfved. They were-not popular, did not draw students, and were
financially unable to continue their activities.` 4

The mixed school has been tried sometimes with fair success, but
more generally accompanied by failure. The plan was tried at Rod-
ding, but was abandoned when it was found impossible to reconcile
the conflicting elements in the ficulty. Other schools, pressed by
competition, have offered agricultural work in older -to draw stu-
dents, and some agricultural schools have for like and other reasons
Offered high-school subjects. The leading high-school men have been
opposed to the mixed school. They contend that the vocational de-
partment kffects disastrously the cultural work of the school, while
at the same time no satisfactory work can be done in the agricultural
snbjeets. The time is too limited to attempt a double program, the
result being a school that is qneither fowl nor fish." The develop-.
ment has been strongly in the direction of pure people's high schools
and pure agricultural schools. Advocates of pure high schools are
oppeted to agricultural schools in place of people's high schools, but
are not opposed to them in addition to people's high schools. On
the contrary, the fruitful- development of agricultural schools has
been in the hands of people's high-school men. While agricultural
schools founded independently of the high-school movement or in
opposition to it have proved failures, agrictiltural schools born of
the high-school movement and operated in its spirit have proved
successful and fruitful. Thus it is said that "the Danish agri-
cultural school is a child of the Danish people's high school and
likewise must have a Christian foundation resting on the life of the
people." '

The view that has come to preiail holds that the young man should
first attend a people's high school and be awakened, learn to know
himself as a human being with a destiny, as a.citizen of the State,
and a member of a social group, and thus have his personality devel-
oped. Then he may with much' more profit take a .course at an agri-
cultural school. This view was clearly stated\ by Principal Svendsen,
of Tune agricultural school, in his annual report in 1890:'
'To what extent intellectual maturity 'affects the results of agricultiiral in-

struction we have had an opportunity to observe by comparing those of our ritti-
dents who lave previously attended u people's high school with those who have
bad only an elementary education. The difference is perhaps less striking 11
the comparison is mike with studente, who at a continuation or evening school
have acquired such knowledge of school subjects as to place them in this
respect on a level with students who have participated In people's high-school
instruction. But even if they are apparently equally well prepared for partici-
pation-in apriciitairal instruction there is very,pften this defect in their prepa-

$ Schroder, Den Denote Folkehdjekole, p. lee.
quoted by Schrader, Den Dowses Folkehejekole, p.
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ration: That their personality has been developed but little; wherefore such
students, in spite of their intellectual ability, eo frequently -/show a lack of
power to comprehend and assimilate what they have learned. Even if the
comparison id applied to such students as Jiave acquired the knowledge requi-
site for the preliminary examination, by going through ,a Real school, other
things being, equal, the advantage II without doubt on the aide of the people's
high-school students. 41In the ca of reasonably gifted students the Instruction
has an awakening and enlivenine effect which develops'intelleetual receptive-
ness In a high degree and therefore makes the young people excellently fitted to
acquire knowledge.

Instead of the feeling of completion which the preparation for
,

and passing of an examination is apt to give-
-

the student who comes from the peopIe:s high school brings with him a firm and
vivid infpresslop that he has just entered upon his developd3ent and the goal
Is far ahead. When he enters the agricultural school In this frame of mind
It is easy to understand that be preeminently pqssesses the qualifications for
getting the most out of the institution It would therefore be very desirable if

. all young persons who wish to attend an agricultural school would previously
attend a people's high school for at least o e term.

Statistical growth.Affected by these varying ideas, the people's
high schools and agricultural schools have grown up together, some-
times in opposition, spmetimes in harmony. While the Danish, na-
tion was stirred by tile war of 1848-1850, and several people's high
schools were founded in consequence, it was the disastrous war of
1864 which thoroughly awakened Denmai,k to an appreciation of her
national needs. With determination and`zeal she set to work to make
the most of what still remained to her. With the motto "Outward

, loss, inward gain," to inspire them, the Danish people proceeded to\_

"re-win Schleswig- Holstein on the Danish heath.y From now on.._

began an era of intensive development. As an agericy in this domes-
tic conquest, people's high schools were erected in large numbers.
Statistically the development is represented by Table 9, which shows
the growth in the number of schools.'

TABLE 9.Number of schools, 18444911,

Years.

People's high schoots. Agricultural schools.

Erected. Discon-
tinued.

Number
at end of
period.

Erected. niscall-tamed.
//mbar
f t mad or
parlral.

1844-1551
1851-1861
1861-1871
1871-1881
1881-1891
1801-1901
1001-1905
1906-1911

Total

3
.10

49
27
18
20

10

10
13
15
14
6
4

2
11
60
64
67

. 73
74
80

6

4
a

2
a
6

1

2

4
1
2

,ua
143 ss 16

*Dan. 6tat..0 Folkeheiskoler of Lindbrugsskoler, 1906-1911, p.
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As appears from the table, the greatest activity in the erection of
people's high schools was manifested in the sixties and seventies, the
number increasing from 11 to 64 in 20 years. There has since been a
steady gain in the number of schools up to, the present time. The
gain in agricultural schools has been largest in recent years.

In the enthusiasm of this rural e.ducational movement many schools
,'have been erected without a sufficiintly solid basis and have had to
discontinue their activities. This has been the fate of 63 people's
high schools and 16 agricultural schools. Most of these were in activ-
ity for only a brief period, as shown by the following table:'

TABLE 10.Careers of discontinued school..

Years of existent*.

1-6 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-23 26-30 41-45 56-80 Total.

People's high °clods
Agricultural schools.

9

al 0

6

0 2 0

0 as

16

A rather more interesting study is that_ of attendance.' A re-
anarkable growth took place in the decade after the war, 1865-1875,
when the attendanCe increased about/eightfold. Since then the in-
crease has been slower but steady, so that the number in the early
seventies, some three thousand, has Wen more than doubled at the
present time. The development of . agricultural education is best
shown by the number of agricultural students in percentage of'the
total attendance at both people's high schools and agricultural
schobls. In the early years before the people's high schools won
favor with the people, the number of students in agricultural schools,
though small, absolutely, considered, wins relatively very large, con-
stituting for a time about 50 per cent. The percentage then de-
creased until it reached the lowfigure of 10 in the late sixti and''5
in the early seventies. While a gradual tendency upward is-notice-
able after that tinie, the largest increase has occurred in the last

!decade. This number of students in agricultural schools in the single
year 1910-11 constituted 19 per cent. This increase is said to be
due to the growing appreciation of scientific methods in agriculture.
The increase in girls' attendance has been steady up through the
years, both absolutely and relatively, their number having reached
at the present time nearly 50 per cent of the total number of students
in peop e's highAschools. The number of girls in agricultural schools
is relativy small, a large number of those attending taking courses

I Dan. kat. op. ell.. P. 7.
See table in appendix. p. 1St

.
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in horticulture and dairying, rather than in agriculture, strictly
speaking.

Thus in brief is the story cd the people's high-school mov nt in
Denmark. Beginning with 1 school and 20 students in 1844, it has
moved on and expanded until it has gathered over 8,000 y
people in 99 schools, working together as powerful agencies sr
cultural and vocational education of rural Denmark.

99:

Chapter VIII.
THE SCHOOLS AND THEIR LIFE. ,

Size of schools. --On account of the historic origin, similarity in
methods, and doge interaction it is advantageous to dell with the'
people's high schools and the agricultural schools together. This is
the more in order as all the schools are under one State inspection
and statistically are treated together. The size of, the schools is
determined by the number of year students in each, i. e., the total
z{umber of gtudents in attendance during any one year times the
months of attendance divided by 12.1 The average number of year
students in people's high schools in 1910-11 was 29; in agricultural
schools, 36. Five years previously the corresponding. numbers were
32 and 37. The number of schools has increased more rapidly than
the number of students, wherefore the average attendance has de-
creased somewhat.'

The range of attendance is very great, the extreme, limits in the
case of people's high schools being 3 r.nd 150 year students. The ,posi-
tion of the schools on the scale of attendance appear from the fol-
lowing table .

TABLE 11.Distribution of' schools on basis of number of year ptudenta, 1910-11.

I to 10 year students_
10 to 20
20 to 30-
30 to 40_
40 to 00____ __________
80 to 80

People's
high schools.

25
26

10
6

___ 6
2

80 to 100 year students
100 to 120
120 to 140_
140 to 160

Total _

People's
high schools.

8
1 .1

8
1

.
80

It will be seen that muoh more than ofie-half of the people's high
schools had fewer than 20 year students, arid in five years these small

Thu:48 boys for 5 months and 40 girls for 8 months, divided by 19 (240 4120-:-12)
eves 80 as the number of year students.

Dan. Stat. FolkehOjakoler 01 Landbrugaskoler, 1908-1911, p. 7.
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schools have grown in number from 38 to 49. The median school has
15 year students.' This, then, is th1 size of the type school, in the
sense of the one most frequently met with. As the usual school terms
are five months in,winter and three months in summer, with a differ-
ed group of students each term, the type school has 22i boys in
winter and the same number of girls in summer. A total of 45
young people is thus reached by the type school each year,

On the basis of total distribution of year students, however, the
median school is found manifestly higher up, for the small schools,
though numerous, have only a small total attendance. Thus the 49
smallest schools had in 1910-11 a total attendance of 552, or not quite
one-fourth, 'while the five largest schools had a total of 62t1 `;ear
students, or a little more than a fourth of the total number in all the
schools. On the basis of total distribution of year students, the
median school is found to have 41 year students, or 611 students in
each of the two terms, giving a total of 123 different students reached
during the year. This is the' type schoolin the sense of being the one
most generally frequented by students. Measured by whatever
standard, it is therefore far from the mark to say. as frequently has
been done, that the typical people's high school has about 150 stu-
dents in attendance at one time.

The agricultural schools iilinge in size from 7 to 111 year students.
On the basis of frequency the median agricultural school has 27 year
students,'while on the basis of total attendance the median school' has
61 year students.

In 1910-11, of the 80 people's high schools, 64 had both boys and
,girls in attendance; 7 were for girls only, while 8 had boys only,

arthough 7 ,of these had' formerly had some girls.
40cation and equipmentAlmost without prception, the schools

are located in the open country, a mile or two from village or city.,
The reasons for thi are chiefly the desire to place the students in a
rural environment, so as not to train them away from rural life, and
the conviction that such a location offers fewer temptations and dis-
dubs least the q. 'et needed for thought and study.

Most of the schools ate boarding schools, where the students live a
community life with the teachers, In many cases the plant consists
of one large building. The first floor is devoted to offices for the
principal and home for his family, a common dining room, with the
necessary culiiary department attached, a common sitting mom, oz1e
large lecture hall sufficient to accommodate all the students at one

'glebe median school is the middle school, arrived at by counting in equal ambers from
Whet extreme. The statistical data on which the above and following computations are
based are too extensive to warrant publication here. The data may be found in Dan.
States op. cit. p. 50ft.
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time, several smaller classrooms, library, rooms containing physical
and chemical apparatus and natural science collections, and a gymna-
sium. On the upper floors are the dormitories, equipped for two or
four persons in a room. In the case of schools which have more than

buildings in connection, where articles of food for the boarding estab-

one building, there may be a separate gymnasium, dormitories, and
the like. Many of the schools have considerable land, with farm

lishment are produced.

1
lure. Most of these schools also have museums attached, which show
the progress made in agriculture by labOr-saving machinery, and
designsshowing the advance toward perfection in agricultural imple-

people's high schools, but have Inure elaborate scientific equipment
and laboratories where students do individual work. They also have
land in connection for experimentation in agriculture and horticul-

The agricultural schools have in the main the same features as the

meats. Testing stations are also generally maintained for demon-
strating the value of seeds Ind fertilizers. ,

The furnishings of all the schools are simpleat times meager.
The food too, though substantial sufficient, is very plain. Mist
of the students come from modest rural homes, where they are not
accustomed to many luxuries. The aim of the schools is to have the
young people return to their homes with a spiritualized view of life,

1 to be sure, but not educated away from their work and station.

11

Therefore, to surround them at the schools with luxuries would be
bad pisyiliology. " Plain living and high thinking" is the people's
high school principle.

Community life in the schools.It has been an almost universal
custom in the schools since Kold's time for the principal and his (,
family to take at least the principal meal of the day with the stu-
dents in the common dining room. This gi es the school more the
color of a large family than a mere boarding school. Frequently,
too. other teachers. are seated at diffet,nt tables throughout the room,
and their influence for culture is thus extended. A like influence is
exerted by unmarried teachers who live in the school dormitories,
and thus come into very clove personal touch with the students.

Discipline, in the sense-a enforced order, is practically unknown
in the people's high schools. The young men and women 14ho attend
are grown-up people 'with a 'desire for self-improvement, and with

11 . the full chili program provided for them there is no trouble about
order. To be sure, in a body of a hundred or more young men who
have not had the benefit of many refining influences there will El*
fotind habits and propensities which need to be discouraged. For
this purpose, and in order to check any irregularities, the school
principals exercise fatherly and wise supervision and lend their
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influence to the building up of a healthy moral atmosphere. In some
schools a form of student government is in vogue, whereby the stu-
dents adopt certain regulations touching good order, which they
mutually bind themselves to observe. Some principals hold, how-
ever, that the terms are too short to develop tin esprit de corps suffi-
ciently strong for effective self-government.

While the schools are pervaded with a deep-seated religious spirit,
no compulsion rests upon students in religious matters. The prin-
cipal usually conducts devotional exercises in the morning. These
the'students are free to attend, and their participation is very gen-
eral. Grace is said at meals, and some schools hate voluntary even-
ing devotions. Attendance upon church services is also voluntary.
There is no formal instruction in religion, but in the treatment of
history, biography, and literature the religious factor is emphasized.
Thus while the teachers bring no compulsion to bear upon students
in matters of religion, they do consciously and sincerely make use of
the religious element for the development of personality.

The life in the schools is very attractive tothe rural young people.
"They take to it as ducks do to water." Many look forward for
years to the time when they can afford to attend a people's high
school. They go of their own free will and at their own expense.
They are drawn by high anticipations of the wonderful things they
are to experience there and by a keen desire for self-improvement.
Coming into a group with the same interests and aspirations as them-
selves, their joyous community life begins at once, and the days of
their sojourn pass all too qiiickly.

Daily program.The daily program of necessity differs much in
the various schools, for the institutions strongly reflect the per-
sonality of their principals. A fair idea of a day's work and life
may, however, be obtained frokr, the program at Roskilde, one of the

.larger schools, during the winter of 1911-12:

DAILY PROGRAM AT 1109KILDE7 1911-12.

A. M.
7.00. Rising bell.
7.30. Morning meal.
7'50. Devotion. A hymn Is sung, prinCipal reads a selection from

devotional literature; the Lord's Prayer is said and another
hymn is sung.

8.00 to 9.00, Natural sciences. Elements of physics, astronomy, botany, and
zoology.

0.00 to 11.00. Danish and gymnastics, alternately by sections.
SLOOto12.00, Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesdaydiscussion of social and

church problems. Questions from students encouraged.
Thursday, Friday, and Saturdaylectures on history of
Europe in the nineteenth century.
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P. M. F.

12.10 to 12.30. Dinner.
12.30 to 2,15. Free hours. Students take walks, write letters, read, or

study.
2.15 to 3.15. Civics and economics. Largely discussions.
3.00 to 3.30. Afternoon coffee In common dining room.
3.30 to 5.30. Arithmetic, bookkeeping, drawing, and essay writing. In Bee-

lions
5.45 to 6.95. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesdaylectures on general his-

tory. Thursday, Friday, and Saturdaylectures on history
of Denmark since MO.

6.95 to 7.15. Evening meal.
7.15 to 8.00. Free hours.
8.00 to 9.00. In first. weeks of term, reading of literary selections. Later

individual work by students.
10.30. Retiring hour.

li'kere students come from.As before noted, the students in the
people's high school come almost exclusively from the rural district&
In 1910-11 only 5 per cent of the students came from- cities, while of
the total population in Denmark 40 per cent live in cities. The pro-
portion of students from the cities and from the country has re-
mained practically constant in recent years. A somewhat larger
number of the girls than the boys came from the cities, the percent-
ages being 7 and 4, respectively. In 1910-11 437 students came from
countries outside of Denmark proper, ty far-the greater number of
these being from south Jutland, the territory lost to Germany in
1864.'

TABLE 12.Students from Denmark proper, in relation to one generation of the
rural population, 1910-11.

Students.

.

People's
high

schools.

A grIcul-
tarsi

schools.
Total.

\N.-
1,091
3,126

Metro."'
of rural

,,,w118Y''''',

13,041
12,530

Percentage of Students In
idle veneration of young

PeuP'k
N....
I

People's 1 A grIcul-
high t aral

schools.. schools.

I

26 10
23

,

; 1

.,A,,,,11schools.

Boys
0 las

Total

..
3,119
2, 941

1,275
1ELS

6, 360 1, 460 7, EX 25, 571 I 31

Table 12 shows the number of students from Denmark proper ip
relation to one generation of the rural population.' All the people
in thescountry, outside of Copenhagen and 74 provipcial cities, are
classified as rural. The class embraces, therefore, many villages of
considerable size. The unusual meaning of one generation in these

I Dan. Stat., Folkehojskoleeog Landbrussokolv, 1906-1911, p. 19.
I Mem, p. 20.
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statistics should be noted, namely, the group. of people who are born,
in a given year. For people's high-school purposes one generation is
computed to be the total rural population between ages 20 and 25,

. divided by 5. This age group is selected because the greatest number
of students are of this age. The percentages in the table are subject
to two main corrections. In the first .place, t' e.students -from the
cities have been included, as it was not practicable to separate them..
This number constitutes about 5 per cent, as before noted. Secondly,
to determine how many of one generation attend the schools it is
necessary to deduct the number of those who have previously at-
tended one of the schools. This element constitutes about 16 per cent
of the student population. A total reduction of 21 per cent of the
percentages is thus necessary. Furthermore, it should be borne in
mind that these computations are for only one year, 1910-11. The
pmentages in recent years have, however, been fairly constant. It
will be seen that the attendance at people's high and agricultural
schools comprises 31 per cent; with the corrections applied. the result
is about 24 per cent. Thus about one-fourth of the entire rural popu-
lation of Denmark attend either a people's high school or an agricul-
tural school or both:

The percentage of boys. attendance is perhaps piirticularly inter-
estimg and significant. 26 per cent in pei)ple's high schools and 10 per
cent in agricultural schools. These give a total of 38 per cent; cor-
rected, about 28 per cent. In Jutland alone the corrected per
of boys is 33, and in one county, Aarhus, the corrected percentage of
boys' attendance rises to 40.

It is of interest to note the location of students' homes with refer-
ence to the schools they attend; 29 per cent attend seliopls in the
county in which they live: a little Jess than 20 per cent attend in a
neighboring county; -while a similar number attend schools in
another county in the same section of the country. Finally, 31 per
cent go to another section of the country to attend school.' Ilis indi-
cates that those young people who do leave home go to a considerable
distance rather than into the next county. Among the reasons for
this tedfiency, which has been,growink, may be mentioned increasing
wealth and low railway fares. The practice is encouraged, as it is
felt that a visit to another section of the country is in itself a part
of their education. The girls go a little farther away from home
than the boys, and the boys in agricultural schools a little farther
than those in people's high schools.

&cad eipon of students.The station in life from which stu-
dents come is of interest.' More than one-half of the students are

I Dan. litaL, op. cit.. p. 24.
Boo tia%lo In appgndli, p. 292.
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childrun of the larger farmers, operating 20 or more acres of land.
The relative percentages through- a series of years. 1890-91, 1900 -
1901, 1905-6, 1910-11, are, respectively, 58, 53, 52, and 54. Thus this
element, which for a time was decreasing is now increasing again.
The children of sniffler farmers constitute the next largest group,
20 per cent. Their number has been slightly decreasing in recent
years, the percentages for the four years mentioned above being, re--
spectively, 21, 241 22, 20. People's high-school friends are alarmed
at this tendency, which is increasing the percentage of the well -todo
students at the expense of the poorer. In the spirit of the people's
high-school movement they contend that the permanent stability and
welfare of the civic and social structure demand a people's culture
that shall embrace all classes of the population from- the bottom up.
They therefore regard as baneful any movement which tends to ra-
move cuithral opportunities from the lower social group.

Another tendency which is also regretted is that which is giving
the schools a distinctive social coloring, so that they are coming to
be regarded as schools for the well-to-do or the rei-erse. The fol-
lowing tn1)1t is based on the reports of those people's high schools
only which had no vocational departments whirts-oever.i . This group
seems most significant for the present consideration.

TABLE W.Character of people's high schools ns determined by social station of
students' perents.

Number of schools.
.Perrenterce or large

lemon
10114-6 likes; loayii

i-

loio 30 1 1

31 t 0 :10 ,. 1 2 3
20 IQ 40 I h 7
40 10 'Al I 10 II 10

,40 to 60 10 8 1
80 to 70 9 7 14
70 to 80 . 4 2 3
WO to 90. 1 1

90,t0 100 , 1

Total schools.... 37 O 47

The distribution of the schools shows an increase irhle variation
from the mode with a seeming trend toward the formation of two
modes, one with a higher and one with a lower percentage of children
of large farmers. This would mean children of the well-to-do going
to one type of school and poorer children to another type. This is
a truly regrettable tendency, as the very foundation of the people's
high-school movement is laid in democracy, and a cleavage along the
line of wealth can not but hamper the service of the schools.

*Da& Stat. op. fit. D. 1S.
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In addition to the large and small farmers, in 1910-11 laborers
furnished 3 per cent of the student population and artisans 10 per
cent. The miscellaneous group is made up of teschers, civil servants,
and the like, furnishing 4 per cent; merchants, 3 per cent; and other
vocations, 6 per cent.

Information as to the occupations of the students themselves is
available in the case of those who hold scholarships.' B far the
largest number of the students hold the position of employees of one
kind or another, 67 per cent of the boys and 82 per cent (4,t the girls.
Of the boys, the artisan group is also of considerable size, 23 pei
cent. Among the other occupations, dairy workers and seamstresses
are most largely represented. Very few are reported as living at
home. These ambitious young people have already begun the serious
business of life, but feeling their lack of adequate equipment they go
to the people's schools to prepare for larger living and more efficient
service.

Age of students. The-question of the students' occupations is of
course closely related to their ages. The general statement has pre-
viously been made that the students are adults. By far the largest
age group is 18 to 25 years.' Its lead has been increased in recent
years, the percentages for 1890-91, 1900-1901, 1905-6, and 1910-11
being, respectively, 68, 75, 78, and 79. The decrease has taken place
especially in the group below 18 years. In general it will be noticed
that the girls are slightly younger than the boys, and that students
in agricultural schools are older than those in people's high schools.
The latter is, of course, to be expected, since many of the students
in agricultural schools have previously attended a people's high
school.

Students' previous training.Sinee students are so advanced in
years, it is pertinent to ask what previous school training they have
had. The great majority have had no regular school work beyond
the elementary school.' Sixteen per cent have previously attended
a people's high school. Most of these are boys, and it is especially
the boys in the agricultural schools that have previously attended a
people's high school, their number constituting 45 per cent of the
total. Further, 167 boys had had Real school or Gymnasium train-
ing; 64 of these took, people's high-school work, the balance pursuing
vocational courses.

Courses pursued by students.As previously noted, the schools are
not all pure people's high or agricultural schools. They overlap
more or less, and several vocational departments aside from agricul-

I See table to appendix, p. 295.
Bee tabs in appendix, p. 204.

@Dan. Stat., op. nil.. p. 19.
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ture are maintained. The departments maintained in 1910-11, to.
gather with the attendance, appear from table 14 :1

TABLE 14.Attendance in people's Mph schools and agriculkirai sehook, bY
departments.

Departments.

People's high
schools.

Agricultural
schools.

Total.
Bays. Ghia. Boys. Obis.

People's high school 2,851 3,047 kaleAgriculture 101 1,146 183 1,4311Artisans 534 13 547Gymnastics
21 76Continuat ion courses 63 37 89Horticulture

57 6 63Dairying
Live stook and feeding experts 131 \13$

Total 3,603 3,101 i 1,361 189 8,237

In the high schools the vast majority of students are, of course,
pursuing people's high-school courses proper, with the department
for artisans second in importance. In the agricultural schools dairy-
ing and horticulture chiefly occupy the attention of those who are not
devoting themselves to agriculture itself. The courses in gymnastics
train teachers of gymnastics for schools and village gymnasium
clubs. The continuation courses supplement the work of the ele-
mentary schools and prepare for the people's high-school courses.

Length of attendance.In the great majority of cases the people's
high-school courses for boys extend through five"monthsNovember
to Marchand' for girls three monthsMay to July. Several of
the agricultural schools extend their work over six months, to the
end of April, while some even have nine months' courses. Table 15
gives the attendance by months in 1910-11.1

TABLE 15. Attendance by months in people's Mph schools and agricultural
schools, 1910-11.

People's Agricul- People's AgraierMonth. high tun! Month. high
schools. echools. schools. schools.

April 328 518 rctober 161 101May , 2,761 345 November 3,643 imsJune 2,755 340 December 3,684 1,231July 2,744 835 January 3,914 1,363August 48 77 lrebruary 3,893 1,267September 139 160 March 3,779 1,231

The uniformity of the attendance throughout the five winter and
the three summer months indicates that the students remain to the

'Dan. Stat., op. clt, P. 18-
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and of the term. In the case of the boys in people's high schools,
however, it appears that some 200 do not enter until January, and
about 100 drop at the end of February. But this mortality must
be regarded as very small, considering that there is no compulsion
resting upon the students to remain. The persistency of their attend-
ance is perhaps the most significant commentary on the hold which
these schools have upon the people.

Students' expenses.Undoubtedly one of the chief reasons for the
success of the people's high schools is the small expense to the stu-dents. The cysts are fixed, by the Danish High-School Teachers'
Association and are uniform throughout the schools. For room and
board students pay 22 kroner per calendar month. For tuition the
rates are 20 kroner for the first month, 20 for the second, 15 for thethird, 10 for the fourth, and nothing for the fifth month. Thismakes a total of 175 kroner. If 10 kroner be added for books and
school materials and 2 kroner for medical attendance, the total ex-
penses for a five months' term amount to 187 kroner.' The expensesfor a three months' term total 108 kroner. At the advanced high
school at Askov and at agricultural schools the expenses are about
25 per cent higher than the above.

Scholarships.Even these expenses, though so moderate, would
operate as a barrier against many young people of small means and
meager opportunities for earning money. The State has accord-
ingly pursued a very generous policy in granting scholarships to
needy students. The amount of the appropriation for this purpose
has been increased from time to time until at present 250,000 kroner
is available each year. In 1910-11 there were 4,710 applications for
scholarships, of which 2,658, or 56 per cent, were grunted.' The
number of students holding scholarships..constituted 32 per cent ofthe entire student population. In the agricultural schools, which
more well-to-do students aitend, the percentage was 23. The amount
of a scholarship per student per month was about '..2t) kroner in thehigh schools, and 25 kroner in the agricultural schools. These
amounts constitute somewhat more than one-half of the total ex-pense to the student. With such low expenses and with such gen-
erous aid from the State, it may safely be said that no student of
merit need be barred by financial considerations from a course at a
people's high school or agricultural school.

The teaching force.In 1910-11, 589 teachers gave instruction in
people's high schools and 168 in agricultural schools.° Teachers inboth types of schools may be conveniently grouped under four
headsprincipals, wives of principals, permanently appointed teach-

lAt current rates of exchange, 187 kroner equal about $51. $$Dan. Stat., op. cit.. p. 20d.
$1dem, p. 85,
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ers, and instructors paid by the hour. In the high school% women
constituted about 27 per cent of the teaching force, while in agricul-
tural schools only 17 per cent were wo:Jen. Of high-school princi-
pals only 6 were women.. The average number of teachers was 74
in high schools and 9 in agricultural schools. In the case of the high
schools this average is not very significant, however, since many
teachers give instruction during the winter only and others only
during the summer. The resultant average is therefore too high to
represent correctly the typical teaching force in charge at any one
time. Correction for the duplication being made, the average teach-
ing force numbers about 5 in people's high schools.' Many schools
have, however, only 3 teachers, some only 2. That a school of con-
siderable size can be operated by so small a number of teachers is
due to the fact that throughout the greater part of the instruction
the whole student body constitutes one group, so that only one teacher
at a time is in charge. Division into sections with two or more teach-
ers in charge takes place only in the case of subjects involving drill,
such as Danish, arithmetic, and gymnastics.

,As to amount of teaching done, about one-third of the teachers
have not more than 6 hours of instruction per week and only one-
fifth have more than 18 hours.' As might be expected, instructors
paid by the hour teach the fewest number of hours. The amount of
teaching done by principals is surprisingly large. Women teach
fewer hours than men, and teachers in agricultural schools do less
quantitative teaching than those in the high schools. This is part*
due to the fact that division of students into sections, with a conse-
quently larger number of hours of teaching, is less common in agricul-
tural schools than in the high schools. The agricultural instruction
requires, too, a larger number of specialists whose work is intensive
rather than extensive.

Many persons do other work in addition to teaching in the people's
high and agricultural schools. In some cases the teaching is their
major interest and sometimes their minor. Thus a few hours a week
are frequently taught by teachers from public or other schools, and
by the local pastors. Artisans give some instruction in mechanical
drawing, and practical farmers supplement the work of the regular
teachers in the agricultural schools, as do also Government inspec-
tors, live-stock experts, and veterinarians.

A particularly large place in the life and work of the people's high
schools is filled by the principal's wife. In many cases she does con-
siderable teaching, especially in the field of household arts. Fre-
quently, in the position of matron, she superintends the purchasing
of supplies, manages the culinary department, and in general stands

Statistical Information for determining the median la not avallabla
I See table In appendix. pp. 168, 169.
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in'the relation of mother to the students. Many a school owes its
success and influence largely to the noble woman who, as partner in
the principalship, has helped solve the innumerable problems that
arise, and has exerted that gentle influence which makes the people's
high schoO1 such a unique-type of school activity.

Additional light is thrown upon the character of the tetvhers by
information as to their ages."' Many of them are young, 46 per cent
of the men in people's high schools being below 35 years. High-
school teachers have a greater age range than those in agricultural
schools, there being more below- 30 and above 65 years. Other things
being eqtial, this would indicate a superior class of teachers in the
agricultural schools. Women are, considerably younger than the
men. More than half of them are below 30 years. While the propor-
tion of young teachers is thus very large,. fhe number of teachers in
the higher age groups affords ample,proof that many peisons, espe-
cially men, choose and pursue teaching in these schools as their life
work.

Education of teachers.As to professional equipment, there are
three chief groups of teachers in the people's high schoolsthe uni-
ve:sity trained, normal school graduates, and those trained in the
people's high schools themselvesconstituting 15, 22, and 28 per cent,
respectively. The balance are trained by a variety of agencies, such
as Gymnasia and other secondary schools, agricultural college, teach-
er's college, and special courses for people's high-school teachers.'
In the university group many are graduates in theology. This kind
of training in preparation for high-school teaching has been regarded
with much favor. It not only selects the men who by temperament
are likely to,prove successful teachers in a school \N.hose object is pri-
marily the awakening of the spirit, but it also gives an insight into. the historic workings of those large religious, cultural, and social fac-
tors that are still operative in building character. In recent years,
however, the number of university-trained men has been decreasing,,
while the proportion of teachers trained in the people's high schools
has been on the increase,. It is notably the advanced people's high
school at Askov that trains teachers.

While the work of this school,which will be noted liter, is of high
grade and ranch more advanced than that of other high schools, the
institution scarcely suffices as an adequate training school for teachers
in these schools. Since 1895 university summer courses for people's
high-school teachers have been held every year, chiefly in Copenhagen
and at Grundtvig's high school in Lyngby. Recognized scholars and
experienced teachers have contributed much to make these courses

1 Bee table In appendix, p.
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helpful and stimulating to high-school teachers. Excursions, visits
to museums, and other educative efforts connected with the courses
have added to their value. While the summer courses are of un-
doubted service to teachers, the work attempted in these must be
regarded as supplementary rather than, fundamental in the serious
business of training teachers. Leading people's high-school men are
therefore much concerned about the problem of teachers' training.
They point to the need of an institution of university rank, but per-
vaded by the spirit of the people's schools as a training school for
their teachers. It is in this connection that Grundtvig's plan for
transforming the richly endowed academy at Soro into a school for
the people is receiving renewed attention. Whatever may be the
solution of the problem of training teachers, it would seem but a
question of time when the present method of inbreeding and the em-
ployment of teachers who have no adequate training for their work
will prove destructive to the best interests of the people's high schools.
Though the spirit of popular education which has brought the
people's high schools into being and has made them powerful instru-
ments for public service is still robust, it is nevertheless not strong
enough to maintain the efficiency of the high-school movement unless
it is supported by a thorough educational and professional training
of the men and women who are to do its work.

Among teachers in the agricultural schools the chief group, as
might be expected, is, composed of graduates of the State agricultural
college, 47 per cent of the total; 18 per cent ar6 trained in people's
high schools.'

Teachers' association.In 1891 was organized an association of
teachers in people's high schools and agricultural schools. This
association 'has been an instrument of large value to the high-
school movement. It h,as established uniform tuition rates and tas
influenced legislation in behalf of the schools. To the efforts of this
association is due the establishment of the many supplementary
opportunities for the improvement of teachers in service. It has in-
stituted conventions of people's high-school teachers from all the
Scandinavian countries and published reports of its various meet-
ings. It is largely the medium of fraternalism and exchange of
ideas between people's high-school teachers in and out of Denmark.
The organ, "Ilojskolebladet," is published under its auspices.

Maintenance.All the peOple's high schools and agricultural
schools are private institutions owned and operated by individuals
or corporations. Table 16 indicites that 'principals are the owners
in the great majority of eases.*

L Bee table in appendix, p. 170. a Dan. Btat, op. tit, p. 7.
8384*-15-8
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Tana 18.Owners/4p of schools.

Owners.
,

People's
high

schoob.

Apical-
tuna

schools.
Total/

Principals
Other pdvate persons
Corporations

Total

'.

, 62
1

17

11
1

7

73
' 2
24

89 19 99

In recent years the number of schools owned and operated by cor-
porations has been on the increase. Most principals, however, seem
to prefer owning their schools themselves. It leaves them much
more freedom than otherwise to operate the schools according to
their own ideas. Their personalities may then have full play. The
history of the founding ofIschools may be illustrated by the follow-
ing instance: A man who had taught successfully in several people's
high schools was encouraged to start a school of his own in an un-
occupied locality. In addition to what money he himself possessed,
he borrowed as much as he could from friends and interested per-
sons. With this money he purchased land and praced a mortgage
on it to raise money for &building. With tuition moneys and State
and local aid, he operates the school, pays interest on the debt and a
part of the principal. each year.

State aid has been granted to people's high and agricultural
schools from the beginning, not only for scholarships to needy stu-
dents, but also to defray a ISPA of the operating expenses of the
schools. In 1892 the amount of the Stat© aid which had gradually
been increasing, was raised to 120,000 kroner; in 1902 to 140,000
kroner, and in 1908 to 150,000 kroner, together with 1,500 kroner
to each additional school approved after that date. In order to
share in the State aid, a Schdol must be approved by the State. Be-
fore this can take place, the school must have been in successful
operation for at least two years, arid have had each year at least 10
students for 12 months, 20 students for 6 months, or 40 students for
8 months. None of these students may be less than 16 years of age,
and ijot more than one-fourth may be between 16 and 18 years.

By law of 1908 the sum to each school was fixed at 500 kroner a
year, plus a sum proportional to the prevous year's expenditures fo;
salaries, equipment, maintenance, and interest on debt, though not to
exceed one-third of the amount of these expenditures. `The amount
of the appropriation directly to the Schools for 1912-13 totals 171,500
kroner. There is an additional appropriation of 6,200 kroner for
equipment, in which people's high and agricultural schools may share
together with technical and commercial schools.'

In addition to State aid many schools receive aid from county
school funds. Thus 38 people's high schools and 11. agricultural

1 FinanaloY for 1912-13.
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schools received, respectively, 10,875 and 4,500 kroner in 1910-11
from this source. Local communes aided 3 schools to the extent of
830 kroner, and 10 schools received 6,305 kroner from associations of
various kinds.'

Even though the schools are thus aided by local and State funds it
is no easy task for a principal- without large means to build ,and
operate a people's high or agricultural school. The tuition rates are
very low, as previously noted, and State and local aid is relatively
trot great. None but principals who combine a variety of qualities
busines ability, intellectual gifts, ready and forcible speech, winning
personality, and popular instincts--can succeed. The number of men
possessing this combination of qualities is necessarily mien, and the
State has therefore pursued the policy of giving such men full liberty
in the conduct of their schools. There is a mild ,form of inspection,
there being one State inspector for all the people's high and agricul-
tural schools, who also inspects the. schools of domestic science. His
visits are therefore very infrequent. Most of his work consists in
gathering statistical information relating to the schools to satisfy
himself and the State that the schools are doing the work for which
the State subsidizes them. He has no authority over the schools or
teachers to interfere with courses of study, methods, or the like. The
teachers claim and receive absolute freedom. Attempts to estimate
the efficiency of the schools by the introduction of a State examina-
tion

m
ave been stubbornly resisted. In fact many schools would sur-

re their State grants rather than be subjected to an examination
test. It is held that the best criterion of the efficiency of the schools
is the judgment of the students themselves, who as grown-up men

..Ind women are capable of estimating merits and demerits. Compe-
tition among the schools and the free movement of the young people
from one part of the country to another serve as stimuli to keep the
schools up to grade. If they fall below, the verdict is registered in
the dwindling of the student body. Whatever fallacies there may or
may not be in this laissez faire policy of the State the fact remains
that the, efficiency of the schools in performing their avowed service
has never been seriously questioned.

Chapter IX.
AIMS, CURRICULA, AND METHODS.

Aim.While the Danish people's high schools of necessity vary
in many respects, they are united on three cardinal pointsaim.
chief elements in curriculum, and method. We have previously noted
the purposes and aims entertained for the people's high kchools by

I Dan. Stat., op. clt., p.
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their educational forerunners and foUnders. Without any essential
change, these aims continue to guide the work of the schools at the
present time. Speaking now of the people's high schools, apart from
the agricultural schools, all judgments seem to agree that their pur-
pose is not vocational, nor merely informational, but broadly cul-
tural. A.n analysis of this cultural aim, as expressed by leading high-
school men and students of the movement, indicates the following
elements to be most clearly apprehended: (lj To impart a harmoni-
ous view of life by showing that there is a divine purpose running
through history and by giving an insight into the unifying princi-
ples of nature; (2) to awaken the minds and kindle the imaginations
of the students to see the glory of an ideal humanity, participation
in which raises them above the clods of the earth into a fellowship
with God and men; (3) to establish their characters on a sound
Christian foundation; (4) to develop an appreciation for the beauti-
ful and noble; (5) to instill a patriotic love for their country, its
history, language, and,literature; (6) to inform the students about
the spirit and workings of their political institutions, in order that
they may make full use of their free constitution; (7) to impart
useful knowledge.

Favorable conditions. Undoubtedly -ouch aims cherished for a
short people's high-school course seem pretentious, but it is well to
bear in mind the'conditions which a people's high school in Denmark
may premise for its work at the present time. In the first place it
has to do- not with children, but with grown peophe whose age is
about on a par with that of university students. This in itself,
regardless of cultural opportunities, gives the schools a student body

. whose maturity makes possible a higher grade of work than in an
ordinary continuation. school. But it must not be supposed that the
young people who cobse to the high School have had no cultural
opportunities. The high schools have been at work for over half a
century and have raised the entire cultural level of the population.
A young person reared in a home influenced by this culture can not
but have absorbed something from it. Furthermore, one may safely
assume that a young person who hopes to go to a high school at 20
will not in the meantime neglect the opportunities which w' I pre-
pare him for such a course. Continuation schools, the loca church,
young people's societies, the village lecturing society, ne spapers
and magazines, universally read, afford manifold educativ oppor-
tunities to the young person whose interests draw him in t t direc-tion. Even though the preparation consists in nothing more -than
a longing for the high school, cherished through years' of waiting,
this alone cultivates in the young person an intellectual thirst which
is of pride importance in the search for knowledge. In order to beable to take a high-school course, the young man has perhaps been
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saving up his hard-earhed money for years and has accumulated a
store of energy, hopes, and anticipations that make him an eager
student. Add to these considerations a sturdy healthtwhich affords
the physical basis for energetic intellectual work, and there results
a student body eminently equipped for fruitful study.

Curriculum,The -situation presented each year by the people's
high schools is undoubtedly unique in the educational field through-
out the world. Over 7,000 grown-up young men and women, largely
from rural homes, and usually with an education of only elementary
character, conic to receive in five or three months the elements of a
cultural education. how shall the schools meet this unique oppor-
tunity? What sort of a curriculum are they to offer? Clearly they
can not proceed in the manner of an ordinary higher school which
has year for the attainment of its purpose. A different set of
elides must determine the curriculum. Every element suggested for
the course of study must be subjected to the question, What edu-
cational value does the subject possess to entitle it to a place in a
three or five months' people's high-school course? No subject, even
though in itself valuable, can be given a place if it does not con-
tribute to the furfillment of the special aim of the people's high
school. The limited time available precludes all subjects except
those possessing a maximun144,mtentiality for attaining this .aim,
and, finally, every subject (must be selected with reference to the
capacities and ages of the student body. Tested by these criteria a
vast amount of material found in ordinary school curricula is of
course discarded. The result of the application of the above princi-
ples is shown by Table 17,1 which indicates the subjects found in
the average high-school curriculuht, together with the number of
hours devoted to each.

TABLL 17.Subj eta in people's high-school curriculum, with the average numberof hours of instruction per week in such.

Subjects. Boys' course
lave months).

osuras
(three

months).

Danish
Penmanship
11 istory of literature and literary readings
history and civics ..

8.0
1.1
6.2
9.5

7.7
.6

6.9
9:3mography. ./ 2.4 2.8Sciences and hygiene.. 4.2 8.8Arithmetic

Drawing 6.0
2.5

3.8
.8Singing L1 1.3ymnastico

Household arts 5.4
.0

8.6
9.6Agriculture, eto 1.2 .0Other subjects

f 1.8

Total 50.1 51.7

8 Dan. Stat., Folkehttiokoler or Laatthittraskolea, 1906 -1911, D. 44.
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Absonoe of disciplinary sub jects.-L-The program is interesting, in
the first place, for what it does not contain. Foreign languages are
altogether lacking in the average school. Some instruction in Ger-
man and English is given in the advanced courses at Askov end in
one or two other schools. Disciplinary mathematics, too, are missing.
In general, subjects retying for their justification upon a disciplinary
conception of education have no place in the people's high-school
curriculum.

Danish. The table clearly indicates that Danish and history oc-
cupy the largest places in the curriculum. Strictly speaking. Danish
includes reading, grammar. orthography, and composition. A total
of eight hours a week is-devoted to these in boys' courses. The num-
ber of hours is increased by 5.2 if the history of literature and literary
readings' be added. Table 181 indicates the average_ number of
hours in a term devoted to each of these subjects. Formal instruc-
tion in Danish is pursued only so far as is strictly necessary to enable
the students to use correct orthography and to speak a lainge free
from colloquialisms. The instruction in langudge is by no means
regarded as an exercise in veneral mental discipline. aim is ex-
ceedingly specific and utilitarian. That it gives a cultural by-
productlove for the native tongueis in perfect accord with the
central purpose of the high school. The history of literature con:
earns chiefly Denmark. although it is Rot limited to this el imam
The cultural influence of the chief movements and representative
men is treated, and literary selections illustrative of each are read
and stu ied.

TABLE 18.Subjects and arerage number of hours of instruction in Dullish in
boys' fire months' (.onrse.

flours.
Reading 39
Grammar 38
Orthography
Composition 20

History. Table 19' indicates something of the range of work in
history. Scandinavia (Denmark especially) receives the greatest em-
phasis, while general history holds a place of secondary importance.
The place given to Bible, church, and missionary history is relatively
large for a school of general culture. This fact indicates very dis-
tinctly the importance which the people's high schools attach to the
religious element in the history of the world's culture. The work in
civics, which is statistically included with history, occupies a little
less than one hour a week. It aims to give an appreciation of the
constitution and the forms of State and local government, so that the

1 Dan. Stat, op. cit.. P. 46L
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students may intelligently face their duties, privileges, and problems
as citizens.

TABLE 19.Subjects and average number of hours of instruction in history in
boys' fire months' course.

noon.
SeandinnvIan history 73
General history .57
Church, Bible, and missionary history 33
Miscellaneous lectures 7

The people's high school has been called an historical high school,
and with truth. The historical point of view is uppermost through-
out; even the sciences are approached historically, as will later ap-
pear.. The nfimber of hours actually devoted to instruction in his-
tory is so large as also to warrant that epithet being applied to the
school. When, however, the statement is made that two-thirds of
the time in these schools is devoted to history; the actual state of
atlairs suffers misrepresentation. If to history and civics (9.5 hours
a week) be added history of literature (2 hours), and if the science
instruction (.2 hours) be also classified as history, the total of all
these gives only 1..7 hours a Week. This constitutes less than one-
third (31 per cent) of the total number of hours of instruction per
week it, all subjects.

Arithnietie.----Of much importance. as measured by the time ele-
ment. is arithmetic. This subject is included because of its extreme
utility. The work, however, is limited to the exact needs of the
students, only such portions of arithmetic, geometry, and accounts
being included as are necessary for the average farmer or artisan in
his vocation.

TABLE 20. Subjects and average number of hours of instruction in sciences *I
boys' flue months' counc.

Ileum
Physics 38
Zoology and but a n) 11
Chemistry 13
Hygiene 18

,Sciences. Sciences and hygiene occupy 4.2 hours a week. The
relative importance of each subject in this group appears from
Table 20.' Physics holds the first place, as might be expected.
Clearly, however, the work in this, as well as the other subjects, must
be limited to the elements. Nevertheless, the sciences hold an estab-
lished place in the schools, for the hours that are assigned to them,
even though few, give the students a reasonably intelligent apprecia-
tion of their environment.

'Din. iltat., op. di, p. 46.
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Geography.Geography, handled in a large way, affords an ex-
cellent means of familiarizing the Danish young people with their
native country. A study is made of its physical characteristics, the
means of access to its various parts, its resources, how these may be
developed, and the economic problems arising therefrom. In imagi-
nation-the entire country is traversed, the occupations and habits of
the people in the various parts being studied. Att,ntion is also
given to a comparative study sf neighboring countries and the com-
mercial relations in which Denmark is involved. i;eography treated
in a patriotic spirit is one of the chief instruments in the hands of
the schools for instilling love of the fatherland.

Drawing and penniamihip.Drawing is included chiefly in order
to afford an avenue for self-expression and to give a sense of form.
That it possesses practical usefulness, too, for the farmer boy, is
not difficult to demonstrate. The small average amount of time de-
voted to penmanship, 1.1 hours a week, is explainable by the fact
that many schools give no time to this subject, while none gives a
great deal. It is not necessary,. for writing is one of the arts exceed-
ingly well taught by the elementary schools.

Singing.Singing holds a much larger place in the people's high
school than is indicated by the 1.1 hours a week assigned to it. It is
forial instruction in singing which occupies this insignificant place,
many schools giving no time to this subject. But the singing of
songs is an essential characteristic of every people's high school.
The day begins with song. Usually a song is sung at the beginning
and sometimes at the end of every hour of work., A person inter-
ested in the education of the plain people finds his heart beating
faster when, he sees and hears 150 brawny young farmers singing
with all their hearts one of the stirring songs that have moved people
to action. The songs are of the most varied character, dealing with
religion, patriotism, love, home, geography, history, and folk lore.
A book containing hundreds of songs has been edited and published
by the teachers' association for use in the schools. Some unfriendly
critics of the people's high school have facetiously made the charge
that the students do not learn anything but singing. There may ap-
parently be some reason for the criticism, but it is perhaps not a
serious danger that comes from this passionate devotion to song.

Agriculture.As previously indicated, the work in agriculture
and related subjects is not essential to a people's high-school course.
In many schools, however, which dri not prettA to give instruction
in agriculture, series of lectures on agricultural subjects are given
which are statistically listed under this caption. Whir; accounts in
pari for the relatively large number of hours (42) devoted to thi's
subject.
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Gymnastics. -- Systematic gymnastics constitute a part of every
day's program. A Gymnasium is considered as essential as a lecture
room to the equipment of a school. In fact it is largely due to the
influence of the people's high schools that gymnastics have been
so generally introduced into the school life of Denmark. A modified
form of the Swedish Lyng system is used, and every student is given
the special attention his needs require. Gymnastics are not looked
upon as a hateful drill by these sturdy rural people, but as a joyous
opportunity for physical movement and for building up their bodies
into still more robust health.

Variations in emphwtis.Additional light is thrown upon the cur-
riculum by the differences in attention devoted to the various sub-
jects.' Danish, history, geography, aritliketic, and gymnastics are
found in all the schools. The variation in the number of hours de-
voted to these is very large, but there is a fairly well-defined mode
in each subject, most clearly marked in the case of gymnastics.
Physics is found in all bet one school. literiiry readings in 'all but
three, drawing in all bait six, agriculture in all but seven, and hy-
giene in all but nine. The remaining subjects are missing in a large
number of the schools. Least unify-mity is present in the case of
literary readings and agriculture.

Features of curriculum. Boys and Arts pursue essentially
the' same program except_ that the girls have no agriculture and de-
vote .considerable time to household arts. Sciences, arithmetic, and
drawing also show fewer hours per week for girls. The distinctive
feature of the girls' program is the attention given to household arts.
This work consists largely in the weaving of fabrics of artistic pat-
tern. A revival of this household art has swept over the Scandi-
navian countries, and the courses in the people's high schools are at
onc.the cause and effect of the revival. Perhaps in no other way do
the schools so well demonstrate their devotion to that which is of the
people as by their furtherance of this art. They love the homemade
and the genuine. Sewing and embroidery also sccupy some of the
time devoted to houselAd arts.

An interesting feature of gymnastics in girls' courses is the atten-
tion given to folk dances. These, too, have been revived and adapted
to educational purposes. They form a very pleasant variation in the
work of formal gymnastics, affording a means of healthful recreation
and of developing grace of movement.

Advanced courses at Askov.Work of a somewhat higher grade
than in ordinary people's high schools is done in the advanced school
at Askov. Before entering here students have attended a people's
high school or other school of more than elementary character. The

fiee table in appendix. p. 170.
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work at Askov extends over two terms of six months each. Table 21
indicates the scope of the instruction.1 As will be noticed, the total
number of hours per week is even greater than in the ordinary peo-
ple's high school. In explanation of this large total it may be in
order to mention that a great many of the hours of work require no
preparation on the part of the students. Even so, it is plainly evi-
dent that the students in these schools lead a very busy life.

TABut 21.Curriculum of advanced people's high school at AsIcor.

Subjetta.

Hours of instruction
per week.

attbJects.

Hours of instruction
per week.

First
year.

Becond
year.

First
year.

Second
year.

Danish
Scandinavian literature
General history
Scandinavian history..
Civics
Geography

Mathematic/
Hist &Iola physics
English or German
Drawing
Singing

4

4
4
3
2
3
5
2
3
6

8

8
4
2
2
6
4
2

Arithmetic
Hygiene .
The life of language
General lectures
Literature of the world
History of religion
Nature study
Clymnastios

Total

2
2
2
2

6

2
2
2
6

52 52

Meth.od.a.z4Vhile the people's high schools possess unusual cur-
ricula, the institutions are perhaps still more unique in their methods.
Ordinary higher schools, that deal with youth through a series of
years, proceed to impart a mass of formal knowledge. When the
young person has developed sufficient powers of generalization, he
will come to see this knowledge as a whole with the parts proPerly
related. He can estimate the relative value of each and thus get it
harmonious view of life. The people's high schools likewise en-
deavor to give the essentials of cniture, to put their students into an
intelligent relation to \ the spiritual possessions of the race. But
their method must be different. The limited time available does not
permit of this slow process. Furthermore, they are not dealing with
children, but with grown people who are capable of seeing the broad
lines of development when mapped out for them, and who have
developed a sense of values which enables them to judge between
essentials and details. Cultural materials must be presented to
these adult students in such a way that they can see the inherent
values involved, and the data must be organized in such a way that
the students recognize the rational connection.

In other words, " the people's high schools must give the mate-
rials for a philosophy of life in their organic relationships, so that
the youth not only may take away with him a mass of facts, but

Announcement for 1912-13.
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see the organic relatiens among them."' In order to affect him per-'7
manently, the subject matter must be woven into the warp and woof
of his personality.

Method in history. The method used is illustrated in the best way
by the treatment of history. If a people's high schOol teacher is to
discuss the Persian Wars,' he will previously have told about the
older nations and, most recently, of the Persian empire. He will
also have had opportunities of giving the students some notion of
the spirit and life of the Greek people, and of how these differed
from the Asiatic in mode of thought. Having thus.awakened a
desire to pursue the historical movement westward, he takes up the
Persian Wars. With as much detail as is necessary for a vivid pic-
ture he tells how the Persians and the Greeks approached nearer and
nearer to each other until they finally clashed on Greek soil, and
how the little Grecian nation dared to enter the unequal fight to pre-
serve its liberty. He tells of the great men who by the magic of
their spirit kept their countrymen awake, led them in battle, and
supported their courage in moments of distress. He tells of the
glorious combats nt Marathon, Thermopylic, Salamis, and Plates.
He must, of course, tell the story well, so that the heroiC figures of
Miltiades, Leonidas, and Themistocles stand out vividly before the
eves of the students. He must, furthermore, narrate the events so .
that in the very story the students may see the deep, hidden con-
nection between events. They must feel something of that which
drove the Greek people into this crucial fight. In addition, he must
seek to fix the lessons of the story by clarifying and amplifying the
idealistic elements involved. He must therefore complete his nar-
rative by a historical-philosophical elaboration. It must not appear
as an accident that the Darius and Xerxes millions were humbled
by the little Grecian band. The students must be led to see th6 law
of history and of life according to which the result was inevitable.
They most understand the fundamental superiority of the little
band which, "obedient to the laws of Sparta," in love of freedom,
,country, and honor braided their hair and decked themselves as for
a festival when they went out into the great combat tt die the death
of heroes. They must understand the moral superiority of these
people over the blindly driven masses of Persians. They must like-
wise be led to see that the sacrifice of Leonidas was not a senseless
act of a man " who lets .his people be cut down in a mountain pass
by a superior force and even then does not win," but that this well-
considered act was really a deed with large decisive results.

The teacher must furthermore make it clear to th` students how
the achievement of the Greeks was possible for a people of their

& Hohmann, Den Henske Polkehajskola p. 1095.
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spirit and history. For this purpose he must explain the character-
istic contents of Grecian mythology and folklore, and by the help
of translations and stories give them some idea of the Homeric
poetry. He must show that out of the differing beliefs and-spirit of
the peoples arise differing deeds and lives. Along with this, he must
awaken in the souls of his hearers a desire to live a similarly full,
generous, and beautiful life, for their own satisfaction and for the
gain and glory of their country. All that is great and noble in the
history (4 pest nations must, by the instrumentality of the teacher,
be permitted to sink itself into the lives of the students and call
forth.,the elements of similar life.'

Use of lectures.It clear that such a presentation of history can
be successfully made on y the use of the human voice in lectures.
It has been the experience of the Danes, as perhaps of many other
peoples, that efforts at the enlightenment o/ the common people By
means of learned books have proved futile. Books appeal fifimaiily
to the intelligence which is least developed in the case of the meagerly
educated. The Danish people's high schools are concerned with peo-
ple whose intellectual level must be called primitive in comparison
with the materials with which they deal. They must therefore ap-
peal not so much to the understanding of the students as to their
hearts and their personalities. For this, vivifying human speech far
surpasses the "dead words" of books. In lecturing, the teachers use
no notes,,or at least very few. Students likewise take no notes during
the progress of a lecture. The eyes of teacher and students meet.
This the teachers consider essential to success. They want the stu-
dents' undivided attention. They want to see the students"faces
and know whether their spirits are responsive to their own. Much
of the teachers' inspiration in their work comes from the gleaming
eye and the sympathetic look that meets them as they .watch the
laces of their hearers. On the other hand, if their discourse is fail- -

ing to reach home, this verdict, too, is immediately recorded in the
faces before them, and the teachers can make the adjustments neces-
sary to regain attention.

Secret of successMastery of subject. One may ask how it is
possible to speak with profitable results to such people about themes
which seem to lie above their comprehending level. This is one form
of the problem that has been faced over and over again by people
who really believe in culture for the common people. It is therefore
worth while to study the method used by the teachers in these insti-
tutions which, it is agreed, have with large success bridged the gap
usually wasting bebween the common people and the cultural poises-. son of their country and race.
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As the scientific writer of history, so the people's high-school
teacher of history must have attained to a certain view of the chief
lines of historical devolpment by the study pf the historical materials
bearing upon the period under discussion. He can not transmit an
abridged form of general history, b.*/ must give the development in
large generalizatiops formal on the basis of wide study. As library
aids, therefore, the teachers do not use textbooks or syllabi, but such
works as those of Schlosser, Ranke, Taine, Gibbon, Hume, Macau ley,
or Ullstein. III Scandinavian history they, make large use of the
readily available source material. The teacher must have lived him-
self sq thoroughly into the historical situation that he speaks with
corrviction and enthusiasm, as it were, out of his own life experience.

Selection of material for treatment.Having acq6ired this knowl-
edge and insight into historical trend, it remains to find the proper
means and manner of expression. He may riot bring.into his pres-
entation the materials which have contributed to form his present
viewpoint. "He tells things straightforwardly, just as he now sees
them to be." Neither does he discuss in abstract form the laws that
govern the historical phenomena, but endeavors to find the crucial
point in the development and then let the operations of the laws ap-
pear through the concrete event or individual. In short, the teacher
must have his eyes fixed upon the gteat course of the world's history
and the points where the current is the strongest. When he sees
this clearly he selects the individual men and events which mark the
main stream and its currents. These, then, he treats so fully tIpt
they arouse the vivid participation of the hearers.

By this manner of treatment a great many things that are found
in a textbook in history are of course left font. Thus, while a move-
ment in one country may be treated very fully, a parallel movement
in another country may be passed over with a mere mention. Instead
of saying something about a long series of kings, a single representa-
tive may be chosen for treatment while the rest are left untouched.
A single battle may represent a long war, and many wars are passed
over altogether as contributing nothing to the world's progress. The
great, the significant, the decisive is always selected for treatment.

Full treatment of selected material. As a result of this selection
the portions that are presented are given so much greater attention
and fuller treatment. Prominent personages and events are made to
stand out clearly, and, as a result, impress themselves upon the memory.
and influence personality. From the standpoint of the people's

-high school it is infinitely more fruitful, for instance, in the treat-
ment of American history, to say something significant about Thomas
Jefferson and his service to republicanism than to present in order
the dates and events of all the early presidential administrations.
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Individual men are given great prominence, so much so that history
at timesSeems to resolve itself into a series of biographies. In pre-
senting an individual's part in history, however, the teacher does not
merely give a personal biography. Ha seeks to show the man as the
exponent of a principle, the central force in a movement, or the
"man of destiny " called forth to meet a crisis. The German Refor-
mation is tied up with the personality of Luther, while Bismarck
symbolizes the spirit of German nationalism. Thus is presented a
philosophy of history which the student can understand. As em-
phasis is plaCed upon history-making men and events, so efforts are
also made to show the large workings of the moral laws in history
and the great forces that make for and against national stability.

Severe demands on teachers. It need not be stated that this type
of history teaching makes severe' demands upon the teachers. , It
requires not only sound scholarship but forceful personality and
power of expression. The ability possessed by some of the teachers
to Make history speak to these rural young people is indeed a revela-
tion of the possibilities of their method. By constant and long-
continued practice they have acquired the ability to handle their
subjects so skillfully, with such clarity of thought and such simple
language that even the unlettered youth can follow the development
of the thought. To be sure misfits are occasionally met with, but
the free movement of students throughout the country.serves to weed
out the unfit. Only those suited for the work can succeed. Success
requires intellectual ability, but it also demands the qualities of
heart which enable the teacher to live and feel with his subject and
with his students. Bredsdorff says :'

Only that.history 'instruction has power which is In such close compact with
lite itself that life's deep forces mingle themselves in it, and life's essence moves
through it with the power of reality. It is clear then that.etieetive history
Instruction is that in which life is felt as a stream rising in the remotest past
and rushing on toward the sea of eternity. We ourselves are in the whist of it,
Its waters foam around us and through us, so that we feel ourselves as part of
it and through Joys and sorrows we are carried on to the unending.

Method in acienees.Since the historic approach to a subject,
especially by the people's high-school method, places the student in
such vital, personal contact with it, there has been developed a
method by which also the sciences are stalled historically. Instead
of presenting the body of scientific knowledge systematically, the
progress of the discovery of scientific truth is traced up through the
centuries. By this method the students are constantly tiained to
look at natural phenomena, not apart but in their relation to man.
Furthermore, the student comes to share in the problems and the

'Quoted by Houniann, op. cit., p. 121.
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joys of the inventor and iscoverer, and thus acquires scientific
knowledge more personall and more thoroughly than otherwise.
The method which is used in practically all branches of science is
best described by the master of the art. Paul la Cour, who alone, or
in collaboration with others, has published several textbooks in
science built upon the historic method. In a lecture' setting forth
the possibilities of the method as applied to astromechanics he says
in part:

In this connection attention is directed to the great thinker Archimedes, who
Is already well known from general history. The students should first be made
acquainted with his life and his exploits in defense of Syracuse. Thereupon
they are told that he considered this service of small importance, but wished
that his tombstone might bear the image of a tone, sphere, and cylinder in mem:

,ory of the fact that his intellect had been able to solve the relation beween the
volumes of these bodies. Then the students are excellently prepared to follow
out the mechanical principles of Archimedes with interest and attention. These
are so necessary In order to experience the pleasure of one's own ability of
thought, but are often lacking when mechanical principles are presented sys-
tematically and abstractly.

After the discovery of America sciences are again revived In Europe. Galileo
begins where Archimedes left off some 17 or 18 centuries before. Galileo's life
and discoveries, like those of Archimedes, are eminently suitable as material
for instruction. They need merely to he told very simply. ,

After having mentioned a few Aristotelian misconceptions in regard to the
characteristics of air, one passes on to the discovery of atmospheric pressure
by Galileo's pupil, Torricelli. Thereupon follows Pascal's convincing proof of
the correctness of this discovery and the commotion produced by it all over the
civilized world. Then are told the stories of Otto V. Onerick's hasty attempt
at making a fire engine Into an air pump and' his experiments before the Ger-

, man Parliament, and also Richert Boyle's successful construction of an air
pump and scientific experiments with it. Some time later follow the invention
of the balloon and the discovery of the elements of the air, which, so to speak,
opened the door for the great advance' in chemistry during the last century.
Dynamics are studied In connection with Galileo trnd Stevin, the Hollander
Huyghens, the inventor of the pendulum, and his great English contemporaries.

Finally, modern astronomy Is taken up. Copernicus makes such a thorough
historic study of the Grecians that he not only announces anew that the earth
moves around the sun, but addswhat the Greeks did not saythat also the
planets revolve around the sun.

Then Tycho Brahe builds up from the bottom by making ingenious and care-
ful measurements with excellently constructed instruments. His pupil, Kepler,
formulates the results Into the three laws which make his name immortal, and
Isaac Newton explains celestial mechanics so thoroughly that it was said in
the Royal Scientific Society in London that " there was nothing more to be
done." After this trio, whose works ought never to be studied otherwise than
in their historic connections, one naturally considers several contemporary
and later astronomers, as Ole Miner, Bradley, Bessel, Jansen, and others.

I Delivered at a meeting of people's high-school teachers at Hellen, Sweden, 1890.
Printed in proceedings, p. 81 IL
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General tie of lecture method.The lecture njethod is used in all
subjects capable of its application. Opportunity for the uxi of the
"living word," for the contact of spirit with spirit, is sought for
always. In addition to the subjects already mentioned, history and
scienoes, the method is used in literature, civics, geography, hygiene,
and, to some extent, in the study of Danish. Thereading aloud of
literary selections is a favorite form of spending one of the evening
hours.

1188 of textbooks. In general, textbooks are Used only ip subjects
which do not lend themselves well to the use of the lecture method.
In recent years, however, there has been in certain quarters an in-
crease in the use of books and in the emphasis on work by the students
themselves. In most schools now several hours a day are spent by
students in individual work, chiefly in Danish and arithmetic. In
some schools the practice of students making notes of lectures heard
ill a previous hour is required or encouraged.

No examinations.It has previously been stated that the people's
high schools have no examinations either at the beginning or end
of their courses. A certificate of attendance is furnished to those
who desire it, but no grades or diploma of graduation are given.
There is no inducement of any kind to cram. Without the stress of
preparing for formal knowledge tests, the 'students who helve come
from plow and bench are permitted to live their life quielly (hiring
these months while the treasures of culture are being opened to them
and they are getting an insight into the wonderful world, about them.
With new and enlarged vision they return to the work they left.

Aim of agricultural schools. Since the purpose of the agricultural
schools is vocational, they necessarily differ somewhat from the peo-
ple's high schools. The difference is most marked in the case of aims
and curricula. Naturally the agricultural schools aim to train agri-
culturalists. They endeavor to equip young farmers to cultivate their
land and care for their live stock more intelligently and efficiently.
The snme service is performed for young men who have no land of
their own; but who desire to assume the management of large farms.
Some schools have, as their sole purpose the instruction of very
small farmers in the conduct of their limited acres. A model farm is
usually conducted, on which the boys spend part of their time in
actual farm work with a view to learning the best methods.

Some of thaoschools also maintain courses for the specific purpose
of training gardeners, managers of creameries, and experts to be
employed by the "societies of control." Domestic-science courses in
some schools aim to meet the vocational demands of girls.

While the leading purpose of the agricultural schools is specifically
vocational, the humanity of the students is not lost to view. Along
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with the technical instruction the schools endeavor to exert a broadly
cultural influence in'order to cultivate in the young man or woman
an appreciation for the higher values.

Curricula of agricultural schools. Detailed informaqon in regard
to the curricula of agricultural schools is not available. 11 broad out-
line their work is indicated by the subjoined table,' which .dates the
average number of hours devoted to the various subjects in we and
six months' courses. respectively. It would seem that the six iuonths'
course is more pronouncedly vocational than the five months' course,
for, although a month longer, it has a considerably smaller number
of hours deyoted.to cultural subjects. This fact is perhaps explain-
able by the very circumstance of the longer term, which permits of
a more adequate treatment of the large amount of technical material.
The vocational function is apparently more clearly apprehended and
mire specifically pursued than in the five months' course, which re-
tains more the nature of a general people's high schooL The place
held by cultural subjects in both courses is significantly large and
indicates the close kinship existing between the agricultural and the
people's high school.

TABLE 22. Curricula of agricultural schools, 1910-11.

Subjects.

Average number of
bouts ot Instruction.

nye
months`
COLIM.

Biz
tneethe.
WWII&

Sciences. 211 127
Plaints and'rereal 154 181
Live stock and dA1rylng 143
Other agricultural subleeti V7

Cultural subjects :51

Methods of agricultural s'chools.-- alawance being made for
the difference in the curricular material, the agricultural schools
resemble the people's high schools very much in point of methods.
Informal lectures constitute the chief medium of instruction. A
difference is discernible, however, especially in the teaching of the
sciences. In these individual work in experimentation is carried on.
The purpose is to train the students in habits of observation and to
familiarize them with such technical terms and processes as are
employed in scientific agriculture, rather than the development of
,technical skill. Thus the student does work in analysis of soils,
fertilizers, and the like, not with a view to testing the qualities of

'ban. Stag., op. dg., p.

33849-15:9
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these materials himself when he goes back to his farm, but to enable
him to understand the results of such analysis and testing when
performed by an expert. The value of such intelligence to the
Danish farmer is very large. Experimentation in methods of culti-
vation and rotation of crops is done to some extent. In some schools
the students are divided into sections to assist in the work on the
experimental farm, each group doing a different kind of work in
rotation. rn dairy schools experiments are made with different kinds
of separators, churns, pasteurizing and cooling plants, and the like.
Thus each specialized function of the schools employs to some extent
the distinctive methods best suited to its purpose.

Alumni reunions.It must not be supposed that the usefulness of
these people's schools in the lives of their students terminates with
the close of the term. Once the student has come in touch with a
school there is established a permanent bond of connection. To
keep alive and stimulate this interest, mutually advantligeous to
the student and the school, there is held by most schools an alumni
reunion each year. .For a period of one or more days former students
come back to renew acquaintance with fellow students and teachers,
ratiew experiences, recall forgotten events, and sing the old songs
together. An intellectual treat of high order is also provided for
them, to instruct and stimulate. These social and intellectual fea-
tures make the alumni reunion a red-letter day in the lives of many
farmers' sons and daughters.

Autumn meetings.The autumn meeting provides another means
of binding former students and the people of the community to the
school. These autumn meetings, which are a feature of nearly
every school, extend over a period of several dkys, and in many
features are comparable to our American Chautauquas. Upward of
1,500 former students and friends, almost exclusively from the agri-
cultural classes, attend. The varied program consists of lectures,
iliscussions, and excursions of an educational nature, under the
guidance of experienced teachers, all adapted to the needs and the
interests of the participants. Naturally the social features of these
meetings constitute one of their chief attractions.

Extension work.As the service of the schools is not limited by
time, so neither is it by distance. From every people's high school
the forces that make for culture flow out in widening circles. By
the production of books ably and popularly written, by large con-
tributions to newspapers and magazines, and by frequent lectures
in the village societies the teachers in the people's schools fire exert-
ing an influence for enlightenment, economic efficiency, culture, and
morality, throughout Denmark..
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Chapter X.
INFLUENCE AND RESULTS.

Estimate difficult.What are the results of the operation of these
unique educational agencies'? Extravagant ecatements regarding
the beneficent results of the people's high-school Movement have
'undoubtedly been made by uncritical enthusiasts. Unfriendly

IL critics, on the odic -hand; have unduly minimized the significance
of the schools. T truth lies somewhere between these extremes.
Well-informed Danes and the many foreign students of the schools
agree in assigning to the people's high-school movement a remark-
eble influence. The difficulty and complexity of the problem of
tracing out these influences and results are very great, and the
foehgn investigator can not hope to succeed fully. He must con-
tent himself with pointing out certain facts and conditions which
give evidence of sustaining an appreciable relation tb this educa-
tional movement.

Cultural results: Lecturing societ.:e8.Since culture is the avowed
purpose of the people's high schools, it is pertinent to iimuire as to
results in this particular. As a direct outcome of the high-school
movement there have been established in practically every village
and town the so-called lecturing societies. These are local organiza-
tions meeting about once a month with a program of literary or
social nature. Sometimes a lecturer from the outside is engaged,
and for this purpose high-school teachers are in great demand. At
other times the program is made up of local talent, papers being read
or debates engaged in. Men and women who have been away to
high school naturally take the lead in these matters.

These lectures and debates are most eagerly attended by all the people in
tho neighborhood, some men and women often walking 4 cm 5 miles in order
to hear the lectures or join In the debates. The result of this form of social
intercourse is that She oldest inhabitant feels that br has by no means finished
his education. To give an example of the subjects chosen for these lectures:
An eclipse of the moon was shortly to take place, and it is highly probable
that a vast number of lectures were given in the villages on astronomy, ex-
plaining the reasons for these natural phenomena. Any subject which may
be the means of raising higher ideals and thoughts on higher objects than the
mere means whereby wealth may be produced is chosen, and thus the subjects
ate mostly 9f a general nature, but at the same time giving food for thought
and tending toward the higher and healthier cultivation of mind and body.'

It is estimated that there are in Denmark 1,000 such societies, with
an average of 10 meetings a year, and 100 people in attendance at
each meeting. The product of these figures is 1,000,000, which num-

'Report of a Deputation &tat from Ireland. 1903, P.
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ber gives some idea of the cultural influence exerted by these in-
stitutions.

Another form of cultural activity is carried on in some of the
high-school homes. These are Modest hotels in the larger towns,
where high-school men and women may meet and carry on work of
a high-school character.

High intelligence.---The direct and indirect influences of the peo-
ple's high schools have contributed to produce a general intelligence
of a very high order. The Norwegian poet, Bj611Eon, describes the
Danish rural population as "the most enlightened peasantry in the
world." `This superlative estimate is, of course, difficult of demon-
stmation,Iut there is abundant evidence to show that the Danes oc-
cupy a very high position on the cultural ladder.

There is in the first place the Danish antipathy toward ignorance.
This is the one thing that a Dane is ashamed of. The tradition of
education is strong and of long standing. Sometimes the school
opportunities during childhood years have been meager. But with
all the more zest, men and 'women seem to seize upon every oppor-
tunity for extending their knowledge, by a course at school. hearing
lectures, or by home reading.

A nation of readere.The Danes are voracious readers. In
1910-11 there were published in Denmark 261 newspapers and 1,187,
magazines,' and this in a country with a population of about two
and a half millions.

It Is a well-known fact that, although the Danish newspaper Is of small size
and not always a very attractive print in the eyes of a foreigner, a far larger
number of copies proportionakly are in circulation than in any other com-
munity In the world. It may truthfully be said that scarcely a home may be
found in all Denmark which does not subscribe to at least one daily newspaper,
and in many cases to several, not to mention the large nitiolul of weeklies
specially edited for the peasantry, which are to be found eN-rywhere. The
price of the Danish newspaper Iss nominal, rarely exceeding 3 i,re, and even
very small towns and every borough town In the country Issues two or more of
these papers. The Illustrated Journals published every week have In some
cases close upon 100,000 subscribers.'

Love of books. Newspapers and magazines do no constitute the
only mental food of the Danes, however. Their love of books war-
ranted the publication, in 1910-11; of 3,485 separate titles, and 31,335
brochures.' The prevalence of libraries is indicated by the following
table :s

Batista Aarbog, 1912, Table 128.
Report of a Deputation Sent from Ireland, 1903, p. 113.
Statletik Aarbos, 1912, Table 129.
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TA= 23. State -atdea libraries in Denmark, 1910-11.
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Libraries 1 R oral. City Total.

Public. libraries:
Number 6.SS 60 705Volumes 316 OW 122, MD 427, NOLows 1o., 000 304, 013., 638, 000School libraries:
Number 354 91 643Volumes. 6;,000 - 30.000 06,000Loan. 9041 337, 000 703, CO)Teachers' libraries:
Numlw 361 96 436Volumes. 10, OW 17, COO 27,000

It is significant to bear in mind, in a comparison of libraries in
city and rural communities, that the city population of Denmark
now constitutes 40 per cent. To students familiar with the cultural
conditions of rural communities in some other countries the facts of
the above table regarding rural Denmark must prove a revelation,
indeed.

In addition to these public library facilities practically every home
has a well-selected library of standard authors, and the books serve
not merely as ornaments; they are read. In 1884 there was organ-
ized a committee for the publication of cheap and instructive books
of moderate size. Among other achievements the committee has pub-
lished thousands of pamphlets on scientific subjects, popularly pre-.
sewed, at an average price of 2{ cents a copy. These hooks have
been of immense importance in spreading general intelligence among
the working and agricultural classes in the country.'

Lore of art.Love for and appreciation of art are also marked
characteristics of the Danes. Excursions under capable guidance are

, frequently made to the cities to visit museums and other places of
interest. Even in the humblest homes one is surpriFed at the refined
taste shown in the selection of decorative materials. The influence
of the people's high schools in the development of this cultural trait
also deserves to be taken into account.

Economic results.Since material prosperity is so essential to the
happiness of a people, it is proper to inquire into the effect of the
people's high schools upon economic conditions. As is generally
known, the economic rise of Denmark during the nineteenth century
was remarkable. Low lands were drained, heath lands reclaimed,
and the production of butter, beef, bacon, eggs, sugar, roots, and
grains moved forward with giant strides.' As a result Denmark rose
from a condition of national bankruptcy in beginning of the
century to the position of second place in per capita wealth in
Europe, according to the estimate of th? statistical expert, Mr. Mul-
hall.'

LI Report of a Deputation Bent from Ireland, 1908, p. 114.
I See tables In Appendix, pp. 299-801.

Smith. Tits Bast Methods of Organization for Agricultural Cooperation and Credit. p. 1.
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This remarkable advance in economic prosperity seems attributable
to three causespeasant proprietorship of land, the universal system
of cooperation in vogue, and the popular system of education.

Peasant proprietorship. The subject of peasant proprietorship,
ethich is very interesting in itself, concerns us here only in so far as
it is bound up with education and cooperation in the explanation of
the ccmtry's prosperity. Before 1792 the land in Denmark was held
princir ally by a few large proprietors. To these the peasants were
subject as tenants, and their condition was not much better than that
of the serfs in Russia at a later day. Industrial depression and gen-
eral discontent prevailed .throughout the country. Agitation for
peasant proprietorship was begun, and the land was gradually trans-
ferred from the large landowners to the peasants themselves. The
process moved very slowly, however, until 1851, when a great stimu-
lus to the desire for ownership was given by the establishment of
State-controlled companies that offered long-time loans secured by
mortgages on the land to be transferred. Mortgages were taken up
to 50 and 60 per cent of the purchase price of the land, and the time
of payment ranged from 50 to 100 years., Under this system the
transfer of lands went on rapidly.

Rates of interest were rather high, however, and the annual pay-
ments constituted a heavy drain upon the farmers. A betterment
took place in the latter part of the last and the beginning of this
century by the organizelion of cooperatk e credit associations.
Through these agencies long-time loans may now be had at 4 per
cent. If a prospective buyer has one-tenth the purchase price of a
parcel of land, he can borrow the other nine-tenths on that margin
Of security. The annual payments of 4 per cent are sufficient not
only for the payment of the. interest, but also for a sinking fund,
which repays the principal of the debt in 50 years' time.' These
methods have accelerated the transition from tenancy to proprietor-
ship until at the present time about 90 per cent of the occupiers of
land are proprietors.

Peasant proprietorship has stimulated the self-respect of the Dan-
ish peasants and has presented a favorable field for the work of the
people's high schools. Growth of intelligence again stimulated
others to become proprietors instead of tenants, and thus the two
factors have gone hand in hand.

System of cooperatian,Peaant proprietorship could not have
succeeded so well, nor become so general, however, without the re-
markable system of cooperation which has sprung up. This move-
ment, too, it will appear, is bound up with the people's high schools.

I Sinclair, Report of Wisconsin State Board of Public Affairs on Agricultural Coopera-
tion, p. IL
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The Danish system of cooperation le indeed a marvel of efficient or,
ganization. It has become the object of study and the pattern for
imitation by agricultural communities throughout the world. The
Danish farmers raise their crops, select., buy, and feed their stock,
prepare and market their products, buy their supplies, and supply
their own means of credit all by the aid of cooperation.

The movement began in 1882 with the establishment of a co-
operative creamery. The- idea took root at once and grew until,
in 1912, there were 1,177 ,cooperative creameries, handling prac-
tically all the milk in the country. The movement has spread also
to other lines of activity, until to-day there is scarcely a field that
has not been entered by cooperative organization. Some idea of the
extent to which cooperation has been developed may be derived from
the following figures for 1912:1

TABZ 24Cooperative roefeliea to Denmark, 1912.

faxisUes. Number.

A gri -tt It oral so^lAt les
so ,,t au n renters anti small hunters
Po ',ties (or porches, and sale of aricultunal protium, 1901
So-let h.. far the breeding of homes ,
&rt.,' in, for the hording of Nat k
Fair' las for the hreed tog of sw toe
So lei ims for the howling of shorn
Exs let So nt control for the oversight of dairy bards
Cmiserst Ire reeerneries
Cooporative harm !arteries
Farmers loan societies or credit banks, 1033

le
130
MO

1,'41

UN
621

1,177
39

117

Members,

19,000
13,000
46,000

WOO

In addition to the above there are cooperative societies for horti-
culture, seed growing, poultry farming, beekeeping, sugar-beet farm-
ing, sugar manufacture, fisheries, forestation, reclamation of -heath
lands, insurance, pensions, lectures on agricultural economics, and
so on almost without limit.

In many of these lines of activity the local societies are federated
into one organization for the district or county, and these organiza-
tions elect representatives to a board for the entire country. By
these various steps all the individuals are organized under one central
administration, usually with headquarters at Copenhagen. The
Royal Danish Agricultural Society is a union and a clearing house
for all cooperative associations connected with agriculture in the
country.

Nearly all these cooperative organizations receive aid from the
State. The usual procedure is for the State to make the appropria-
tion to the central- board. This body apportions the funds to the
various district or county organizations, which in, turn apply the
funds available to the several societies in such a manner as best to

Larsen, Landakenosaisk Auto& TOIL
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serve the purpctie intended by the State. In this way the State may
easily and intelligently reach with expert advice and material support
any particular line of activity that seems to be in need of develop-
ment.

Advantage* from cooperation.By this universal application of
the principle of cooperation to agriculture in all its phases. there
have been derived, according to the estimate of Mr. Dymond, an
English investigator, the following advantages: (t) Yield has been
increased, (2) quality has been improved, (3) cost of production has
been lessened, and (4) better prices have been obtained.' The
phenomenal economic rise of the country, which is dile so largely to
agriculture, would seem to gii'e weight to this estimate. In the
matter of marketing alone the small farmers, who are very numerous
in Denmark, have been very materially aided. By the help of
cooperation they have been enabled to dispose of their products on.
terms equally good with those of the large farmers. The result of
the various factors working together is indicated by very tangible
evidence in that the exports of the three chief productsbutter,
bacon, and eggs increased, fivefold in value in 20 years.'

Economic contribution of people's high schools.The question is
now pertinent, What relation do the people's high schools sustain to
these cooperative and economic movements? The thoughtful reader
will ere this have formed an opinion of his own as to the degree of
intelligence that must exist among the farmers to make such co-
operation possible. It requires no small amount of intelligence on
the part of the people to see the advantage of all these various forms
of cooperation, to grasp, for instance, the fact that good marketing,
which involves a consideration of the conditions in other countries,
is as much a part of good farming as the production of the crops.
A broad outlook, too, is required to appreciate the truth that the
interests of the group are the interests of the individual, and vice
versa. Furthermore, the many duties which devolve upon committee
members and managers of all these cooperative organizations also
make large demands upon the intelligence.

It will be recalled that from one-fourth to one-third of the entire
rural population attend these people's high schools at some time in
their lives, and these are virtually the only schools above the ele-

*mentary school; that are open to the farming class. It seems, there-
fore, almost a truism to say that the people's high schools have con-
tributed largely to that high intelligence and that broad sympathy
Among the 'rural population which makes successful cooperation
Possible. The people's high khools are described as "hotbeds" of
the cooperative movement; It thrives best in their soil. Statistics

t Quoted by Thornton In leech Public and Private la the North of Europe, p. 125.
flee tables In appendix, pp. 190401.
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show that more than one-half of all members of committees in co-
operative societies and nine-tenths of all the managers of cooperative
creameries are former high-school men.'

Production of a particular type of mind.The attitude of the
Danish farmers to the cooperative movement is only a particular
manifestation of the type of mind which the people's high schools
have produced among the rural population. It is to this background
of broad intelligence and intense patriotism that we must direct our
attention if we would even partially understand the economic rise of
Denmark.

The high state of perfection of Danish agriculture would naturally
lend one to think that its excellence is due to the vocational instruc-
tion in agricultural schools. While the work done in these schools
in Denmark is of a high order, yet no one, will contend that in this
respect Denmark is superior to some other countries in Europe, such
as Germany or Hungary. Furthermore, the agricultural schools are
attended by only a very small proportion of the farmers. The -ex-
planation of Danish agricultural excellence is not to be found so
much in the possession of expert intelligence by the farmers them-
selves7but.rather in a condition of mind that is capable of receiving
and. profiting by expert intelligence contributed by specialists.
Clearly but a small proportion of farmers in any community can be-
come school-trained agricultural experts, but it is possible to have a
body of farmers capable of being guided by experts. The production
of an agricultural population that reads and possesses' a mind open
to receive new ideas, a willingness to listen to expert advice, a spirit
of enterprise that is not afraid of making new adjustments, and a
patriotism that is vitally concerned about the nation's prestigethis
is the great economic contribution of the people's high schools.

Reading habit. That the Danish rural people are a reading popu-
lation is attested by the fact that no fewer than 53 journals and '
papers relating to agriculture and allied interests are required to
supply the demand.' This takes no account .of the general news-
papers and journals, the wide circulation of which has previously
been mentioned.

Open minds. And not only do these people read, but their minds
are open to receive new ideas, whether from at home or abroad..
This trait is cultivated by the high schools. The young men and
women are trained to look everywhere for good ideas, not to absorb
them uncritically, but to observe and to choose, One high school
maintains a department styled "A window to the West," an evi-
dence of a desire to let in light from England and America.

Thornton. In Educational Times, November, 1906.
LandOkonomlar4rbog, 1912, p. 120.
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',Respect for the Expert; godefies of Kontrol.A peculiarly sig-
tiificant result of this openness of- mind is the willingness of the
farming class to profit by the aid of experts. This respect for the
expert is admirably illustrated by the success of societies of !Control,
that have been established in every corner of the land, for the over-
sight of dairy. herds. The writer can not do better than quote here
the description of the operation of these societies as given in the re-
port of a deputation from Ireland:

The system, briefly, is as follows: The farmers of a 'district form a society
011, cooperative lines for the purpose of %ware!, and about 1,000 eows in a so-
tto, would be sufficient for one Inspector, to be appointed by the Royal Danish
Society, to take charge of the local society. His duties would be as follows:
Be keeps a set of books offlach farm in duplicate, one set being retained by the
illiTtler, He makes an Inspection of each farm in the society about once every.
IX days, and there enters fully all particulars relating to the farm since his
list visit. Some of those particulars consist of the following examples: The
tad. eMonnt of milk from each cow since his visit (the milk is regularly
Weighed and entered in a rough book by the farmer); the percentage of fat
contained in the milk (samples kept by the farmer); the calculation of butter
produced from the milk; the amount of food required per cow (each cow on its
merits); the amount of butter produced in relation to the amount of food con-
sumed; the total amount of milk, in pounds per annum, of each cow, slid date
of calving. He advises as to manures, change of crops, if thought desirable
to deviate from the formula; to which bull the cows should be taken; to which
Infer the sows should go. If a farmer is In possession of a cow which does not
produce good milk, the inspector advises that she should be sold, and that she
Should not be used for breeding purposes. The farmers, when questioned as
te. whether this advice was generally accepted, were unanimous in saying that
they undoubtedly preferred to retain only those cows which were worth keep-
ingfrom a breeding and milk-producing point of vieweven though they had
to dispose of those at a loss which were not up to the standard.

The accounts are also made up for the farmer in every item, so that be has
an exact knowledge of his position. The charge for this work varies according
to each society, but the minimum is 1 krone, the maximum 2 kroner per cow
,Per annum. This money goes toward the payment of the salary of the Hon-

'. *6111', which Is supplemented by State aid.
Tile value to the farmer of this form of 'Control is enormous, as by joining a

Hatter society he is able to possess an exact knowledge of his economic posi-
tion. It might be urged that this form of assistance, viz, account keeping, etc.,
Would, tend to make the farmer rely less on himself, but use the society as a
IfiliniiiiI prop; but this Is by no means the case. The man is in ,better com-

4
iniad of his poildon when be knows bow he stands, and the visits of this
Ilagert do fOr the farmers what the auditor does for the business man. The
Sirtnir, In short, by mean f his society obtains at small cost the benefit of an
*Sit.atullt tif,tim bush* of his own farm.

,plai ,;faritisorbere cows a carefully, bred and great attention paid to every;,ph
Mei* breeding, It Is tuinst..to hive a tablet it the head of the stall of

alleh,.girliig:thO haute: date called; sire and dam, names and numbers; total
link PiOdnetkitifor.,the previous year; date when lbe calved; date of expected
telt sad name and. atunber 4141 slaia .In, tbisiltoi. visitors tb the farms see

.atit *Mice the perforesance of the co* and also her breeding. It is to estab-
*guagi s:ng0;.4kigligad Mat *mart &drools of improving their stock turn...... . . .... .,. .....,
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when In search of a good cow or.bull, and often the option Is given on calves
before they are born, such is the desire on the part of the farmers to have s
really good class of animals in general on their farms:

The value of the instruction and assistance of these peripatetic
agricultural and dairy experts is so great that theif services are by
some investigators regarded as explaining in a large measure the
economic prosperity of the country. That is a superficial estimate
of their influence, however, which does not take into account the
unusual!! high intelligence and openness of mind of the rural popu-
lation which the people's high schools have produced.

One might suppose that the "litthtlearning" the farm boys get in
tile comparatively short high-school courses would be "a dangerous
thing." But.so far from making the boys satisfied with their attain-
ments the high-school teachers hive a wonderful way of instilling
into their minds a spirit of modesty. They learn to see that the little
they know is but an infinitesimal part of the totality of knowledge.
The idea of finality is kept very far away from them. The value of
specialization is emphasized. They are taught that no single indi-
vidual can become master in many fields, not even in the various
branches of agriculture. Therefore, if the ordinary man shall prosper,
he must accept the aid of experts in matters where his knowledge is
deficient. There is as a result a marked contrast between the spirit
displayed by these Danish farmers and the disdain with which scien-
tific methods and "the professor from the agricultural college" are
so frequently mentioned by the farming laity in this country. A
group of people have really advanced very far when they have come
to the point where they are *Wing to discredit their own knowledge
in a field where they are not specialists and are eager to listen to the
advice of experts. In cultivating modesty among the rural popu-
lation as to their own knowledge and in teaching them the superior
value of scientific methods and the advice of trained experts, the
Danish people's high schools have rendered a service that sustains a
decidedly important relation to the economic prosperity of the
country.

In passing, mention may be made of the fact that many of the
agricultural and dairy experts have themselves been students in the
people's high schools. They have thus been affected by the spirit of
these institutions and are therefore in harmony with the movement
for a people's culture both for its own value and as a basis for eco-
nomic efficiency.

Capacity for making adjustments.Another large service of edu-
cation to economics is that which has made possible the eienderfully
rapid adjustments that Danish agriculturists have made in periods
of crisis. When, in the seventies, the Danish lands were depleted

112ePort at a Deputation from 'reuse, 1$3, pp, ASO-V11.
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by long-continued grain farming and the price of grain fell to a low
figure the Danish farmers found themselves in distress. Some
charge. had -to be made in their methods. Economists And agricul-
turists combined their efforts at a solution and reached the con-
clusion that instead of selling grain, Denmark should buy it, feed it
to her dairy herds and live stock, and sell the products of this altered
form of agricultural production. The word was passed along to
the farmers by their advisers. A campaign of education was set on.
foot, and in a few years' time the economic policy of the country in
the matter of grain shipments was completely reversed. One phase
of the change is represented by the following table.'

TABLE 25. Shipments of grain in DenmarkAverage per year.

..^...,,,,

Years.
Excess of
exports

over
Imports.imports.

Years.
Ermss of
imports
.ovris.

IMO
1820 to MA
HMO to 1844
1870 to 1871
1873 to 1879
1880 to 1884

Milton
pounds.

6.3

153
273
NW
248

48

I

-

1881 to ISM
1890 to 1894
1893 to 1900

Minion
poun ds.

221
439

1,128

fell from over five hundred million poun in 1 to zero in about 20
years' time. Then imports began to exc d expor until, in 20 years
more, Denmark was buying grain in sul quantities that the excess
of imports over exports was more than t ice the greatest amount of
the former excess of exports over imports. This change in economic
policy was accompanied by a wonderful transformatiOn of the agri-
cultural industries. The change is generally spoken of as a shift
from grain farming to dairying and cattle raising. A more correct
description is to say that it was a development and extension of the
dairy and other industries in addition to grain production. For
while the ex-ports of butter rose by leaps and, bounds, the surprising
fact remains that the amount of grain produced has not decredied,
nor merely held its own, but has actually increased, as the appended
table indicates.'

TABLE 26.Size of grain crop in DenmarkAverage per gear.
/Sorrels.

1800- 4.600, 000
1845 11, 000.000
1866 to 1806 1.9, 200.000
1876 to 1878_ 18, 982.000
1885 to 1888- 'T 21, 020.000
1895 to 1898 -- "3, 371, 000

*Den Landbobletoriske U0stilling, 1900, p. 80.
*idle: P. It
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Rise of cooperative creameries.Thus did the Danish farmers
meet and solve their first great crisis. Another was encountered in
the eighties. England was the chief consumer of Danish butter, and
it soon appeared that if the product was to be sold advantageously
in England it must be presented in a more uniform way and in
larger quantities under the same trade -murk. Then arose as if by
magic the cooperative creameries. These receive the milk from an
entire neighborhood, remove the cream by the centrifugal separators,
and manufacture it into butter of a uniformly high grade. By these
adjustments and improved methods the excess exports of butter rose
from eight million pounds in the late sixties to ninety-eight millions
at the end of the century, an increase of more than twelvefold.'

Rise of bacon factories.Other crises have been met and solved.
In the eighties high-tariff legislation in Germany made that country
a less favorable market, and Denmark was forced to look elsewhere
for a better market for her live stock. England was accessible, but
the transportation of live otock across the channel was difficult.
For instance, in 1887 swine fever caused the export of swine to fall
from 232,000 to 16,000.2

This crisis was met by the establishment of cooperative and private
bacon-curing factories, which now dot the land to the number of 61.
As a result the exportation of live swine has been almost abandoned,
while the excess exports of the bacon factories rose in 20 years from
twelve million pounds to one hundred and twenty-five millions, an
increase of more than tenfold. In the same period of time the value
of the excess exports of eggs rose from 2,000,000 kroner to 11,000,000,
an increase of more than fivefold.'

After making due allowance for ;Vise leadership, the rapidity and
skill with which these adjustments were made are very largely at-
tributable to the work of the people's high schools. By the agency
of these institutions there had been prepared a sufficient body of
young men who, unhampered by tradition, were able to grasp the
value of the new ideas and quickly prepare themselves for responsi-
ble positions as managers and leaders of the new activities.'

Concern for national prestige.There is still another result of the
work of the people's high schools that has an economic bearing. It is
the development of an intense patriotism. By their large emphasis
upon Danish history, song, language, literature, and ideals the peo-
ple's high schools have stimulated a deep love of country which (Jan
not bear to see Denmark fall behind in the race of the nations in
those lines orlictivity in yhich she is in any way qualified to com-

1 Op. cit., p. 80.
I Smith, The Beet Methods of Organisation for Agricultural Cooperation and Credit,

Lirp.

a Den Landhohletorleke tidetIlling, pp. 28 and 81.
"Paulsen, Lecture Delivered in Oxford, 1894, p. 18
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pate. Looking back .with grief at her national disasters, her people
realized that she could not compete upon the international arena of
diplomacy or war. But by reason of its small extent the
country must hold a subordiijte place in these and some other re-
spects, her leaders saw that the nation could take high rank in other
lines by de;ieloping herself internally. Even though she could tiot
build many battleships, she could produce butter, bacon, andieggs of
a quality unsurpassed. And this sort of constructive development
is clearly calculated to produce a higher state of national happiness
than the effprts expended on instruments of destruction. Thus,
though a smill nation, the beloved fatherland could still be wealthy
and happy and strong.

This is the doctrine that has been inculcated in the people's high
schools. And with rare vision and fervent patriotism the young
people have gone forth to develop all the retources of the country.
Their high intelligence reenforced by the love of country has en-
abled them to seek,out new and better means of production, exchange,
and credit. Thus by giant strides Denmark has moved forward to
the very front rank among nations in per capita wealth and happi-
ness.

Interest in public aff aimA third ,sphers in which the people's
high schools have exerted a profound influence is that of public
affairs. Mention has previously been made of the uses to which_
these schools were put by the rural class in their advance toward
political supremacy in the State.. When the new democratic Par-
liament assembled in 1901, it was found that 30 per cent of the mem-
bers of the upper and lower houses had been students in people's
high schdols.1 Later the King apfointed a " peasant" ministry,
with J. C. Christiansen, a former people's high-school student, at
the head. Men identified with the people's high-school movement
have since held important positions in the ministry, among them the
present minister of ecclesiastical affairs and public instruction, Jakob
Appel, principal of the Askov High School. The citizens of Copen-
hagen regarded this peasant domination with no great delectation.
But a series of laws have recently been enacted by this same majority,
which have become models for imitation by other nations.

In any event it is an imposing spectacle to see a social group which a few
centuries ago belonged to the lowest and most oppressed class of society put
forward a body of representatives that have shown in the few years of their
activity that they posses creative ideas of stateunenahlp and the energy to
lualre than effective'

If people's high-school men' Told position of influence and trust
so high in the political realm, their number in the councils of county,

+Thornton. op. eft.. p. 125.
a BoUwann. DiVpoko Volkehtljskolo, p. 7/1.

,
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town, and parish must be very large indeed. The contribution of
these people's institutions to good citizenship is one of their largest
services.

Social reaulta.The broadening effect of popular education has
also servel to eliminate in a large measure the class distinctions
which were formerly very marked. The people's high schools are
sought by the children of the well-to-do as well as by the poorer

iVsses. And "the people who toil" have by the agency of the
opie's high school been raised to a position of true dignity and

respect in the eyes of the total population. The social life of rural
communities has been enriched. The village hall forms a social
center for the local 'population. There they gather as one large
familyto enjoy a lecture, a debate, a program of readings or song.
There, too, the boys come together on certain evenings for gymnastic
exercises, and still other evenings are devoted to the various forms
of amusement, such as folk dances or games.

The high-school homes or hotels constitute oth* centers of social
intercourse, where travelers and residents may meet for companion
ship and interchange of ideas. The people live sober and indus-
trious lives. Poverty is almost unknown in rural districts. The
only objects of benevolence are unfortunates and cripples. These
are generally taken care of by the local community and thus enabled
to spend their days in plain comfort in the midst of their fellow
villagers. That the total paid police force in all of Denmark
numbers only a little over 300' constitutes a significant commentary
on the lives of the people.

Religious results.A freer and richer church life has been fostered
by the people's high schools. This is best understood in connection
with the growth of the 'free. church or V algmeaighed movement.
There were three principal steps in this movement.' In 1855 the tie
that bound the parishioner to his parish church was loosed, and he
was permitted to attach himself elsewhere. The second step was
taken in 1868, when power was given to 20 heads of families at their
own expense to build church of their own and choose their pastor
out of the number of thole legally qualified for office. Their choice
would Lei, be ratified by the King, and thus they would be saved
from becoming dissenters. Finally, in 1903, permission was given
such free congregations to use the parish church at such times as' it
was not required by the regular congregation. These free congrega-
tions have given larger opportunities than the established churches
for laymen's activity, and a richer church life has thereby become
possible. Many forms of social activity have been set on foot by these
congregati ns. In fact, some of the city churches may be said to be

'Report of Deputation fro* Ireland. p. 134.
TborniOn, op. alt., p. 1211.
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institutionalized. The free-church movement may not be called a
product of the people's high schools, but thiPform of organization
is fostered by them, and flourishes best in their vicinity. Pastors of
the churches frequently speak and teach in the people's high schools,
and teachers in the schools reciprocate by taking en active part in
the work of the congregations. Thus there is developed, it is claimed,
a more virile Christianity, and wider opportunities are opened up
for religious activity.

Summary. In this chapter has been presented evidence bearing
upon the influence of the people's high-school movement upon the
cultural, economic, political, social, and religious life of Denmark.
Additional evidence for the influence of the Danish institution is
to be found in the extension of the people's high-school idea to other
countries. A review of this widening movement constitutes the pur-
pose of the next chapter.

*ft,

Chapter )d.
PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOLS IN OTHER COUNTRIES.

Noini'aySchoole founded.People's high schools were introduced
into Norway by Grundtvigian sympathizers in 1864. The ground
had previously been prepared by the work of the teacher, poet, and
editor Ole Vig, who was imbued with a passionate desire for popular
enlightenment. The first high school was established at Hamar by
A-nker and Arveson. Danish influence in their case was direct and
powerful. Another high-school man, Christoffer Bruun, performed
a large service by pointing out the importance of a broad cultural
training of the plain people and by laying down valuable principles
for the prosecution of the work of enlightenment.

Hindrances.The career of people's high schools in Norway has,
howevei, been beset by difficulties and hindrances, official and other-
wise. The reasons are several. In the first period of their develop-
ment the schools were very closely identified with the Grundtvigian
religious movement, which was by no means favorably received by
the orthodox party in Norway. Generally, too, the people's high
schools have taken a decided stand in favor of the introduction of
the national language, the Landroutal, in place of the present official
language. The Landsmhal is a composite language constructed on
the basis of the leading dialects in the country and is, therefore,
more thoroughly Norse than the official language, which came into
Ilse during the Danish domination. The attitude of the people's
high schools in this contest has operated to estrange from them a
large part of the population which is not in favor of this linguistic
change. A similarly partisan attitude has been taken by some of the
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schools in political matters, whereby they have come to be regarded
as the exponents of a particular political creed. These forms of
partisahship have undoubtedly hurt the high-school movement in
Norway.

Conteat with the county high. schools.In 1875 there was estab-
lished by goVernmental agency a system of schools which, whether
intentionally or not, became serious competitors of the people's high
schools. These are the _linteakoler, or county high schools. They
resemble the people's high schools in that they require attendance
through a series of months, but until recently took pupils much
younger than the people's high schools. They are also more utili-
tarian and practical in their curricula.

The contest between the people's high schools and the county high
schools for favor and recognition constitutes the most interesting
and instructive feature of the popular high-school movement in Nor-
way. Due to the reasons assigned above, and possibly others, official
favor for a time was on the side of the county high schools. They
were public institutions and served a large constituency. The friends
of the people's high schools contended, howeier, that the large.num-
ber reached by the county high schools was due to their taking very
young pupils with Who. work of high-school character could not
successfully be carried on. Furthermore, it was urged. against the
county high schools that their influence had not been of exactly the
right kind. They became stepping stones to the normal and other
advanced schools, thus drawing some of the brightest boys away
from the farms instead of
enabling them to Ilre the farmer's life as enlightened and Interested citizens
with the living sense for their father's life and ways and the ends their fathers
sought to reach. And so they have helped on (he belief which has become only
too common among ninny young people that the farmer's life and work Is some-
thing, rather low and simple. which may be good enough for the more ignorant
and uneducated, but Is something to be avoided by those who are gifted and
well off.'

By the influence of the misister of education, Wexelsen, the offi-
cial attitude toward the people's high schools became more friendly.
In 1900 direct State aid was voted the people's high schools as well
as the county high schools. An additional amount of State subsidy
was granted to certain people's high schools that maintained an ad
vanced course for students who had previously spent a year at a
people's high school or county high school. Thg'two types of schools
then prospered side by side. But the practice of the county high
schools in takingyery young pupils brought about wcompetition un-
favorable to the people's high schools. These latter insisted upon a

LiQtioted by Thornton Schools Public and Private In the North of Europe, p. 120.
8884*-16---10
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higher age standard, and, because of the smaller numbers reached,
could not present such clear evidence of usefulness.

The whole question of schools for young people has therefore, in
recent years, received a large amount of attention, both in and out of
Parliament. As a result of certain forms of criticism of all young
people's schools, some interesting statistics on the relative influence
of the two types of schools on the future career of the students were
obtained in 1903 in response to a questionnaire. During the previous
10 years the facts seemed to show that 76 per cent of students at
people's high schools had returned to the work they left, 16 per cent
had gone to vocational schools, chiefly agricultural, normal, and
military schools, and 6 per centajiad emigrated. The corresponding
figures for the county high schools were 69, 20, and 7 per cent.' The
proposition of making the people's high schools directly vocational
was fought over as had previously been done in Denmark, the-essen-
tially cultural purpose of the schools being warmly championed in
true Danish fashion.

Law of 1912.The result of the years of agitation and debate was
formulated into a law enacted in the spring of 1912."fhis law
places the two types of schools on a par in the matter of entrance
age requirements. A student must complete his seventeenth year by
January 1 of the school year in order to be eligible for entrance.
County high schools are to receive aid from the State equal to three
times the amount voted by the counties in Which the respective
schpols are located. To each people's nigh school there is a uniform
State appropriation of 1,400 kroner, and an additional grant amount-
ing to four-ninths of the outlay for salaries. Both these items are
conditioned upon a grant from the county equal to at least oneAbird
of the State aid. There is a further State grant to the people's high
schools of 10 kroner for each eligible student in attendance. This
aid is not affected by action of the counties.

State aid for scholarships is available to the extent of three times
the amount voted by counties, up to 1 krone per pupil per month,
and twice the amount voted by counties above 1 krone. An addi-
tional amount of State money for scholarships is distributed by the
S to department of education.

e prerequisites for receiving State aid and the -form of inspec-
tion re similar, though in the nature of the case not exactly alike
for ,tile two types of schools. The people's high schools are given
somewhat more freedom in the management of their own affairs.
A blow is directed, however, at the advanced people's high schools,
which, by the provisions of the law, receive no special State aid.

Stour!, Folkebtlgekuleo, rip. 252-253.
IndstIllIng tra kIrkekomIteen om ordatugen cv amtsakoler, tolkehOlakoler og private

angdomsakoler med stateundersttittelse, 1912.
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This is unsatisfactory and disappointing to some of the schools,
which have invested money in buildings and equipment for con-
ducting advanced courses. This feature of the law seems to be due
to a feeling that the so-called advanced schools are not up to grade,
and that the money voted them is not well spent. The plan of the
department seems to be the reduction of The advanced people's high
schools to the rank of the ordinary type and the erection of one
advanced people's high school for the whole country. A proposition
to establish such a school is submitted to the Government for con-
sideration. People's high-school men say, however, that this dis-
position of the advanced schools is not the last word in the matter.

Present status. In 1910-11 there were 38 county high schools,
with an attendance of 1,742 students, and 24 schools that may be
called people's high schoolsovith an attendance of 1.588, of whom
346 were in advanced courses maintained by 8 schools.' In both"
types of schools the boys are somewhat more numerous than the
girls. Some schools are coeducational, while others have winter
courses for boys and summer courses for girls.

The status of people's high schools in Norway seems not yet
definitely settled. That they have and are doing a large work for
a genuine culture among the people is, however, an accepted truth,
and friends of the schools say that the institutions have not yet
reached their position of largest usefulness. The recent erection of
the splendid people's high school at Eidsvold, the seat of Norwegian
independence, gives promise of great things yet to come.

.SwedenPreliminary work. The ground was prepared for the
introduction of the people's high-school idea into Sweden by the
granting of municipal self-government in 1862, and four years
later by the substitution of the two chambers for the former four
estates in the National Parliament. The latter measure was accom-
panied by wide extension of the franchise, while the former gave
the people a much larger opportunity for participation in civic
affairs.

Pioneer work in the field of popular enlightenment was done by
the nobleman, Torsten Rudenschold, who expended much effort in
breaking down hereditary dais distinctions and building up a true
culture among all classes of the population. Another and more
direct contribution was made by Dr. Au-gust Sohlman, editor of
the daily, Aftonbladet, in Stockholm, and a patriot of wide vision
and popular sympathies. He came into tduch with Danish high-
school men and became a warm advocate of such schools for Sweden.
He sent Dr. 0. V. Aalund, one of his editorial coworkers, to Den-
mark to study the schools at first hand, and invited also prominent
.

144. en, p. 4.
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Danish high-school men to write for his paper. The matter of erect-
ing people's high schools was also discureed nt conferences and con-
ventions, especially at the meetings of the National Conference of
the North in 1867.

Three schools f ounde4.As a result of the campaign of ethication,
there was founded in 1868 a school at Herrestad, which was after-
wards moved to Lunnevad. The first principal was the above-men-
tioned Dr. Aalund. He was replaced by Dr. P. A. Godecke, one of
the strong personalities in the Swedish people's high-school move-
ment. The school has been under the management of its present
principal, Dr. Herman Odhner, and his capable wife and coworker
for more than 30 yeari, and has filled a large place in the annals of
the people's high schools in Sweden.

In the same year in which the above school was founded there
were erected by more or, less independent movements two other
people's high schools in the south of Sweden. Due to the efforts of
Dr. C. A. Bergman, a school was Begun at Onnestad. To what ex-
tent Danish influence was operative in the founding of this school
may be discerned from the words of Dr. Bergman:

The object of this school Is to commuhicnte to young men from 18 to 25
years of age the higher chic enlightenment which must now be considered na
necessary for every member of the free peoples of the north. In order to reach
this end the activity of the school ought first-and foremost to aim at awaken-
ing and developing in the young man the higher life slumbering within him,
reflection, love of country, and love of men in general; and nest. to sharpen
the judgment, to extend the pupil's spiritual outlook, to awaken pleasure in
the icorirand activity he has chosen, In order and seemliness, and in the at-
tainment of fresh light on, and practice of, everything which relates to our
activity as Swedish citizens, as members of a parish, RE heads of a family, as
thoughtful householders, farmers, or members of any other profession. The
teachers most give the instruction preferably by word of mouth, in familiar
lectures, or in answers to questions. The principal must be a man who is armed
not only with a living fear of God, a love of his country, and good knowledge
of his subjects, but also with power to impart what he knows In a bright and
living way; he ought to cherish a love of working folk, be familiar with their
circumstances, and be able at once to win his pupils' affection and respect for
the ends he wishes to attain.'

The third school, founded in the same year, came to be the largest
in Sweden. It is located at Hvilan, and was presided over for 40
years by Dr. L. P. Holmstrom, a noted geologist, but preeminently an
enthusiast for a people's culture.

Compared with Danish rchools.--Following these beginnings
other Schools were founded until there is now no considerable section
of the country without its people's high school. Compared with the
Danish schools, those in Sweden are somewhat more practical in

'Quoted hy Thornton. op. cit., pp. 123-111.
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their curricula. History.and literature have a smaller place, while
the sciences are given greater attention. Textbooks are more gener-
ally used, and individual work by the students receives greater em-
phasis than in Denmark.

In general aims, however, the schools correspond closely to those
in Denmark. The statutes of one of the schools express them thus:

The purpose of the people's high schools is (1) to inspire young men of the
district with a fervent and steadfast Christian faith, a vigorous patriotism
founded on en acquaintance with the natural conditions and history of Sweden,
and a sound knovvIddge of the rights and duties of the Swedish people; (2) to
give these young men an elevating insight into the concordant phenomena of
creation, the forms, powers, and evolutions of nature; and (3) to teach them
how to work as law-abiding citizens. everyone In his profession, with loyalty
and disinterestedness, to the benefit of his native country and himself. An
Instruction in the people' high schools to be pithy, simple, and clear, its aim
being to warm the heart. raise the intelligence, purify the imagination, mold
the character into firmness and stability, and thus to. make the young men
fully ripe, to make them skilled laborers and go-ahead citizens.'

As to teaching force, the schools rank somewhat higher than in
Denmark. The principal, who is generally a doctor of philosophy,
hears the title of Rektor, which in itself is significant of the rank
of the schools. The balance of the teachers are also frequently uni-.
versity trained, it being considered just as creditable to teach in a
people's high school as in a secondary school of the ordinary type.

Characteristic feature. The most chardeteristic feature of the
people's high-school arrangements in Sweden is the maintenance of
an agricultural school in connection with nearly every people's high
school. As a prerequisite for entrance to 'the -agricultural school a
previous year's work in a people's high school is required.. The
impression has therefore come to prevail that a complete course at
one of these people's high schools embraces two terms, one in the
people's high school proper, and one in the agricultural school.
About one-third of the boys return for this second year's work.

Present atatue. State aid has been granted directly to the people's
high schools Since 187'2, the amount at present aggregating over
200,000 kroner annually, besides 35,000 kroner for scholarships.'
In 1912 provision was made by act of Parliament for a special in-
spector of people's high schools whose work is to be chiefly advisory..
There were, in 1909, 48 people's high schools in Sweden. Nine of
these are coeducational, while in the rest the boys attend in winter
and the girls in summer. The total attendance in the people's high-.
school departments was 2,251, of whom 1,193 were boys and-1,058
girls.' From the beginning of the movement in 1868 up to the pree-

'Jonsson, The People's Mgt Schools In Sweden. p. A. .

a De Nordlaka Lladersas Skolvissirk, 1.905-1210. p. 12.
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alt. time saes 50)000 young people have attended the people's high
schools in Sweden. Thus it will be seen that a mighty force for
popular enlightenment has been exerted by the people's high schools
in this country also.

Finland: Beginning and growth of sehoole.By the influence of
all three countries, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, people's high
schools were introduced into Finland in 1889, and. in 20 years' time
this country had outstripped all the other countries except Denmark
in the number of its people's high schools. It is the intense feeling
of patriotism and the desire for a national consciousness that has
furnished the environment for this wonderful growth. Preliminary
work of a highly significant character was done by a group of poets
and authors. Runeberg and Topelius, writing in Swedish, added
large treasures to the literature of the country and stirred the
national feeling of the people. Liinnroot powerfully advanced a
Movement whiclarhad for its purpose the elevation of the Finnish
tongue to become a medium of culture. He traveled throughout the
country collecting folk songs, myths, proverbs, and riddles which
he edited and published in Finnish and thus became the founder
of an independent Finnish literature.

The first people's high school was founded at Kangasala in 1889,
by Sofia Hogman, who had spent a winter at the Askov people's
high school in Denmark and had also studied the schools in Nor-
way and .Sweden. Her. school was for girls and emphasized very
largely weaving and other practical arts. Lectures on history and
literature were, however, also given from the, beginning.

A school more nearly corresponding to the Danish type was
founded in the same year at Borga through thkefforts of Prof.
Stromborg, a close friend and admirer of Runebe

The founding of the people's high school in Kronoby in 1891 is
very interesting by reason of the fact that funds for its erection were
raised largely by the undergraduate university students in Helsing-
fors by means of concerts, programs, and bazaars. This movement
did not cease with the founding of one school. University student
organizations have aided and encouraged the work for popular edu-
cation all along the line. This unique feature of the people's high-
school movement in Tinland bespeaks the interest of the- higher
classes 'in raising the entire cultural level of the population. It is
therefore not surprising to find the people's high schools in Finland
largely staffed by univetsity men and women.

Attitude of the State.The attitude of the State toward people's
htgb schools was at first somewhat reserved; State aid not being
granted to them as such. A provision existed, however, whereby
State aid was granted 'to schools for instruction in agriculture and
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domestic science, and under this provition the people's high schoolsi
which universally maintained such departments, received a certain
amount of State funds. In 1907, however, the State adopted a dif-
ferent policy, granting aid directly to the people's high schools, the
maximum amount to a single school being 6,000 marks. The total
State aid in 1908-9 aggregated 26,800 marks.

The more favorable conditions under which the schools now oper-
ate have resulted in a wonderful growth in the number of the
schoolsfrom 28 in 1905 to 42 in 1910. Of these 15 are conducted
in Swedish and the remainder in the Finnish language.' -

Character of the schoole.All people's high schools in Finland,
and in the north of Sweden and Norway as well, are coeducational
and conducted from November to May. The summer in these lati,
tudes is so short that neither men nor women can be spared frcon
the.work on the farms during that season of the year. The schools
generally maintain departments of agriculture for boys and practi-
cal arts for girls. The chief subjects of instruction are, however, the
mother tongue, history, and song. One of the schoolsthe People's
Academy, at Malm, near Helsingforsis of advanced character,
being intended for such as have previously attended some other
people's high school.
.Finnish youth are thronging the schools in increasing numbers

and display eagerness to acquire education and culture to such a
degree that it has been found necessary to warn them against over-
study. Surely schools that can atimuldie and nourish in its youth
such a spirit constitute a valuable addition to the assets of any
country.

International meetings. The similarity of interests and problems
of people's high schools in these northern countries has led to the
holding of international meetings of people's high-school teachers,
ex-students, and others interested in the work of the schools. Eight
meetings have been held since 1883, the last being in 1912, at Ros-
kilde, Denmark. These conventions, meeting successively in the four
countries, have done much to draw the people together and have
extended the influence and usefulness of the people's schools. .

Gerssany.Outside of the four countries of the north the people's
high schools seem not to have made any considerable headway.
Some beginnings have elsewhere been made, however, which are in-
structive to the student of the movement. It is a curious fact that
Germany has, made an attempt to Germanize the possessions cap-
tured from Denmark in 1864 bi means of people's high schools
the mine instrumentalities by which. the Panes in that region tried
before 1864 to maintain their Danish speech and national chadicter

* De Nonliaka Linden= 5kolvilasa, 1905. P. 120.
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ispinet German influence. One school was erected in 1906 at All-
bersdorf, in Holstein, and another the following year at Mohrkirch-
Osterholz, in Angel. According to a report on the nature of the
work by the principal of the Allbersdorf school, Fr. Lembke, it ap-
pears that these schools are built more on the Swedish than the
Danish model. He gives expression to the 'wish that the time be
not far distant when one may speak not only of Scandinavian, bUt
also of Germanic people's high schools.'

EnglandA recent attempt.A most interesting attempt to build
an adult school with the same general purpose as the Danish has
recently been madesst Fircroft, near Birmingham, England. Some4three years before. h ec ame principal of this school, Mr. Tom
Bryan visited at th ople's high school at Vallekilde, Denmark,
and was strongly impressed by the spirit and purpose of the Danish
people's high school, as summarized in the statement:

The main object of this school is not to Impart to our pupils a mass of nse-
tni,information; that is only a secondary aim. The principal aim Is to impart
to them a spiritual view of ilfe, so that they may see there is some sense in
their sziatence

Perhaps even more powerful Danish influence is traceable through
the person of Mr. J. S. Thornton, who for a generation has made a
special study of education and has persistently
pointed out to Englishmen the benefits accruing to those countries
from the people's high schools. Furthemore, the adult schools and
university settlements have given the English soil a tillage which
should afford the people's high school a prosperous growth. As the
village lecturing societies in Denmark serve as recruiting agencies for
the people's high schools, so these adult schools in England draw
out the idealists and seekers after truth to whom a school like Fir-
croft should prove particularly attractive.

Character of the Fircroft school. The Fircroft school, founded in
1909, is situated in the outskirts of the model residence village for
workingmen, Bournville. It is also near the Woodbroke University
Settlement, the courses of which are open to students at Fircroft.
Courses at Fircroft extend through terms of 12 we4cs each; there
being three terms .a year. The work in each term & complete in
itself, but there is also a continuity of instruction running through
the three terms, for the advantage of such as can remain for a longer
period than one twat. The work includes courses in history, liter-
ature, economics, mathematics, nature study, gardening, and the
Bible. Gymnastics and song also hold a large place, as in the Dan-

I Shunt Folkebarkulee. p. SW
'sewed by MOM**. 241.Pris4 The Zducatiousl Timm. MU. 1911.
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ish schools. The informal letture and discussion methods are
largely employed.

Community life, brotherliness, broad culture, and a spiritualizing
of life, rather than vocational training, seem to be attractive fea-
tuies of Fircroft, as of the Danish. schools. A London letter sorter
describes thus he product of a stay at Fircroft : "Physical develop-
ment, an enlargement of one's view of life, toleration of the point
of view of opponents, a realization that the past has produced men
whose words are living truths to-day." He admits "there are no
bread-and-butter subjects taught there, but adds: "That is not its
special work. Its aim is to perfect the side of a man that is not
catered for in technical schools and commercial colleges. "
Fircroft is an inspiration."'

The school has had a fair attendance oftterm students from the
start, and many more have come for shorter periods and for week
ends. For women, courses extending through a period of one week
have been maintained during the summer and have been largely at-
tended. Strangely enough, while the Scandinavian schools have been
recruited largely from the rural districts, this school at Fircroft has

\) drawn men and women largely from the cities. Thus one group of
students was made up of two gardeners, a shoemaker, a cabinetmaker,
a baker, a clerk, a bricklayer, a painter, a miner, a metal turner, a
printer's reader, a weaver, a fitter, two railway men, and several
laborers.'

Difficulties and possibilities.There are real difficulties in the way,
however, in making a people's high school fit into English conditions.
The employers are loth to grant a furlough extending over so long a
period as three months. The ordinary workman, moreover, has diffi-,

aculty in perceiving the advantage to be gained by spending such
period of time in cultural studies. But the Fircroft scitool has made
a good beginning, and as a supplement to the adult school movement
it would seem to point the way to a still greater extension of the
people's high-school idea.

Whether such a school sa_n_.bitome as widely popular here as in Denmark
remains to be seen. ncashire and Yorkshire had each 50 such schools
dotted about thel untry spots, and other counties had them In the same
proportion, we ould still have fewer for our population than they have in
Denmark. But 4ey would be enough to uplift not a man here and there, as
already happens, but to leaven the whole lump. For Englishmen are of the
same race as Danes, Norsemen. and Swedes; and what has happened on the
east of the North Sea may Just as well happen on the west. There is no
Sunday school, no council school, no town or parish council, no cooperative

I Quoted by Thornton, op. eit.
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andertaidar. no religions Community that would not have received an upward
impulse. The effect would be seen in all our industrial, political, and religious

United StatesEarly efforts.It remains to consider the efforts
that have been made by Danes to establish and maintain people's
high schools in the United States. The first venture took place in
1878 at Elk Horn, Iowa, under the leadership of a Lutheran pastor,
the Rev. 0. L. Kirkeberg, a formv student at the Askov High School
in Denmark, and a man of spirit and power. The beginnings were
very humble, a frame building accommodating 16 pupils constituting
the equipment. Subsequently, four other people's high schools were
establiihed, as follows: At Ashland, Mich., 1882; West Denmark,
Wis., 1884; Nysti3d, Nebr., 1887, and Danebod, near Tyler, Minn.,
1888. The foundations were due to the efforts of the pastors and
members of the local Danish Lutheran congregations. Two of these
schools have been discontinued, those at West Denmark and Ashland.
Lack of students, due to the sparseness of the Danish population,
seems to have been the reason for the discontinuance of these schools.
The Elk Horn school was transformed, in 1890, into a Danish-
American college. In 1896 was established Grand- View College, at
Des Moines, Iowa, where, in addition to theological and normal
courses, there has been conducted a general course somewhat akin to
that of a people's high school. In 1912 Th. Knudsen, formerly
principal of the Danebod High School, was elected to the presidency
of Grand View College, with the understanding that the general
COUrSe at that school should assume to a greater extent the character
of a people's high-school course.

In 1911 there was established the newest Danish-American people's
high school at Solvang, Santa Barbara County, Cal., which seems
to have a bright future before it.

Including the people's high-school course at Grand View College,
there are, then, in operation in the United States at the present
time four people's high schools, and the reopening of the school at
Ashland is'being considered.

Character of the Danish-American schools. In order to obtain
light on the question of the adaptability of the people's high schools
to American conditions, a questionnaire was sent to these Danish-
American schools. The resulting information is given in some detail
for the benefit of any who may be interested.
.s The information relates to the three schools at Nysted, Danebod,
and Solvang, since these are the only strictly people's high schools
in operation at the present' time.

*Timmy" op. cat.
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Location dwelled
Year of foundation
By whom founded

Present owners

Numbs* of buildings
Present value of grounds
Present value of buildings
Present visinatlon of equlpmrnt
Endowment funds
Amount of debt
Boardhig school
Coeducational
Weeks in term winter (hors)Isummer (girls)
Attendance { horsgirls
Expenses per week far board, I boys

room, and tuition X girls
ib ysAge of students oeils

From country
From city
Nationality
Number of teachers{mr°

n' enSs o

Language of InstructIontEngl"%Danish

a

per cent..
per cent..

per cent..
per cast..

,Nysted, Nebr.
1987.

Pastor and local
cons.

Local eongrep-
Lion.

2
12.000
$15,003

$GOO
Non is.
None.
Yea.
No
15
12
40
ID
$5

8.50

go
20

Danish,.
2
3

40
60

Danebod, Minn.
1888.

Pastor and local
cong.

Local congrep-
lion.

4
12 500

$7 i , cco
f I , 000
None.
None.
Yes.
No.
15
12
50
48
$S

$4 50
17 30

-25' 16
ao
20

Danish.
3
3

40
90

Boirang, MI.
1911.

Corporation of
three.

Cceporstkin GI
three

3
800

122,6e0
$ 1 , 000
None.
None.
Yee.
Yes

28
0
20
21
$6
$e

16-33
. 15-30

30
23

Danish.
4
3

40
40

A study of the above table will reveal a striking resemblance
between these Danish-American schools and the Danish original.
Other information not easily tabulated is also of interest.

Of 18 teachers reported, 5 had a theological course as their highest
training; 1, college; 4, normal; 3, high school; and 5, other than the
above. Salaries appear to.be low, the average for men in two schools
being $500 a year and for women $300. It appears, however, that
board is furnished in addition, at least in some cases. .None of the
schools is self-supporting. The deficit is made up by subscriptions.

The general purpose of the schools appears to be very much simi-
lar to that of the Danish schools, namely, to enlighten the mind and
cheer the heart of the students.

The program.A typical program is given as follows, the figures
indicating the number of hours per week: General history 5, United
States history and literature 3, Danish history and literature 8,
English language 5, Danish language 5, literary readings 3, discus-
sion 1, civics 1, geography 2, physics 2, physiology 1, arithmetic 4,
and gymnastics 5. Ordinarily, every student takes all these subjects
and his day is very full, 40 hours a week being the normal schedule.
At Solvang, however, there are electives. The lecture method pre-
vails in all the schools, though Solvang seems to make large use of
textbooks.

Career of people's high school in America. The two older schools
at Nysted and Danebod have, with short interruptions due to change

' of administration, been in constant operation since their foundation,
with a fairly uniform attendance. They are regarded as having
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been successful and as having a future before them. Students nearly
always return to the work they left, and thus the schools serve the
purposei intended. One principal points to a misunderstanding
of the character of the schools as one of the hindrances to success.
In considering the success or failure of these Danish-American peo-

.ple's high schools, it must be borne in mind that the schools are
exclusively operating among Danish-Americans, and are therefore
subject to the operation of a particular set of conditions. A con-
sideration of the adaptability of the people's high school to normal
American conditions belongs more properly in the next chapter.

Chapter XII.
CONCLUSION.

Success of Danish education -Adaptation.Statements about the
success of -the Danish system of education are frequently made and
generally admitted to 'be true. 'Wherein does its excellency lie?
This question does not permit of a single answer. There are, many
elements entering into the consideration. The course of social
progress is from the simple to the complex, and the Danish school
system is complex. Every class of society, from peasantry
to royalty, every trade and profession, from the shoemaker's assist-
ant to the prune minister, has a form of, education suitable and
adapted to its purpose.

The Danes believe thoroughly in training, and every inducement
is held out to the youth to attain proficiency. "Their ideal is first
to lay a foundation with as good a general education as the parental
means and the child's capacities allow. As has been noted in the
scheme of education, there is an opportunity to complete a course
of general training at almost any year in the young person's life.
If the child can only go through the elementary school, he finishes
at 14; if he can enter the middle school at 11, he finishes at 15; if
he can take the additional Real course, he finishes at 16. For girls
there are C01111341 finishing at 17, while the complete gymnasium
course carries the student to 18. Then he may enter the university,
with opportunities before him limited only by his inclinations and
purse. To those who do not receive academic training, there lie open
the facilities of the continuation and the people's high schools. And
the fact that 10 per cent of students in these people's high scbools
are over 25 years of age indicates the prevalence of the idea that
one's education is never limited by age.

Having obtained as good. a general education as possible, there
remains to prepare for a vocation. The multitudinous industrial
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and trade schools, commercial and agricultural schools, and the uni-
versity with its professional colleges, minister to the needs for voca-
tional training.

Many of the Danish schools are not models of excellence, and the
methods are not always such as are considered the best in the most
modern educational circles, but a sincere effort is made V:, 'mach
every child with the best cultural and vocational training possible
under the circumstances. Denmark has employed in the culture of
her children the same methods of patient detail and intensified effort
that she has applied to the culture of her farms and dairy herds,
and she must be credited with achieving success in both particulars.
This character of detailed adaptation of educational agencies to the
needs of her people is undoubtedly the chief strength of the Danish
educational system.

.
Cooperation of public and private endeavor.The system is made

- possible largely through the wonderful cooperation between private
and public enterprise in education. The State does not abrogate to
itself the entire privilege and responsibility. It takes the attitude
that the problem of adequate educational facilities is so large that
every means for furthering its solution should be encouraged. No
individual wlio has money to invest in education and no group or
society which has educational effort as a part of its program is
discouraged. The contributing efforts of all are welcomed. This
does not imply that inefficiency is encouraged. By its systems of
inspection and reports the State endeavors to protect the people
against educational fraud.

Compulsory attendance.Not only does Denmark offer to every
child the opportunity of an education, but she insists that he shall
make use of it. Her success in the enforcement of the compulsory
school law up to the age of 14 is indeed noteworthy. This insures
a fair education to every child and constitutes a significant element
of excellence.

Dignity of the teaching profession.That her schools are staffed
with so large a percentage of men who make teaching their life work
indicates that Denmark regards educational work with high respect.
Teaching is not looked upon as a stepping-stone to something better,
but as a profession having worth and dignity in itself. Thorough
training is required for appointment, the tenure is stable, a profes-
sional spirit is cultivated, the social station of teachers is high, sal-
aries are comparatively good, and a suitable pension automatically
provides for the needs of old age. The public recognizes- the sig-
nificance of educational work by providing better and better equip-

ent for its prosecution,m
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Recognition of personality.Buildings, equipment, and salaries
are not made the sole standards of school excellence, however. To a
remarkable degree Denmark recognizes the personality and indi-
viduality of the teacher. Material excellence is highly prized, to be
sure, but many men and women are performing the truest educa-
tional service in. buildings and for a salary which, to an American
at least, are humble, indeed.

Non mita, aed multum." What's worth doing is worth 'doing
well" is a characteristic watchword of Danish education. With this
idea to' guide them, the ambition of the schools seems not to be to

'cover much ground, but to do very thoroughly whatever is attempted..
This is particularly evident in the subject of reading in the elemen-
tary schools, where one book suffices to fill the place that requires
four, five, or even more in some of our American city'schools. Many
modern subjects may have waited a long time for admission to the
curriculum, but once there they are handled with characteristic seri-
ousness. Something of richness in the curriculum has undoubtedly
been sacrificed by adhering to this principle, but there is compensa-
tion an the-resulting thoroughness which gives_the child certain
helpful confidence in self.

Trend of Scandinavian educationDemocracy.There is a notice-
able democratic trend in Danish education. 'The change which was
brought about by the law of 1903, whereby secondary education was
superimposed upon a substructure of elementary education instead
of running parallel with it, was prompted by a spirit of democracy.
As a result of this law, public-school systems have invaded the field
of secondary education. Municipal middle schools have been estab-
lished in large numbers to replace the more or less exclusive private
schools formerly so largely in vogue. Some municipalities have even
established complete Gymnasia. To these municipal secondary
schools, pupils pass naturally from the fifth grade of the public ele-
mentary schools.

It is interesting in this connection to note that a similar democratic
tendency found expression in the law of 1904 reorganizing secondary
education in Sweden. A formerly existing parallelism there was
officially displaced by superimposing secondary education on the
third grade of the elementary schools. In Norway, by the law of
1896, there was adopted, as subsequently in Denmark, the plan of
making the five lower grades common to both elementary and sec-
ondary education and providing for a middle school cf four years.
Norway, however, promises to go still further and make the entire
elementary school course of seven grades common to all pupils, with
a subsequent middle-school course of only two years. A plan em-
bodying this principle has been up for consideration, whereby pupils
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who expect to go to middle school after completing the elementary
school may elect foreign languages and some other middle-school
subjects in the last two years of the elementary-school course. The
idea is frankly advocated as a copy of the American system of ele-
mentary education common to all.

In both Sweden and Norway pupils who halve completed the
elementary schoolk,awd- who did not have opportunity or inclination
to enter a secondary school at an earlier age, may enter and com-
plete a modified middle-school course in three- years. Thus, in all
these countries the door to secondary education is being opened more
and more widely to the plain people who send their children to the
public schools.

Modernism.Mention has previously been made of the gains
made in recent years by the modern subjects in Denmark. A student
may now complete a gymnasium and enter the university without
having studied either Greek or Latin, but he must have studied three
modern languages and a certain amount of science. In Sweden the
situation is about the same. But Norway has been very radical in
this particular. She has eliminated Greek altogether from secondinly
schools, no opportunity to study the language being afforded except
at the university or by private arrangements Latin has fared nearly
as badly. ,there being allotted to it only two years of elective study

in the. upper classes of the gymnasium. Naturally, the old school of
educators is dissatisfied with the arrangement, and the loud protests
heard may result in a modification Of some of the extreme features
of the present system.

General progressireness.A general advance in educational prog-
ress characterizes the Scandinavian countries. Thecretical and prac-
tical training of secondary teachers, along the same lines as in
Germany, have recently been made prerequisites for permanent
appointment to secondary schools in all three countries. Continua-
tion schools of the Kerschensteiner type at Munich have been begun
in a small way in Sweden, and are being advocated in Denmark and.
Norway. Vocational schools of all types are being perfected in all
the countries, and the idea is gaining ground that a child has not
completed his schooling before he has at least made a fair beginning
in learning a trade or profession whereby he may earn his living.

Lessons from people's high schools Curriculum. The ,unique
feature of Danish education, the people's high school, would seem to
have a contribution to make to education in general. In the arrange-
ment of the curriculum the schools have not hesitated to break loose
from traditional usage. As previously pointed out, the educational
material available for school use has been checked over very care-
fully, and vast quantities of obsolete or unsuitable material that
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have fastened themselves upon the curriculum of tl..e ordinary school
have been pared away and discarded. The principles which deter-
mine the curriculum in a people's high school are, of course, not the
same as those which operate in other types of schools, but the spirit
and the tendency of making the curriculum conform is the lesson
which these schools would teach.

Method.In point of method the success attained by the people's
high-school teachers in presenting ideas is suggestive not only for
teachers, but also for all persons who are engaged in conveying ideas
through public address. An attempt has been made to give some
idea of the method in the chapter dealing with that subject. Briefly,
it consists of such wide reading and a mastery of the subject so
thorough as to make the teacher not only independent of a textbook,
but actually able to live his -theme with his pupils. Having gained
such mastery, it remains to select the vital and climatic and present
it with detail sufficient to make the presentation vivid, and in ich
lucid and simple language as to be easily understood by all. he
desirability of mastery in this kind of teaching will be granted, even
though its attainment is admittedly not easy. Th4 success of even
the average people's high-school teacher would indicate, however,
that it is attainable by a far greater number of teachers than do
possess it.

Peraonality..Success with this method is undoubtedly bound up
with personality. We have previously made reference to the Danish
reSpect'for this quality in teachers, and nowhere is this more true
than in the people's high school. In fact, the personality and indi-
vidzality of the teachers may be said to be the core of the schools.
The teachers are so tremendously in earnest and enter with such
zest into their teaching that impression and conviction are bound to
follow. The writer has had the privilege of hearing some public
speakers of renown, but he must confess that, when preparing a
subject for public presentation, there frequently emerges into the
forefront of his consciousness the image of a certain people's high-
school principal standing before 150 farmer boys. It was at 5
o'clock in the afternoon, "between the dusk and the daylight." He
had himself chosen the hour. His theme was a Danish poet previ-
ously known to the writer only by name. With eye -meeting eye in
tense attention and sympathetic understanding, the teacher lived the
beautiful life of that poet over again with those farmer boys. He
dwelt on the significant moments in the poet's life, the moments of
decision, of disappointinent, and of triumph. Reciting poem after
poem from ,memory, he pictured the ardor of the poet's desire to
reach the Warts of his countrymen and draw them up to higher
things. Virtually the poet himself was reincarnated irito living
form, and it is superfluous to add that the message went home.
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Adaptability in the United States. Is the idea of the Danish peo-
ple's high school adapted to American conditions? This is a ques-
tion frequently asked. It can be answered only by pointing to factors
that are favorable as well as those that are unfavorable, and by.
indicating what adjustments must be made, in order to present at
least an opportunity for success, and what plan is most likely to fit
conditions in the United States.

Struggle for existence not eo keen.Some conditions in America
are without doubt unfavorable to the reception of the people's high-
school idea. The struggle for existence has perhaps not become so
keen in the United States as in Denmark and other European coun-
tries. Americans do not appreciate so well the supreme need of
intelligence in meeting the situations which life presents. The
Daties have learned that only the intelligentcan hope to succeed.
The ignorant will be driven to the wall, in agricultural as well as
other lines of work. Hence the people eagerly seize upon educa-
tional agencies as means to make them more efficient breadwinner&
Such keen appreciation of the necessity of education for the farmer
buy is perhaps not current in this country.

In the United - States, with its hitherto wide expanse of unoccupied
territory, the farmer boy, rather than develop himself and his home
flirm intensively, has gone West, where a livelihood and even wealth
might be had with but a small capital of money and intelligence..
Clearly, however, such conditions can not long obtain. Intensive
effort must'be the method in the future, and Americans are begin-
ning to appreciate the fact that successful.intensive effort Can not be
made. without education of the farmer boy.

Change of occupation. Another factor militating against success
for the people's high school in this country is the unsettled state of
the farmer boy's mind. He is by no means sure, at th.e age of 18,
that he will always be a farmer. With American traditions of the
possibility of rising from the lowest to the highest position in busi-
ness, poliCes, or other forms of activity, the farmer boy dreams of
conquests in other lines than agriculture. Toiling hard from morn-
ing to night. he is tempted to look with longing at the supposed
easy life of the city man, who may wear good clothes and has no
chores to do in the evening. If he goes away to school ih a young
age, he enters the high school or academy with the intention of pre-
paring for college or some vocation other than farming. If he does
not go until 18 or later, he generally, attends the business college. to
equip himself for a clerical position off the farm. It does not occur
to him or'to his parents or friends to go away to school with the in-
tention of returning to the farm. Why go away to school at all, if
he can not improve his situation? This generally means getting

8844*-15-11

_ \
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into some other vocation than farming. To a population controlled 41
by such ideas and ideals the people's high school does not look par-
ticularly attractive. But in this respect, too, the United States is
progressing. The life of the farmer is becoming more attractive
every day, and is growing in dignity. The back-to-the-farm move-
met4, rural-life commissions, the telephone, daily delivery of mail,
good roads, rapid transit., and the high price of agricultural produce
are making the farmer's life More and.more worth while. Not only
is this change welcomed by the sociologist who loves his country, but
it is recognized as a compelling necessity in order that the backbone
of the Nation----the rural populationmay be made strong to resist
the growing attractions and injurious influent of city life. An es-
sential element in this new rural development is proper educational
facilities. Thus by the growing pressure of the struggle for exis-
tence, the increasing attractiveness of farm life and the need of
strengthening its hold upon the people, the United States is being
driven to seek out new lines of educational supply for the rural
population.

The people's high-school idea.To the solution of this educational
problem the Dates contribute their people's high-school idea. But
here it must be borne in mind that the Danish people's high school
is a school of general culture, not a vocational schtiol. The Danes be-
lieve that broad culture provides the best equipment for the young
farmer. &They do not underrate specialized skill. That is highly
valuable and necessary in addition to broad intelligence and sym-
pathy, and they provide for it in their agricultural schools. But if
only the one side 'can be had in school, they chaise the broad train-1
ing, and trust that actual work will develop the requisite skill.

American ideas of education fOr the farmer boy and girl are, per-
haps, not so liberal. There has been much haranguing at the futility
of the liberal education of our high, schools as a training for t
people who work with their hands, and perhaps the curriculum
and spirit o2 the average school merit the censure they have re-
ceived. The pendulum appears to have swung to the Other extreme,
however, where worship is accorded the golden calf of practical edu-
cation. Shrines to this god are springing up on every hand and the
chant rings out: Let us teach our boys how to plow the land, rotate
the crops, feed the cow, and breed the hog. This may be all very
well, but the Danes tell us it is all wrong if this great truth is over-
lookedthat the farmer is first, of all a man, a spiritual being of
,divine destiny, with capacity for wide human interests, capable of
enjoying the beautiful in art and literature, and with a heart that
may throb, with the love of home and country. Efforts at making
a good farmer will fail fundamentally so long as there is not de-
veloped the personality of the man.
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In their opposition to academic education, the Danes have been

more moderate than the people of the United States. With vision
and sympathy they have built up their system of people's high
schools, giving a culture that is suitable for the_plain people, and onthis foundation they are building their vocational training. Until
this principle is recognized, that the man is above the farmer and
that thought must precede skill, the atmosphere can not be favor-
able to the reception of the central idea of the Danish people's high
school. There is at least some evidence that in America, too, the
pendulum is about to swing back to this happy mean. If such be the
course of development, the usefulness of the people's high-school
idea would not seem to be precluded from the American system of
rural education.

Necessary adjustments. In order to make it possible for the pea.
pie's high schools to thrive on American soil, they must be acclima-
tized. This is a double process. In the first place, the Ameiiican
people, and especially teachers, must be familiarized with the genius
of the people's high schools. They must learn to know what the
schools are, what is their aim, their spirit, their content, and their
method. On the other hand, the schools must be adapted to the
genius of the American people. They can not simply be trans-
planted to our soil. If they are to thrive, they must undergo certain
modifications and changes.

A tentative plan.It ivoifid seem, in the first place, that existing
higher schools for general culture, which are located in agricultural
communities, might advan- tageously arrange short courses of a peo-
ple's high-school nature for adult rural young people. In connection
with such an idea, several considerations must be kept in mind.
The courses must be short and given at such times of the year as
make it possible for the young people to attend. Thus courses for
young men Would have to be conducted in the winter time, when
their services are not in such large demand on the farms. For girls'
courses, it would seem that the many empty school buildings might
be utilized during the long summer vacations current in this country.
It does seem regrettable that buildings in which such large capital
has been invested should stand idle for a fourth of the year. 'Such
lack of use of a factory plant would be condemned by even a tyro in
economics.

. .. Furthermore, the courses must constitute a whole in themselves,
not be mere fragments of a high school or academy course. Theircontent too must be selected with particular reference to the needsof rural young people who expect to return to the farm when the
course is completed. There are schools enough which tend to take

young people od the farms; a people's high-school course should
the
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encourage to stay on the farm, and the instruction should be planned
accordingly. Finally, the courses must be made available for so
small angoutlay by the stddents or with such financial assistance in
ih:e2form of scholarships that no worthy applicant would be barred

lack of funds.
A public school.The last consideration, particularly, leads to the

conviction that successful people's high schools in this country would
have to be supported by public funds. But few private schools are
so strong financially as to be able to offer courses at such low rates
as to place them within the reach of rural young people of limited
means. And since in this country cooperation between private and
public enterprise in education is virtually impossible, the only re-
course would seem to be to public support. The most natural gov-
ernmental unit to assume the establishment and maintenance of a
rural people's high school would seem to be the county. This unit
would bring to the support of the schools the efforts not only of the
strictly rural sections, but also of the villages and cities, which, in
an agricultural section, are so largely dependent for prosperity upon
the welfare of the surrounding rural districts` To equalize the
burden of. support and make available State schobl funds, the prin-
ciple of granting State aid ought properly to be called into play.
And if the Federal Government could see its way clear to contribute
something to the support of such a system of people's schools, the
burdep of support would seem not insurmountable. No worthy
person need then be barred from attendance for financial reasons.

Organization.The experience of successful people's high schools
in Denmark and elsewhere would suggest a location in the open
country, a mile, or two from village or city. Such a location would
remove the students from the immediate influence of city tempta-
tions and allurements, and still would leave them within reach of
the local churches and exceptional cultural /opportunities that the
city might from time to time offer. Land should be available suffix
cient for experimental purposes. The boarding feature would seem

'essential, both by reason of the location of the schools, away from
centers of population, and in order to make thetn attractive to the
young people.

As previously emphasized, courses must be short. The best time
fpr boys would clearly be in winter. For girls the season of the year
'mould seem less significant, but the proper utilization of the plant
vtiedld require their attendance during the summer. The writer sees
tie valid reason, however, for having the girls' courses shorter than
those for boys. If boys should attend five months, from November
to March inclusive, and girls five months, in summer, there would be
a month available, in the spring and fall for an overhauling of the
plant.
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A satisfactory program would seem to require two terms, the
first year's course being for general cultural purposes, and the second
for vocational training, agriculture fog bpys, housekeeping and do-
mestic science for girls. The age limit for entrance should be set
so high-17 or 18as to admit only those young people who are
mature enough to profit:Ely the instruction and who have virtually
decided upon agriculture as their vocation. .

Curricula.The above chaPacterization of courses roughly indi-
cates their content. There would seem to be a place in the life of
rural young people for a cultural course which may open to them the
treasures of cur inspiring history, literature, and song; acquaint
them with the lives and thoughts of men and women who have
shaped the course of events; reveal to theni the elementary prin-
ciples of the physical and biological' sciences in order to make their
environment intelligible; introduce them to some of those social,
economic, and civic problems which their station in life will confront
them with; and la them return to the farm with enlarged vision
of duties and opportunities and a new estimate of life's values.

To outline even in the rough the curricula for the vocational
courses seems unnecessary. The names suggest withi;sufficient clear-
ness the principal subject matter. Let it be said, however, that ac-
cording to Danish experience a certain amount of cultural work
fits in very well even in a vocational course.

Methods.It would seem that the contribution of the Danish
people's high schools in point of method ought to be utilized in any
scheme of people's schools. The wonderful success attending the
informal lecture method, whereby personality is given full play,
suggests its use in as large a measure as practicable. The antipathy
to the use of textbooks displayed by certain people's high-school
men must, however, be guarded against. The Swedish schools sug-
gest that considerable work by the students themselves' is accom-
panied by beneficent results.

Care should be taken to avoid the idea that such a rural people's
high school is preparatory to some other school or some other vo-
cation than agriculture. It should be regarded as a finishing school
for the rank and file of the farming population. The granting of
diplomas admitting to other schools or vocations should therefore
be avoided. Certificates of attendance, industry, and character
should suffice for all exigencies, that might arise in the subsequent
career of a student. The door to advancement in any line of activity,
and further educational facilities should not be closed to A. young
person who has passed thrpugh such a people's high school. Ex-
ceptional young people should be afforded exceptional opportuni-

''' ties. But exceptional individuals should not estifblish the normal
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0011111e of- procedure. 'Experience shows that the genius 'generally
discovers himself and finds a way of his own. The chief concern
of the average school must be for the average student.

Place in the educational tyttetn.The question arises, How will
such a school fit into the American scheme of education? Is there
a place for it? Is not the field covered by existing schools or schools
in the process of building 4 As far as cultural education for the
rural population is concerned, there seem to be very few schools that
are not mapped out along the lines of the traditional high school or
academy course. And these courses have been cordially condemned,
both because of their unsuitable curricula and because of their tend-
ency to dravi the young people's interests away from the farm.
Efforts are being made to remedy the situation by adding agricul-
tural subjects and other features, but there still remains the objec-
tion of the long terms and the many years which virtually exclude the
mass of the rural young people. Only an exceptionally favored child
here and there can take advantage of such four-year courses of nine
months each year. And anything but a complete course of such a
character is but a fragment.

For vocational education, State and county agricultural colleges
are subject to the same objection of the length of time involved in
completing a course. These schools have undoub ly filled a va-
cancy in the school system, and will continue to h ld a place of in-
creasing significance, but clearly the masses of ral young people
will remain untouched by them in their present form. When one
considers that the Danish people's high schOol and agricultural
schools gather within their folds frcm 25 to 83 o every 100 of the
rural population, it is evident that by comparison resent facilities
in the United States for rural education are not generous. There
would seem to be a place in the scheme of rural schools for an institu-
tion that may take the adult young people who have decided to stay
on the farm, for such a period of the year as they can get away from
their work, and give them, at 'a minimum of expense, a reasonably,
complete course in general culture and in the most necessary fechni-
cal phases of their vocation.

A training echool for teewthera.A highly desirable feature of any
system of people's high schools would be a training school where
teachers might be equipped for service in the schools. Such school,
receiving candidates of a broad general training, should endeavor
particularly to impart a knowledge of; the history and principles of
popular' enlightenment; the unique aims and spirit of the people's
high school, and the means and methods by which it is sought to
attain the ends in, view. It should also afford training in the actual
conduct of people's high-school.work.
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Conclusion. Whatever the difficulties attendant upon the estab:
lishment and operation of a system of people's high schools; whatever
the necessary variations and adjustments in their organization, ad-
ministration, content, or method, it would seem that the central ides
of the people's high-school movementthe raising of the entire cul-
tural level of the plain peopleis good for any country. Judging
by the service which they have performed for Denmark and other
countries in the direction of cultural, economic, civic, social, and re-

- ligious advancement, it would seem that these people's schools have
an especially significant contribution to make to a nation living un-
der a government of, by, and for the people.

:.



APPENDIX

STATISTICAL TABLES.
TABLE 28.-dverage number of students in people's high schools and agricultural

schools each year from 1844 to 1911.'

People's high schools. Agricultural schools.
Ratio of

Ratio of girls la
&grind PYea gl'

Grand ral stu-rs.
schools tototal. dents to totaLlaBoys. Girls. Total. Boys. Girl!. Total. madtta kV'o

a0boolik

Per call. Pa eat.1844-45 to 1845-48 34 6 40 36 36 76 47 161846-47 to 1850-61 20 14 34 42 2 44 78 66 411851-52 to 1855-56 29 164 61 4 26 181858-57 to 1860-81 209 35 214 75 1 76 320 24 141861 -62 to 1866 -66 331 65 396 89 2 91 187 19 161166-67 to 1870 -71 1,320 371 1,891 186 7 193 1,884 - 10 221871-72 to 1876-76 2,060 1,038 3,098 153 2 155 3,253 5 841876-77 60 1880-81 2,182 1,242 3,424 349 12 361 3,785 10 861681-82 to 1885-86 2,151 1,424 3,676 143 18 161 4,036 11 101866-87 to 1890-91 2,180 1,587 3,767 418 82 900 4,267 12 121691-92 to 189546 2,626 2,189 1,915 516 43 669 5,371 10 43189607 to 1900-1901 2,732 2,612 6,314 849 6 855 8,199 14 191901-2 to 1905-6 3,249 3,033 6,282 1,063 13 1,126 7,408 15 181906-7 to 1910-11 3,355 3,153 6,538 1,175 156 1,331 7,869 17 48Single year, 1910-11 3,603 3,104 6,707 1,361 189 1,650 6,257 19 46

Total.

Dantnarks Statls 1k, Folkeholskoler og Landbrugsakoler, 1906-1911, p. 11.

TABLE 29.-Bocial station of students' parents.'

Large Small Laborers. Artisans. libc411frbrmers. farmers.
nexus. .

Boys In-
Per cent. Per ant. Per COO. Per Ceti. Per Mb.People's high schools.. 3,803 56 22 3 11 9Agricultural schools 1,361 60 16 2 . 6 170 iris in--

'People's high schools 3,104 50 21 8 10 16Agricultural schools 189 42 24 8 13 18Boys and gills In-
People ,high schools 6,707 53 21 3, 11 12Agricultural schooth 1,560 58 17 8 6 16Boys in people's high schools and agri-

cultural schoob 1,964 57 20 3 9 11Girls In le's high schools and agri-
cultural 3,293 4 19 21 2 11 17Students In all schools 8,257 64 20 8 10 LI

1 Op. olt., p. 16.
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TAMS 80.-,1)ccupation of students holding scholarship', 1910-11.1

THE portal:I PEOPLE PEI HIGH SCHOOL.

Students. Living
at ho home.

servant,. Artisans. cupetions

Total:
Boys
Girls

Pel3le's high schools:

Olrog
Agricultaual schools:

(WU

Per cent.
4
9

3
9

8
13

per cent.
67
52

64
82

78
82

Per cent
23

29

4

Per cent.
6
9

4

4

10
5

Op. rit, p. 30.

TABLE 31.Age of students, 1910711.°

. Total. Below 16
years.

16 to 18
years.

18 to 2.5
years.

A bove25
years.

- .

Students in all schools
.Boys in ,

high schools.,
A turd schools

Girb
People's high schools
AvIturW schools

Boys and girls in
Peoreltile's high schools
A Ura schools

Boys people's high schools and agricultural schools
Weis In people's Wet schools and ogrlcultural

Students in all schools

8,257 43 515 6,511 1,158

"`
3,606
1,361

3,101
189

6,707
1,550
4,964

293

Per cent
1

1

1

rer cent.
7
1

8
4

7
2
5
8

Per cent.
In
66

4
- 74

n
67
77
92

Per rent.
II
33

9
22

10
31
17

8,257 1 6 79
0

14

Op. cit., pp. 14 C.

Taws 32. Teachers in venni, 's high schools and agricultural schools, distrib-
uted according to number of hours of instruction per week, 1910-11.1

1. PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOLS.

Hours of instrurUon per week.
Npoortukire- Total.

1 to 6 7 to 12 13 to 18 19 to 24 25 to 30 31 to 36 3

Principals:
11sn 3 18 31 19 3 1 1 1 70
Women 1 4 1

Wive of principals 6 7 1 10 1

PsrassasoUy appointed: I
Was 16 45 90 53 15 6 1 4 229
Women 22 24 24 14 1 1 2 88

By ths hour i
Mao -107 8 6 2 3 120
Woman 19 18 9 3 1 60

Total:
Mw 126 71 127 74 18 6 2 7 431

Woman 48 53 34 .17 1 1 4 168

Grand total.... 174 124 161 91 19 6 3 11 689

10p. cit, p. 86.
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TABLE 32.--Teaokers in people's high schools and agritnaturai schooli, eto.Con.
IL AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS.

Hours of instruction per week.
Not re-
ported. Total.

1 to 6 7 to 12 13 to 18 19 to 24 25 to 30 31 to 36 37

Principals, men 12 3 4 19W ices of principals 1 1 2Permanently appointed:
Men 6 77 21

1 66Women 2 2 I 5 3 1 13By the hour:
Men 50 3 1 r 61Women 5 1 1 1 8

Total:
-Men 56 42 8 . 14.8Women 8 2 2 6 3 1 23

Grand total 64 44 27 14 9 168

TABLE 33, Age of leachers.'

19 33-21 25-29 33-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-50 60-64 6.5-69 70 ot re-Nport
ed . Total

People's high
schools:

Men
Women

Total

Agricultural
schools:

Men..
Women

Total

0
1

39
36

88
39

70
18

44
11

49
12

31
7

2p
7

19
1

12
6

10
2

8
1

32
11

431
158

1 75 127 88 58 61 38 36 23 18 12 9 16 me

0
0

8
3

76
6

2S
6

20
2

16
1

/6'
1

12
1

6
0

5
0

1

0
1

0
15
4

145
28

0 11
.....___

32 30 22 17 11 13 6 6 1 1 19 168

Op. tit p. 39.

TAatz 34.Education of teachers.'

I. PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOLS.

°redo-
eto.: of
gym-
nasia.

University
trained.

Grad"-atm of
normal
schools,

Oradu-
ates of
a I-ricuoralcollege.

Tufted
in

people's
highwhom.

()ther-
wise

trained
Total.Oradu-

ates in
theol-
ogy.

Other
univer-

fifty
degrees.

Principals:
Men
Women

Wives of principals
Permanently appointed:

Men
Women

By the hour.
Men
Women

Total t

3

.

3

, 2
1

16

26

- 31

1

8

7

30
2

62
8

20

2

20

14

17
3
7

72
44

13

7
1
7

39
36

30
3 5

76
6

14

229
88

126
80

9 73 16 127 45 164 155 580

10p. cit., p. 38.
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TABUS Bt.Education of teachersContinued.
IL AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS.

University
trained.

Gratin °redo_ Gran-
ates of

Trained
in Other&tee ol aces of e's wise Total.gym- Gradu- Other normal end a trained.

\
nada its In

Iliad-
Oa.

°slyer-
Jiffy

degrees.

schools. __wuage. school.

Principals, men 1 15 2 1 19
Wives of principals 2 2
Permanently appointed:

Mee 1 1 4 48 6 a 65
Women 11 2 13

By the hour
Men 1 2 3

.
6 16 4 99 61

Women 6 3 8

Total I 3 4 II 79 30 40 168

TABLE 35.Variations ins emphasis in people's high-school curricula.

(Table shows the distribution of 66 pure people's high schools on basis of number of hours of instruction
devoted to each subject In a Ave months' course, 1910-11.1j

Aver-Ws
num her
hours
n tot

months'
COUrge

Danish 162
Penmanship

ALiterary readings
History 201
Geography 46
Physics 38
Zoology and botany 11
Chemistry , 13
Hygiene 18
Arithmetic , 96
Drawing 48
Shsging 20
Gymnastics 103
BuvYMIC so
Agriculture 59
Civics 15
Other subjects 22

Number of schools.

1

a

5
5 6

2 1 5 5

5

0

.
21
3....

.38
33
9

23

26
7

23
41

6

10
19
21
48

17

21
17
31

7

39
13

36

8
10
10

1

21
19

14
11
11
6

3
10
1

23
16
2
a
1
6

24
4
7
2
3
2
2

.
2

17. .
6
3
1
1

14
9..
9
3
7
1

1

9

3

16

a
a

-

1
43

1
7

1

27

14

2

a

C

14

18

2

a

6

16

2

X

2

3

1

.11

3

z

4

68
6$
68

68

6$
68
68
68
68
as
as
191

68

'Op. cit., p.

TABU 86.'Exceaa of exports over imports of Danish butter--Average per year.

Years. Amount. Value. Years. Amount. Value.

Peewit. %toner. Pound. s . kroner.
1800 1,070,000 397,000 870-1874 17,057, 000 17, 60, 000
1620 3,584,111 1,111,000 875-1879 21,379, 000 21, 700,000
1030-1684 2,733,000 1,014, 000 880-1884 23, 223,oce 22,200, 000

1835-1339 3, 763, 000 1, 396, 000 885-1880 39, 862,000 35,200,
1810-1844 3,212,000 1,400,000 890-1894 72,136,000 67,300, 000
1855-1809 8, 786, OCO 7,400, 000 895-1800 911 700,000 92, 200,000

'This and the following tabies are from a centennial publicatiori, lautiof over den Lonlbokinortake
II41111Ing, published in connection with agricultural expositions In Odense In 1900, pp. 27 ff. This publi-

oetIon has, of course, not been oontbuted, sad snotty oomperst.44 statistics for later years are difficult to
obtain.
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TABLE 87.Bzoess of airports over imports of Danish pork and Deans Average
per year.

Years. Amount. Value. Years. Am *int. Value.

171:3-1771
1871-1825
lets lire
1870-1874
1875-197V

Poeeds.
9,000

15,760
36,530

110,970
185,470

Kroner.
8e,000

168,000
1,500,000

10,200,000
15,200,000

1880 -1084
1885-1892
1890-1894
1895-1899

Pounds.
274,960
13o,570
193,290
33,740

Prater.
22, 400,000
8,200,000

10,000,000
3,000,000

TABLE 38.Excess of exports over imports of Danish eggs.4verage per year.

Year.. Quantltyi Value. Years. \ Quantity. Value

Afillioas. rrenee. Alii/iolu. Kroner.1805 18e9 0,6 24,000 1196-1889 96.3 4,183,0001470-1474 11.0 479.000 11190.1804 ., 127.6 6,573,0001875-1879 24.8 1, 21 n. 000 1895-1899 207.6 11,220,00012940-1884 47.6 , 9,241,000

TABLE and value of potato cropAverage per year.

Years. Amount. Value. Years. Amount. Value.

Barrel.. ironer. Barrett. Kroner.1E17 1,600,001 18115 -18144 3,937,002 13,324,020187.5- 1878... 2,585,000 13,283,000 1895-1896 5,009, WO 16,646,009

TABLE 40.Roots other than potatoesAverage per year.

Year,. Amount. Value. Year- Amount. Value.

Barrel.. Kroner. Barrels. Kroner.1875-1878 3,666.000 6,0713,000 1895-1826 36,570,000 36,892.0001885-1888 17,641,000 16,894, 000

TABLE 41.Total excess of exports ove imports ofthe chief agricultural prod-
ucts in Denmark Average per year.

- Years. Value. Yearn. e Value.

Ironer. , Krona.1763-1771 . 4,320,000 1880 -1884 90, 30,0001820 7, 62), 000 185-1e:99 192,270,030186S-1869 61,730,M
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Tnonwron, J. S. Recent educational progress In Denmark. In Great Britain.
Board of Education, Special reports on educational subjects. London, 1897.
Vol. 1,p. 687 -614.

Schools, public and private, in The at of Europe. In Great Britain.
Board of Education. Special reports g Witleational subjects. London,
1907. Vol. 17. 7 -188 p.

Best eagle reference,

U'
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STATES. BtrazAII or EBUIDATION. Circular of Information, 1877, ho. 2,
p. 36-46. Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1889-4)0. VoL 1, p.
519-648. 1896-97. Vol. 1, p. 71-101. Information in former reports, p. 72.
Historical data; chronological survey, p. 99-101.

Vrsratnr, ALYOUST. Vore Nitres Fremtld. Velledning til Uddannelee of unge
Plger til Beskieftlgelse I Hjemmet og Selverhverv. Copenhagen, 1894. 96 p.

A treatise on existing educational opportunities for Danish girls.

WICTIIER. ERNST. Was lehren einem Schulmanne Dili:munch and Schweden7
Schildei:ung elner Studienreise unter besonderer Berticksichtigung der tech -
ni8chen UnterrIchtsflicher. Breslau, 1912. 116 p.

HISTORICAL WORKS. 4

SAWN°, E. Plan for en Realskole for yore Dare. Copenhagen, 1787. 29 p.
Curriculum, p. 10-18.

livaTRBERs, N. Opdragelsena og Skolens ilistorie. Christiania, 1910. 156 p.
A brief history of education, with special reference to Norway and Denmark.

Kocn, L. Den daneke I,andsbyskoles Historle til 1848. Copenhagen, .1882.
115 p.

KRONEN, K. Om Maal og Midler fr den hlijere Skoleundervianitig. Copen-
hagen, 1886. 329 p.

Aims, content, and methods of secondary education, treated historically.

LAGrisTrisr, N. G. W. Svenska UppfostrIngsviesendets 'Bator's; kort Ofveralkt
1909. 70 p.

A brief account of Old Norse education, p. 6-7.

LARSEN, JOAK11d. Bidrag til den (taillike Folkeskoles Ilistorie 1784-1818. Copen-
hagen, 1K13. 322 p.

Based largely on primary sources, from which are copious citations.

Bidrag ill den danake FolkeskOles Historie 1818-1898. Copenhagen,
1899.k 524 p.

Extensive treatment of reform movements culminating in law of 18119.- Bidrag til Kiibenhavns offentlige Skolevresens Historie. Copenhagen,
1881. 214 p.

NYERUP, R. Udkatit til eu Illstorie oro de latinske Skoler 1 Danmark og Norge.
Copenhagen, 1804. 307 p.

Contains an Interesting time-table covering fifteen years, prepared It1804 by pro-
fessors of unhersity, by order of the King. The course consists mostly of
Latin grammar and ela.sics. Greet is begun in the eleventh year.

OrroagN, K. Vor Folkeskoles Oprindelse og tidvlkling. Ef Folkeskrift. Aarhus,
1901. 182 p.

A good account of the history of elementary education.

PALLIDAN, Dr. J. Det htilere Skoleviesen f)anmark, Norge og Sverge, Copen-
hagen, 1885: 809 p.

An historic presentation for each cotutry, with special attention to the nineteenth
century., Also a comparison of existing conditions (1885).

TuoKAIIBEN, Fs. Dansk 18)colemuseum, gennem 25 Aar. 1887-1912. 1A1g1vet
av Bestyrelsen. Copenhagen. 1912. 60 p.

Traces growth of movenseat for betterment of school equipment.



Wont, J. Pbratig tel en 8kolehtsbarle Reforrikation.
akabe SkrIfter, v. RI. 1777. pp. 345-898. "

An interesting account of edutstion In Denmark before the Reformation. Bur
prisingly modern In Its treatment of educational source material.

VIdenakabernea Ele1.1
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Zama, N. Om den kvIndelige Uddannelae her 1 LandeL Copenhagen, 1883.

. ELEMENTARY EDUCATION.

Base, Nips. Nye Former for Formettelsesundervisningen. [Pamphlet.)
A discussion of vocational schools continuing the work of elementary edueatt4n

Barrorre, SOPHUS. Undervisningsplan for Kobenhavna Kommuneakoler of 44Ie
December, 1907. Copenhagen, 1997. 38 p.

BERTRIT, W. Tie., and Poutsear Cam.. Danmarks Folkeskole, 1910. Ildirhet
mod understOttelae av Minlaterlet for Kirke- og UndervisningsvIrsenet, at
Danmarks Lmrerforenlug. Odense, 1911.

Contains a directory of elementary school teachers.

Beretning om Det Klibentuivaske Borger. og Almueskolertesens Ti !stand for
Aaret 1910. 156 p.

Annual publication.

Betsenkning angaaende Folkeskolens Tilayn m. m. ay den of MItilsteriet for
Kirke- og tindervianingsvieeenet under llte. December. 1909, nedsatte Now
mission. Copenhagen, 1911. 108 p.

An extended discussion of present status of elementary school supervision In Den
mark and suggested reforms.

Brraca, Mors. Demoralisation 1 Kl5benhavne Kommuneakoler. [Pamphlet.)
Copenhagen, 1912.

A criticism of the rules governing discipline In the public schools of Copenhagen,
Danmarks Statlatik. Folkeskoleviesenet m m. udenfor Kobenhavn 1 Aaret 11100.

Udgivet at Statens statiatiake Bureau. Copenhagen, 1911.
°mew State report on elementary schools. Published annually,

KNUDSEN, K. A. Beretning om Statens Kursus I llynnwistik og om Grimes-
tlkens Tilatand 1 de &Intim. Skoler I 1910. Copenhagen, 1911. 20 p.

LEHMANN, HENRIK. Ilaandbog 1 Lorgivningen om den danake Folkeskole
Systemattak Frematill114. Copenhagen, 1900. 458 p.

An excellent presentation of the legal status of elementary education inDentnark

MIniateriet for Kirke- og Undervisningsvaceenet. Cirkulter of (Ste April, 1900
Copenhagen.

Contains directions relating to instructions in the elementary school subjects.

Otani, Hasa. Beretning om Staten LmrerhdJskole 1 Skolenaret 1909 -1910.
Copenhagen, 1910. 75 p.

Published annually.

Danmarlui LaererhiSjskole 1856-1906. Copenhagen, 1906.
An historical sketch of the State teachers' college.

81425DA0. Lov om forakeplge Forhold vedr8rende Folkeskolen, Amallenborg.
den 24de Marts, 1899.

The fundamental elementary school law In force at the present time
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SkemInarieloven of 80 Marta, 1894. med dert11 htirende ministerlelle bekendb

g5releer, cirkulterer og skrlvelser. Copenhagen, 1899.
Timm Assts. Fe. Skoleetuens Udatyr. Udgivet of Danak Skolemuseum.

Copenhagen. 1908. 10 p.

Suggestions as to suitable equipment of elementary schools.
Tillieg tit Skoleloven; Lov of 29de liarta, 1904, om forakellige forhold vedint-

eude Folkeakolen, udgivet pas foranittaitning of hfinisteriet, ved Henrik
Lehmann. Copenhagen, 1906.

SECONDARY EDUCATION.

Astmease, A. F. Meddeleer angaaende de hojere Almenskoler I Danmark for
akoleaaret 1999-1910. Copenhagen, 1911. 408 p.

Onctal State report on secondary echools, published annually. In addition to thiscollective report. nearly all secondary schools publish annually a form of reportwhieb afford considerable source of informatipu.
Bearon, A. Meddeleer augadende Borg Akademi for Aarene 18911-1908. Copen-hagen. 1909. 218 p.

MmtrittasitLsaists, M. Skal Privatakolen Leve? Copenhagen, 1912. tram-phlet.)
A contribution to current discussion of the future prospects of private secondaryschools, with particular reference to finances and administration.

Miuleteriet for Kirke- og Undervisningsviesenet, Anordning om og Bekenterelee
ouguaende PrO%en l'adagogik og Undervianingatierdighed for Lierere og
Ltcrerinder ved Statens hoJere Aluienakoler. Copenhagen. 1995.

Samling vedriirende det hojere Stroleviesen
' Copenhagen, 1899. 58 p.

ItitisuAo. lov out hiijere almenskoler m. m. Copenhagen, 1903.
This is the now famous secondary school law of 1903.

Tuoawrort. J. S. Cooperative schools. Educational times (London), Febru-
ary, 1902.

A discussion of the experiment in cooperative management of private 'secondary ,schools In Copenhagen
Tuxate, S. L. tiyumasleundervisningenErfaringer og Ingttagelser. [Pam-phlet.]

A discussion of the effect of recent changes and movements in secondary education.
WeareaoAnan, IIAaAt,o. Privatakolen og Forieldrene. Copenhagen. 1912. [Pam-phlet.)

A contribution to the current discussion relating to private secondary schools.

UNIVERSITY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Aarbog for Kjdbenhavns Universitet, Kommunitetet og dell polyteknlske Lere-anstalt, indeholdende Meddeleleer for det akademiske Aar 1906-1907.
Copenhagen, 1911. gyp. -335-32.

Forehesniriger og Oveleer ved KSbenhavna Universitet og Den polyteknlske.Ltereanstalt I FOraarsIlalvaaret 1912. Copenhagen, 1912.
Foss, ALszArinsa. Industrial Denmark. American-Scandinavian review, No-vember, 1913, p. 6-14.

A Study of the industrial rise of Denmark and the now demands roads on ode.cation.
Saiir

1.111



HANNOVIM, H. I. Veber die praktische ausbildung_ an der koeniglichen tech-

GUAT Barrats. aiaoa Orme. Report on commercial education. in Denmarkl
London. (Diplomatic and consular reports. Miscellaneous series, no. 495.)

nIschen hochschule In Kopenhagen. Internationaler Kongress ftir Hoehern
Techniachen Uuterrlcht. Brussel. 80 p.

1.4

De danake Handelsskoler. Fremstilling av deres indretning og virksomhed,
udarbeidet of undervispingsinspektoren for de stataunderstiittede handels-
skoler, I anledning of en fra udlandet forekommen forespilrgael. Copen-
hagen, 1906. 18 p.

Plan for de.Handelaskoler der steer under Tilsyn af PrOvinshandelsforening-
ernes Frellesudvaig for Skoleviesen, 1910. Kolding, 1910.

Basle,' ADOLPH. Den polytekniske Ltereanstalts fOrste Halvhundrede Aar 1829-
1879. Copenhagen, 1b79. 208 p.
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PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOLS. N,

In addition to the following references, scattered information regarding
people's high schools will be found in the general works dealing with education
in Denmark.

AUSTLID, ANDREAS. Eln Folkeherar (Kristen Kold). Copenhagen, 1911. 177 p.

Burma, Hours. Et Vindu 1 Vest. (Stertryk at" litijakolehladet" 1911.)
A plea for an open door in the people's high school for influences from England

and America.

Folkehojskolerne 1 Danmark, 1908. [Pamphlet ]

FolkehOjskolens Opgave. [Pamphlet.]
A consideration of some criticism directed against the work of peoples high

schools.

BRUHN, KairrroirrEa. Folkellge Orundtanker, Hamar, 1878. 896 p.
A series of essays dealing with fundamental principles in popular education, with

special reference to the work of people's high schools.

DANHAIS. STATENS STATISKE BUREAU. Daumnrks Ste tl stik. Da nrna rks
Folkehojskoler og Landbrugsskoler I 1006-41. Copenhagen, 1907.

Official State report on people's high schools and agricultural schools. Published
every dye years.

Det kongelige danake Landhusholdningsseiskab. Aarsberetning om dets Virk-
somhed 1 1910-1911. Copenhagen, 1911.

Hai amp Information of interest because of close relation between people's high
schools and agricultural practices.

Dirmono, T. S., comp. Report on the visit of the Essex farmers' party to Den-
mark, May and June, 1900. Chelmsford, Eng. (Out of print.)

bus, Meow= Fsesch). Notes on agricultural conditions In Denmark which
'served as a basis for n series of lectures delivered in the United Stiites,
1918. Washington, Government printing office, 1918. 84 p. (Senate' en-
went no. 992.)

A01113/11X14, MOirrss, Sandie med Sold. OhrlotianM, 1910.
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FAT, C. B. Cooperation at home and abroad. A deeeriptiOripand analysle.
New York and London, 1908. .408 p.

Numerous references to Denmark.

- The first people's high school in England.
This leaflet may be had from Mr: Francis Hodgson, 89 Tarringdon St., London. IL C.

Gisurarrvio, N. F. S. Academia I Soer. Copenhagen, 1838.
Den historiske H5jskole. Copenhagen, 1872.
Skolen for Livet Copenhagen, 1'888.

ILtoosan, H. RIDER. Rural Denmark and Its lessons. London, 1911. 835 P.
Devotes some attention to people's high schools and agricultural schools.

HANagn, FRITS. Om Folkeb8jskolen og Almendannelsen. Copenhagen, 1877.
nowise, A. H. Entwicklung der danischen Landwirtschaft. Berlin, 1900.

Die Danische Volkshochschule and Hire Bedantung >fir die Entwicklung
einer vlilkischen Kultur in Dinemark. 1909. Translates! !.1A- to Daniih by
A. Vedel. Copenhagen, 1910. 160 p. .

An excellent treatment of the educational philosophy and methods of the peopliea
high-school movement.

Hor.mirra5N, LEONARD. Afhandling ow Folkebojskolesagen. Nordlak Tldskrift
(1889.) '

IRELAND. DEPARTMENT or AGRICULTURE AND TECHNICAL INsTRI7CTION. Report
on cooperative agriculture and rural conditions in Denmark. Dublin, 1908.
148 p. (Miscellaneous series. Bulletin no. 7.)

This excellent report of a deputation shut to Denmark devotes much attention to
the work of the people's high school as related to the prosperity of the country.

l'ACona, PAUL. Foredrag, holdt paa den anden nordiske landbrugskongres I
Stockholm, 1897.

A discussion of method In teaching science and mathematics In people's highschools.

Katalog over den Landbohistoriske Udstilling under den 18 &make
Landmandsforsamling I Odense den 30, Juni 8, Jull, 1900. Odense, 1900.
183 p.

Tracts Statistically the growth of economic prosperity In Denmark.
LRatm, H. C. Landokonoinisk Aarbog for 1912. Copenhagen, 1912.

Statistical information.

Le monvement coopdratlf en Danemark Publie i l'occeosion du congas
international des associations agricolea et de ddmographle rattle. ()open-.
hagen and Bruxelles, 1910.

NORDAHL-PETERGEN, A. Danmarks Hbjakoler 1 Teket og Bllieder. Binge, 1908.
447 p.

NYot.,ARD, Fa. Kristen Bold, P'olkehojskolene Banepryder, 2 vols. Odense,
1895-96.

Mutate, Atrium. Hojskolen og Statistiken. H8j.koleblkdet, 24 Mel, 1912.
p. 729-786.

A contribution to a current dlectuelton regarding Mattis of people's high schools.

- The Danish popular highs school. A lecture delivered In Oxford, August,
1894. Oxford university extension gazette, Septeniber, 1894.

Also printed separately. Odense, 1007. 13 J
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Itosisnas, Danmark@ FolkehOjskoler og Landbrugsskoler, 1844 -1894. Med-
deleser fra St° !erne, ndgivne of ForenIngen for HOjskoler og Landbrugs-
akoler, i Anledning at Halvhtindredaars-Jublifeet, Odense, 1894. 177 p.

Contains statistical summary up to 1894.

Grun4tviga HOJakole, 1856-1906. Holding, 1906.
Rosszno, Mamas. Grturtvig und. die ditniahen Vollshochochulen. Plidago-

gisches Magazin. pt. 253. 'Langensalza, 1906. VI-124 p.
RisomAim, J. M. Agricultural co-operation in Denmark. A paper read before

the Fortnightly Club of Grand Forks, N. D. 6 p.
8aninsrn81[, ANNA. Grundtvig och den nordlake folkhOgskolen. 13daskriftet

Verdandi, 1897. Stockholm.

ScssOnas, LIIDVIG. Den Nordiske Folkehdjskole; Bidrag di dens Historie.
Copenhagen, 1906. VI-437 p.

The most complete history of the people's high school movement.

Den Danake FolkehtSjskole Et brev ail en Engelek Lferer. Copenhagen,1::. 82p.
r----- N. F. S. Grundtvigs Levned. Copenhagen, 1901. 223 p.

Om filmier for Voksne. Copenhagen, 1878. [Pamphlet.]

Moamar Etym., Testrup peasant's high school. C,ornhill magazine. Reprinted
in American-Scandinavian, Spokane, Wash., October, No'ember, and De-
cember, 1909.'

Snalonsta, Joss F. Agricultural cooperation. Wisconsin state board of public
affairs, Madison, 1912.

Denmark, p. 9-16.
Advance sheets.

!hairs, The best methods of organization for agricultural cooperation
and credit. In Ireland. Department of Agriculture and Technical In-
struction. Dublin, 1903. 102 p. (Miscellaneous series. Bulletin 6.)

Swam, Romans. Folkehtigairalen 1 Danmark, Nbrge, Sverige og Finland.
Christiania, 1910. 8115 p.

THORNTON, J. S. Recent educational progress in Denmark. Great Britain.
Board of Education. Special reports on educational subjects. London, 1897.
you 1.

People's high schools, p. 592-600.

Schools public and private in the North of Europe. Great Britain.
Board of Education, Special reports on educational subjects. London,
1907, vol. 17.

People's high schools, p.

Bee articles in Educational Times (London), October, 1900, and November, 1906,
Journal of Education (London), October. 1895.

MAME% Jzits, STAAB Illfireaotis Sims& HoviKOLIEBLADST, May, 1912.
,p. 688-686.

diseusidon of the present status of the people's high school movement, based
the kiturt statistical report..

IVASHINerds, Bookaa T. How Denmark has taught herself prosperity and
happiness. The roral high schools which have made over a nation.% World's
Work, June, 1911, p. 14486-94

!".
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NORWAY.

ANDERSON, Dann ALLEN. The school system of NorwaT. Boston, Gorham .
press, 1913. 232 p.

Bibliography : p. 225-228,
The first reasonably complete account In Englibb of education in Norway. Aailluminating and scholarly presentation. A rather serious omission, however,

le the total absence of any reference to the work of the county and people's
high schools, (aorsatoler and folkehdj.koler).

' GREAT BRITAIN.' BOARD or Entroanow. Special reports on educational subjects.
lApitlon, 1902, vol. 8, p. 1-94; 1906, vol. 16, index ; 1907, vol. 17, P. 86-65. .

UNITED STATES. BUREAU Or EDUCATION. Circular of information, July, 1871:
Report of the Commissioner of education, 1889-90, sol. 1, 476-517 114
1896-97, Vol. 1, 103-123 p.

_SWEDEN.

Education in Sweden. Stockholm, 1909. 57 p. 'Prepared for Alaska-Yukon-
Pacific Exposition, 1909.

GREAT BRITAIN. BOAAD or EDUCATION. Special reports on educational subjects.
London, 1898, vol. 8, p. 649-671; 1902, vol. 8, p. 95 -168.

Jonasos, J. V. The people's high schools in 'Sweden. Orebro, 1904.

SUNDRARO, GUSTAV, ed. Education in Sweden. In Sweden and its people.
Stockholm, 1904. 69 p.

UNITED STATES. BUREAU or EDUCATION. Circular of information, July, 1871.
Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1888-89, vol. 1, \p. 197-221;

voL 1. p. 423-44111 1898-99, voL 4, p. 237-257; 1904, vol. 1. P.
767,797.
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Administration of education. 19-211.
Agricultural education, 67-68, 95-97, 126 -128.
Agricultural products, statistics, 170-171.
Arithmetic, teaching, peoples' high schools, 117.
Askov, advanced courses, 119-120
A ttendince, school, 107-101
Bergimen, C A., on the peopla' high school, 146.
Bibliogrephi, 173-172.
Bishops, eduational duties, 94.
Boards of education, 21, 26-27.
Botanical school gardens, 41-42.
Butter, Danish, excess of exports over imports, 170.
Civil divisions, 24-26.
Claxton, P. P., letter of transmittal, 6.
Colleges and, totiverdities, 64-68
Conimerclid schools, curriculum, 70-n.
Ccenmumtl secondary schools, 63.
Community life in test4ols, 101-109.
Compulsory education, 79-30.
Continuation schools, 43-44.
Coops vs societies, arthritis!, 133-140.
Copenha administration of schools, 28; pay

schools, 33-33; timetables &public schools, 35-36.
County school boards, 25.
County school council, 25;
Curridulutn, agricultural schools, 127; commercial

schools, 70-71; elementary schools, 3940; middle
schools, 56-58; normal schools, 46-47; peoples' high
schools, 115-128, lit); secondary schools, 56-60:
university, 65. See also cider special rubjecir.

Danish education, suooess, 134-165.
Danish language, instruction, 37-38.
Discipline. See School discipline.
District.achool board, 25-26.
Domectio-science schools, 69-70.
Drawing, teaching, 39, 118.
Eccieslastioal divisions, statistic k, 28-74
Economic contribution, peoples' high schools, 184.
Educational boards, statistics, 23.
Educational system, historical development, 7-19.
Elementary education, 19-13, 29-53' term defined,

19.

ngland, peoples' high schools, 150-151
nlightenment period, 15,19.

Equipment for schools, 41.
E xi minati , elementary schools, 49: peoples' high

schools, secondary schools, 60-61.
Ext k, peoples' high schools, 128.
Finland, les' high schools, 143-140. .
Fircroft Bohai, England, 160-161
Frederick IV (1693-1730), asstribution to *does-

lion, 13-14.
Free meals, elaMastary schools of Copenhagen, 43.
Geography, bah*, Instruction, U.
German languap, teaching, 40.

5,

Germany, peoples' high schools, 140-130.
Girls, education in early times, 9; features ottani*

ulum, peoples' high schools, 113; secondary ado-
cation, 18-19.

Grain, shlpmants, la&
Grounds and boildhis, 81.
Ornudtvig, N. F. 8, career and Influents* 73-1M.
Gymnasium, Hi; =limbs% 5640.
Gymnastics, instenetko, 40; peoples' high schools,

119.

Half-time schedule, 83-34.
High school. See Peoples' high,schook.
Higher eduoation, term defined, 19-
flimsy, teaching, 116-117, 121-122.
Industrial schools, 68-70
Hold, Kristen, career and Influence, 63-931.
Ls Cour, Patd, on method of teaching science, 138.
Latin school, divided Into linguistfc-historlcal and

mathematical-scientific, 17; during the Rekindle.
ton, 10.

Lecture system, peoples' high schools, in.
Lyituring societies, 129-130.
Libraries, State-sided, 13L
Local civil council, 26.
Medical inspection of schools, Copenhagen, 43.
Methgds of instruction, peoples' high schools,

MiddA Ages, education during
Middle schools, curriculum, 56-56.
Ministry of education20-21.
Naturalism, influence in eighteen
Normal schools, 46-47, 110.
Norway, peoples' high schools, 142 -116.
Observational instruction, 38.
Old Norse education, 7-9.
Organization and administration of *location,

IS-

°entail, ts-is.

the of elementary schools, U.
O p of schools, 119.413.
Pay 11, CoPenhcien, 32.
Peasant proprietorship, 133-333.
Pensions, teachers. See T ars, pensions.
Peoples' high schools, th, 8499; origin, 73-64.
Pietism, influence, 18-14.
Polytechnic Institute, courses, 67.
Privets elementary schools, 44-48.
Private sohoob , secondary, sources of income, 63-64.
Promotion, elementary schools, 43.
RIIIIIIIEr OW* Normal School, curriculum, U. \
Real mum, *wady program, U.
Reformation, educational pan, 10,12.
Reforms, recent, 16.

education, 36,141 -141
Raddlpg first peoples' high school, WV.

e, daily program, 102-108.

81
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Runk iracriptiora, 7.
Salaries, teachers. See Teachers' *arise.
warships, peoples', high schools, 108.
School building/1, al-
School commission, 26-27.

o School discipline, $448.
School districts, 80-31.
School hugs, county, 51-62.
Schools, distribution on bash of snumbet of year

students (1910-11), 99-100.
°Solomoes, teactdoz, 117, 124-126.
Basoarlary education, 63-64; girls, 18-19; since

Etelecontion, 16, 17-18; support of State schools,
81; tarns deaned419.

Servant girls' school, 66-69.
Singing, teaching, people' high schools, 118.
Specialiste, displaced in elementary schools, 40-41.
Stale system of schools, establishment, 14-16.

# Mate teathers' cane, Copenhagen, 47.

0

Student associations, 66.
Students, peoples' high schools, 106-108, 167-168.
Sweden, peoples' high schools, 145-148.
Teachers, 108-111, 124, 168-170; and the church, 48-

49; appointment, 47 -48; elementary schools, 45,
examination and certification, 47; training,

7, 61-63.
T ers' essociations, 111.
Teach ' councils. 27-28.
Teachers' pensions, 49-80,
Teachers' salaries, 49, 61.
Teachers' training school, first established, 16.
Textbooks, peoples' high schools, 126.
Trade schools, 68-09.
United States, Peoples' high schools, 153-164, 162,

164.

Universities, organisation and teaching form, 64.
Veterinary and Agricultural College, work, 67.
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.No 8. State school systems: Legislation and Judicial decisions relating to publics education, Oct. 1, 1901,

to Oct. 1, 1906. Edward C. Elliott. IS eta.

19081

No. 6. The apprenticeship system In Its relation to industrial education. CarrolF11. Wright. 16 eta.No. 8. Statisthe of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially supported by.
the State, 1907-8.

1909. .

No. 2. Admission of Chinese students to American colleges. John Fryer.
No. 3. Daily meals of school children. Caroline L. Hunt. 10 cts.
No. 5. Statistics of public, society, and school libraries In 1908.
Nb. 7. Index to the Reliorts of the Commissioner of Education, 1867-1907.

No. 8. A teacher's professional library. Classified list of 100 titles. 6 eta.
No. 10. Education for efficiency in railroed service. J. Shirley Eaton.

No. 11. StatisUes of State nniversitire and other institutions of higher education partially supported by
the State, 1908-0. 6 cta.

1910.
No.2. State school systems: III. Legislation and Judicial decisions relating to public education, Oct. 1,

1908, to Oct. 1, 1909. Edward C. Elliott.
No. 5. American schoolhbases. Fletcher B. Dreeslar. 76 ots.

1911.
NO. 1. Bibliography of solanoe teaching. 5 cts.
No. 3. Agencies for the Improvement of teachers in service. William C. Ruediger. 13 eta.
No. 4. Report of the oommissi on appointed study the system of education in the public schools of

Baltimore. 10 eta.
No. 5. Age and grade census of an. ea. George D. Strayer. 10 eta.
No. 6. Oraduatework in mathematics in universities and in other institutions of like grade in the United

States. 6 eel.
No. 7. Undergraduate work In mathematics In colleges and universities.
No. 9. Mathematics in the tathnological schools of collegiate grade in the United States.

No. 13: Mathematics in the elementary schookt of the United States. 15 cts.
No. 14. Provision for exceptiodhl children In the public schools. J. H. Van Sickle, Lightner Witmer,

and Leonard P. Ayres. 10 cats.
*No. 15. Educational system of China as recently reconhiructed. Harry E. King. l0 eta.
No. le. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially supported by

the State, 1910-11. .4
1912.

*41. A course of sitiffylifirthe preparation of ruralechool teachers. F. Mutchier and W. J. Craig. 6 eta.No,3. Report of oommittee on uniform records and reports. 6 eta.
No. 4. Mathematics in technical sesondary schools in the United Stated. 6 eta.
Mo. 6. A study of expenses of city school systems. Harlan Updegraff. 10 eta.
No. 6. Aviculturist education In secondary schools. 10 cis.
No. 7. Educational status of nursing. M. Adelaide Nutting. 10 eta.
No. 9. Country schools for city boys. William S. Myers. 10 eta.
No.11. Current educational topics, No. I.

No.13. Influences tending to improve the work of theteacher of mathematks. 5 eta.
*No.14. FisPect of the American commindoners of the Internet commission on the teaching of mathe-matics: 10 ob.
No.17. The Montessori system of education. Anna T. 8111i 64411-
No. 18. Teacyng language through riculture and domestic science. M. A: Leiter. 5 ote.
Olo.19. Professional distribution of collage and university graduates Bailey B. Buren. 10 ea.
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No. 90. Hasdltistment of a rural high school to the needs at the country. H. A. Brown. 10 eta.
No. 22. Public and private high schools. 25 eta.

11.
No. 2$. Special collections In libraries in the United States. W. D. Johnston and I. El. Mudge. 10 eta.

No. 26. Bibliography of child study for the years 1910-11.
No. 27. History-of petbliosohool education In Arkansas. Stephen `173. Weeks.

No. X Cultivating school grounds in Wake County, N. C. &Anton Judd. S
No. 29. Bibliography of the teaching of mathematics, 1900-1912. D. E. Smith and Chas. Ooldalber.
No. 80. LatieAmerioan univereitles and special schools. Edgar ET Brandon.

1915,

No. 1. Monthly record of current educational publications, January, 1913.
No. 2. Training mums for rural teachers. A. C. Monahan and R. H. Wright. 5 ets.
No. 3. The teaching of modern languages in the United States. Charles H. Handschin. IS ots.
* No. 4. Present standards of higher education in the United States. George E. MacLean,. 20 eta.

No.5. Monthly record of current educational publications, February, 1919.
No. 6. Agricultural instruction In high schools. C. H. Robison and F. B. Jenks. 10 Ma.
*No. 7. College entrance requirements. Clarence D. Kingsley. 11 cis.
No. 8.. The status of rural education In the United States. A. C. Monahan. 16 ota.
No. 9. Consular report on continuation schools in Prussia. 5 cta.
No. 11. Monthly rended of current educational publications, April, 1913.

1 *No. 12. The promotion of pesos Fannie Fern Andrews. 10 eta.
No. 13. Standards and teats for measuring the efficiency of schools or systems of schools. 6 et.
*No. 14. Agricultural instruction in secondary schools. 10 cts.
No. 15. Monthly renord'of current educational publications, May, 1913.

*No. 16. Bibliography of medical inspection and health supervision. 15 ots.
No. 17. A trade school for girls. A preliminary investigation in a typical manufactuting city, Worcester,

Masa 10 cts.
* No. 18. The fifteenth international oongress on hygiene and demography. Fletcher B. Dressler. 10 cts.
No. 19. German Industrial( _education and Its lessons for the United States. Holmes Beckwith.
No. 20. Illiteracy in the Ugted States. 10 eta.
No. 21. Monthly record of current educational pu cations. June, 1913.

No. 22. Bibliography of industrial, vocational, trade education 10 eta.
No. H. The Georgia club at the State Normal ool, Athens, Ga., f.,, the study of rural sociology. E. C.

Branson. 10 eta.
No. 24. A comparison of public education In Germany and in the United States. Georg Kerschensteiner.

6 cis.
No. 26. Industrial education In Columbus, Ga. Roland B. Daniel. 6 crts.11/4
No. 26. Good roads arbor day. Susan B. Sipe. 10 cis.
No.26. Exprendons on education by American statesmen and publicists. 5 eta.
No. 29. Accredited secondary schools in the United States. Kendric C. Babcock. IS ots.

No. 30. Education in the South. 10 Ma,
No. 31. Special features in city school systems. 10 eta.
No. Se. Pension systems In Great Britain. Raymond W. Sim. 10 eta.

No. 35. A list of books suited to a high school library. 15 eta.
No. 36. Report on the work of the Bureau of Education for the natives of Alaska, 1911-12. 10 eta.
No. 37. Monthly record of current educational publications, October, 1913.

No. 38 Economy of time in education. 10 crta.
Ne. 40. The reorganized school playground. Henry S. Curtis. 10 Ms.

No. 41. The reorganisation of secondary education. 10 eta.
No. 42. An experimental rural school at Winthrop College. H. S. Browne. 10 eta.
No. 43. Agriculture and rural -life day; material for Its °beer vance. Eugene C. Brooks. 10 cis.
No. 44. Organised health work in schools. E. B. Hoag. 10 eta.
No. 46. Monthly record of current educational publications, November, 1913.

ee, No. 46. Educational directory, 1913. 15 cts.
No. 47. Teaching material in Government publidations. F. K. Noyes. 10 ma.
tIo. 48. &Shoot hygiene. W. Carson R pan, Jr. 15 tits.
No. 49. The Farragut School, a Tennessee oonntry-life high school. A. C. Monahan and Adams Phillips.

No. SO. The Fitchburg plan of cooperative industrial education. M. R. McCann. 10 eta.
No. 51. Eduostion of the immigrant. 10 cts.
No. 52. Sanitary schoolhouses. Legal requirements In Indiana and Ohio. 5 ots.
No. 53. Monthly /word of current educational publications, December, 1913.

' No. 54. Consular reports on industrial edncetion in Germany.
No. fie. Legislation and Judicial decisions relating to education, Oct. 1, 1909, to Oot. I, 1912. James C.

Boykin and William R. Hood.
N0.58. Educational system of rural Denmark. Harold W. Foght.
No. fit BiBibliographyaPhy of education for 1910-11.
No. SO. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education tiartlally supported by

the Mite, 19128.
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1914.
No. 2. Compulsory school attendance.
No.1. Monthly record of current educational publications, February, 1914.
No. 4. The school and the start in life. Meyer Bloomfield.
No. 5. The folk high se:booboo( Denmark. L. L. Friend.
No. 6. kindergartens in the .United Staten
No. 7. Monthly record of ct1rient educational publications, March, 1014.

No 8. The Maasac.huoetta home-project plan of vocational agricultural education. R. W. Eitimsou.
15 eta.

No. 9. Monthly record otcurrent educational publications, April, 1914.
No 10. Physical growth and school progress. B. T. Baldwin.

No..11. Monthly record of current educational publications, May, 1914. 5 eta.
No 12. floral schoolhouses and grounds. F. B. Dreealar.
No. 13. Present status of drawing and art in the elementary and secondary schoolsof the United States.

Royal B. Farnum. '
No. 11 Vocational guidance.
No. 16. Monthly record of current gluoational publications. Index.
No. 16. The tangible rewards of teaching. James C. Boykin and Roberto King.
No. 17. Sanitafy survey of the schools of Orange County, Va. Roy K. Flanagan.
No. N.. The public school system of Gary, Ind. William P. Burris.
No. 19. University contagion in the United States. Louis E. Reber.
No. 20. The rural school and hookworm disease. J. A. Ferrell.
No. 21. Monthly record of current educational publications, September, 1914..
No. 22. The Danish folk high schools. H. W. Foght.
No. 23. Some trade schools in Europe. Frank L. Glynn.
No 24. Danish elementary rural schools. H. W. Foght.
No. 25. Important features In rural school improvement. W. T. Hodges.
No 26. Monthly record of current educational publications, October, 1914.

* No. 27. Agricultural teaching. 15 cts.
No. 28. The Monttiaori method and the kindergarten. Elizabeth Harrison.
No. 29. The kindergarten in benevolent Institutions.
No. 30. Consolidation of rural schools and transportation of pupils at publicexpense. A. C. Monahan.

25 eta.
' No. 31. Report an the work of the Bureau of Education for the natives of Alaska. 25 eta.
No. 32. Bibliography of the relation of secondary schools to higher eduestion. R. L. Wolkley.
No. 33. Music in the public schools. Will Earhart,
No. 34. Library instruction in universities, colleges, and normal schools. Henry R. Evans.
No. 35. The training of teachers in England, Scotland, and Germany. Charles H. Judd.
No. 3$. Education for the home-Part I. General statement. B. R. Andrews. 10 eta.

' No. 37. Education for the home-Part II. State legislation, schools, agencies. B. R. Andrews. 30 ota.
II, No.313. Education for the home-Part III. Colleges and universities. Benjamin 11'. Andrews.

No. 39. 4ducation for the home-Part IV. Bibliography, list of schools. Benjamin R. Andrews.
10 eta.

No. 40. (Are of the health of boys in Girard College, Philadelphia, Pa.
No. 41. Monthly record of current educational publications, November, 1914.
No.-42. Monthly record of current educatipnal publications, December, 1914.
No. 43. Educational directory, 1914-16. t
No. 44. County-unit organization for the administration of rural schools. A. C. Monahan
No. 45. Curricula in mathematics. J. C. Brown.
No. 44. School saving; hanks. Mrs. Sara L. Oberholtzer.
No. 47. City training schools for teachers. Frank A. Manny.
No. 48. The educational museum of the St. Louis public schools. C. 0. Rothman.
No. 49. Efficiency and preparation of rural-school teachers. H. W. Foght.
No. 60. Statistka of State universities and State colleges.

1915.
No. 1. Cooking In the vocational school. Iris P. O'Leary. 6 cts.
No. 2. Monthly record of current educational publications, January, 1918.
No. 3. Monthly record 'of current educational publications, February, 1915.
No. 4. The health of school children. W. H. Heck.
No.6. Organisation of State departments of education. A. C. Monahan.
No, 6. A study of the colleges and high schools in the North Ceritral Association.
No. 7. Aocredhadsmondary schools In the United States'. Samuel P. Copan. .

No. R. Present status of the honor wets= in colleges 'and,,uniVersities- Bird T. Baldwin.
No. 9. Monthly record of current educational publications March, 1915.
No. 10. Monthly record of current educational publications, April. 1915.
No. 11. A statistical study of the publksechool systems of the southern Appalachian Mountains.

Norman Prost.
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No. 13. Illstary of publio-school education in Alabama. Stephen B. Weeks.
No. 13. The schoolhouse as the polling place. E. J. Ward.
No. 14. Monthly record of *urea eduntionel publications, May, 1915.
No. 15. Monthly record of current educational pubUcatkon- Index, February, 1914-Jantiary,1915.
No. 16. Monthly record of current eduoatkmal publications, June, 1915.
No. 17. Civic eduction In elementary schools as Illustrated In Indianapolis. A. W. Dunn.
No. 13. Legal education in Great Britain. H. B. Richards.
No. 19. [Rails*s of agricultural, manual training, and industrial schools, 1913-14.
No. 20. The rural school system of Minnesota. H. W. Foght.
No. 31. Schoolhouse sanitation. William A. Cook.
No. 22. State versuslocal control of elementary education. T. L. MacDonell.
No. 23. The teaching of community civics.
No. 34. Adjustment between kindergarten and first grade. Luella A. Palmer.
No. 36. Public, society, and reboot libraries.
No. 26. Secondary schools in the States of Centrat America, South America, and the West Indies.

Anna T. Smith.
No. 77. Opportunities for foreign students at oollegea and univeralties in the United States. Samuel P.

Capon.
No. 28:. The extension of public! education. Clarence A. Perry.
No. 29: The truant problem and the parental stbooL James S. Hiatt.
No. 30. Bibliography of -education for 1911-12.
No. 31. A comparative study of the mimics of teachers and officers.. No. 32. The school system of Ontario. H. W. Foght.
No. 33. Prob of vocetional education in Germany. George E. Myers.

*No. 34. Monthly of current educational pu Wanness, September, 1015. 6 ca.
No. 86. Mathernatks In the lower and middle commercial and industrial schools. E. H. Taylor.
No. 36. Free textbooks and State uniformity. A. C. Monahan.
No. 37. Some foreign educational surveys. James Mahoney.
No. 38. The university and the municipality.
No. 39. The training of elementary school teachers In mathematics. I. L. Mandel.
No. 40. Monthly record of current educational publications, October, 1916
No. 41. Significant school extension records. Clergioe A. Perry.
No 42. Advancement of the teacher with the clan. James Mahoney.
No, 43. Educational directory, 1915-16.
No. 44. School administration in the smaller cities. W. S. Deffenbaugh.
No. 45. The Danish people', high school. Martin Flegkind.
No. 46. Monthly record of current educational publicatiorn, November, 1915.
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